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Motion-compensated prediction is used in video coding standards likeHigh Eciency
Video Coding (HEVC) as one key element of data compression. Commonly, a purely
translational motion model is employed. In order to also cover non-translational
motion types like rotation or scaling (zoom) contained in aerial video sequences such
as captured from unmanned aerial vehicles, an ane motion model can be applied.
In this work, a model for ane motion-compensated prediction in video coding is
derived by extending amodel of purely translational motion-compensated prediction.
Using the rate-distortion theory and the displacement estimation error caused by
inaccurate ane motion parameter estimation, the minimum required bit rate for
encoding the prediction error is determined. In this model, the ane transformation
parameters are assumed to be aected by statistically independent estimation errors,
which all follow a zero-mean Gaussian distributed probability density function (pdf).
¿e joint pdf of the estimation errors is derived and transformed into the pdf of the
location-dependent displacement estimation error in the image. ¿e latter is related
to the minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error. Similar to the
derivations of the fully ane motion model, a four-parameter simplied ane model
is investigated. It is of particular interest since such a model is considered for the
upcoming video coding standard Versatile Video Coding (VVC) succeeding HEVC.
As the simplied ane motion model is able to describe most motions contained in
aerial surveillance videos, its application in video coding is justied. Both models
provide valuable information about theminimum bit rate for encoding the prediction
error as a function of ane estimation accuracies.
Although the bit rate in motion-compensated prediction can be considerably
reduced by using a motion model which is able to describe motion types occurring
in the scene, the total video bit rate may remain quite high, depending on the motion
estimation accuracy. ¿us, at the example of aerial surveillance sequences, a codec
independent region of interest- (ROI-) based aerial video coding system is proposed
that exploits the characteristic of such sequences. Assuming the captured scene to be
planar, one frame can be projected into another using global motion compensation.
Consequently, only new emerging areas have to be encoded. At the decoder, all new
areas are registered into a so-called mosaic. From this, reconstructed frames are
XVI Abstract
extracted and concatenated as a video sequence. To also preserve moving objects
in the reconstructed video, local motion is detected and encoded in addition to the
new areas. ¿e proposed general ROI coding system was evaluated for very low and
low bit rates between 100 and 5000 kbit/s for aerial sequences of HD resolution. It is
able to reduce the bit rate by 90% compared to common HEVC coding of similar
quality. Subjective tests conrm that the overall image quality of the ROI coding
system exceeds that of a common HEVC encoder especially at very low bit rates below
1Mbit/s.
To prevent discontinuities introduced by inaccurate global motion estimation—as
may be caused by radial lens distortion—a fully automatic in-loop radial distortion
compensation is proposed. For this purpose, an unknown radial distortion com-
pensation parameter that is constant for a group of frames is jointly estimated with
the global motion. ¿is parameter is optimized to minimize the distortions of the
projections of frames in the mosaic. By this approach, the global motion compensa-
tion was improved by 0.27 dB and discontinuities in the frames extracted from the
mosaic are diminished. As an additional benet, the generation of long-termmosaics
becomes possible, constructed by more than 1500 aerial frames with unknown radial
lens distortion and without any calibration or manual lens distortion compensation.
Keywords: video coding, ane motion-compensated prediction (MCP), simplied
ane motion-compensated prediction, rate-distortion theory, aerial surveillance,
global motion compensation (GMC), region of interest- (ROI-) based aerial video cod-
ing, moving object detection, long-term mosaicking, radial distortion compensation
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Kurzfassung
Bewegungskompensierte Prädiktion wird in Videocodierstandards wie High E-
ciency Video Coding (HEVC) als ein Schlüsselelement zur Datenkompression verwen-
det. Typischerweise kommt dabei ein rein translatorisches Bewegungsmodell zum
Einsatz. Um auch nicht-translatorische Bewegungen wie Rotation oder Skalierung
(Zoom) beschreiben zu können, welche beispielsweise in von unbemannten Lu -
fahrzeugen aufgezeichneten Lu bildvideosequenzen enthalten sind, kann ein anes
Bewegungsmodell verwendet werden.
In dieser Arbeit wird aufbauend auf einem rein translatorischen Bewegungs-
modell ein Modell für ane bewegungskompensierte Prädiktion hergeleitet. Unter
Verwendung der Raten-Verzerrungs-¿eorie und des Verschiebungsschätzfehlers,
welcher aus einer inexakten anen Bewegungsschätzung resultiert, wird die minimal
erforderliche Bitrate zur Codierung des Prädiktionsfehlers hergeleitet. Für die Mo-
dellierung wird angenommen, dass die sechs Parameter einer anen Transformation
durch statistisch unabhängige Schätzfehler gestört sind. Für jeden dieser Schätzfehler
wird angenommen, dass die Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichteverteilung einer mittelwert-
freien Gaußverteilung entspricht. Aus der Verbundwahrscheinlichkeitsdichte der
Schätzfehler wird die Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichte des ortsabhängigen Verschiebungs-
schätzfehlers im Bild berechnet. Letztere wird schließlich zu der minimalen Bitrate
in Beziehung gesetzt, welche für die Codierung des Prädiktionsfehlers benötigt
wird. Analog zur obigen Ableitung des Modells für das voll-ane Bewegungsmodell
wird ein vereinfachtes anes Bewegungsmodell mit vier Freiheitsgraden untersucht.
Ein solches Modell wird derzeit auch im Rahmen der Standardisierung des HEVC-
Nachfolgestandards Versatile Video Coding (VVC) evaluiert. Da das vereinfachte
Modell bereits die meisten in Lu bildvideosequenzen vorkommenden Bewegungen
abbilden kann, ist der Einsatz des vereinfachten anen Modells in der Videocodie-
rung gerechtfertigt. Beide Modelle liefern wertvolle Informationen über die minimal
benötigte Bitrate zur Codierung des Prädiktionsfehlers in Abhängigkeit von der
anen Schätzgenauigkeit.
Zwar kann die Bitrate mittels bewegungskompensierter Prädiktion durch Wahl ei-
nes geeigneten Bewegungsmodells und akkurater aner Bewegungsschätzung stark
reduziert werden, die verbleibende Gesamtbitrate kann allerdings dennoch relativ
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hoch sein. Deshalb wird am Beispiel von Lu bildvideosequenzen ein Regionen-
von-Interesse- (ROI-) basiertes Codiersystem vorgeschlagen, welches spezielle Eigen-
scha en solcher Sequenzen ausnutzt. Unter der Annahme, dass eine aufgenommene
Szene planar ist, kann ein Bild durch globale Bewegungskompensation in ein an-
deres projiziert werden. Deshalb müssen vom aktuellen Bild prinzipiell nur noch
neu im Bild erscheinende Bereiche codiert werden. Am Decoder werden alle neuen
Bildbereiche in einem gemeinsamen Mosaikbild registriert, aus dem schließlich die
Einzelbilder der Videosequenz rekonstruiert werden können. Um auch lokale Be-
wegungen abzubilden, werden bewegte Objekte detektiert und zusätzlich zu neuen
Bildbereichen als ROI codiert. Die Leistungsfähigkeit des ROI-Codiersystems wurde
insbesondere für sehr niedrige und niedrige Bitraten von 100 bis 5000 kbit/s für Bilder
in HD-Auösung evaluiert. Im Vergleich zu einer gewöhnlichen HEVC-Codierung
kann die Bitrate um 90% reduziert werden. Durch subjektive Tests wurde bestätigt,
dass das ROI-Codiersystem insbesondere für sehr niedrige Bitraten von unter 1Mbit/s
deutlich leistungsfähiger in Bezug auf Detailauösung und Gesamteindruck ist als
ein herkömmliches HEVC-Referenzsystem.
Um Diskontinuitäten in den rekonstruierten Videobildern zu vermeiden, die
durch eine durch Linsenverzeichnungen induzierte ungenaue globale Bewegungs-
schätzung entstehen können, wird eine automatische Radialverzeichnungskorrektur
vorgeschlagen. Dabei wird ein unbekannter, jedoch über mehrere Bilder konstan-
ter Korrekturparameter gemeinsam mit der globalen Bewegung geschätzt. Dieser
Parameter wird derart optimiert, dass die Projektionen der Bilder in das Mosaik
möglichst wenig verzerrt werden. Daraus resultiert eine um 0.27 dB verbesserte glo-
bale Bewegungskompensation, wodurch weniger Diskontinuitäten in den aus dem
Mosaik rekonstruierten Bildern entstehen. Dieses Verfahren ermöglicht zusätzlich
die Erstellung von Langzeitmosaiken aus über 1500 Lu bildern mit unbekannter
Radialverzeichnung und ohne manuelle Korrektur.
Stichwörter: Videocodierung, ane bewegungskompensierte Prädiktion, ver-
einfachte ane bewegungskompensierte Prädiktion, Raten-Verzerrungs-¿eorie,
Lu bildüberwachung, globale Bewegungskompensation, Regionen-von-Interesse-
(ROI-) basierte Lu bildcodierung, Bewegtobjektdetektion, Langzeitmosaikerstellung,
Radialverzeichnungskorrektur
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For aerial surveillance tasks, e. g. for disaster area monitoring as well as for police
surveillance operations, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) become more prevalent
nowadays. One of the main challenges hereby is the transmission of high resolution
video data recorded on-board an UAV over channels with only limited capacities.
Taking into account the high resolutions of today’s and upcoming camera sensors (4K
and above), the demand for multiple or multi-view video streams, and the increasing
number of UAVs competing for bandwidth, ecient data compression is of growing
interest.
Modern hybrid video coding standards like Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [49],
or High Eciency Video Coding (HEVC) [51] provide very good video compression
capabilities for daily life applications like Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) [104] over
satellite (DVB-S/DVB-S2), cable (DVB-C/DVB-C2) or terrestrial antenna (DVB-T/DVB-
T2). Furthermore, video on demand (VOD) applications like Netix, Amazon Prime
Video, Maxdome, or Telekom Entertain TV, and also internet video applications like
Youtube depend on high video compression performance. However, those video
compression standards are natively optimized for the compression of video sequences
as produced by commercial movie production studios or home-brew videos such
as captured with a smartphone, camcorder or other digital movie cameras. ¿ey
reduce the redundancy contained in a video sequence by a combination of motion-
compensated prediction (MCP), transform coding with quantization, both typically
realized in a dierential pulse-code modulation (DPCM) loop, and entropy coding
(Fig. 1.1) [104]. ¿e usage of DPCM (the closed back-loop in the center of Fig. 1.1)
ensures that the prediction, i. e. the motion compensation, is performed on quantized
signals. Since a decoder reconstructs the image also on these quantized signals,
both reconstructions are exactly the same. Consequently, diverging reconstructions
in the en- and decoder are impossible, and thus, error propagation is prevented.
MCP exploits that most parts of one video image (further on referred to as frame)
reoccur in preceding or subsequent frames of the sequence. Instead of a pixel-
wise representation of a certain, typically rectangular, image part (called block),
only a reference to a similar image block is stored (motion vector, MV). For the













































Figure 1.1: Block diagram of a hybrid video coder at the (simplied) example of a
HEVC encoder (based on [30, 112]).
transformed (“T” in Fig. 1.1, whereas “T−1” indicates the inverse transform) using a
decorrelating transform. Typically, a discrete cosine transform (DCT) is applied and
the resulting coecients are quantized (“Quant. & scaling” in Fig. 1.1 and accordingly
“Inv. Scaling” indicating inverse scaling) a erwards. ¿e motion information, the
quantized transform coecients as well as additional signaling data needed for
video decoding (e. g. video dimensions, frame rate, block partitioning etc.) are
entropy encoded, e. g. by using a context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC).
For the rst frame of a video sequence, which is intrinsically new, or blocks, for
which no appropriate candidate for motion-compensated prediction is found, intra-
frame coding or just intra coding can be applied as an alternative. Intra coding uses
only the current frame and thus—in contrast to inter-frame coding or just inter
coding such as applied in MCP—requires no other frames. Depending on the video
coding standard, for intra coding dierent coding modes may be used, e. g. spatial
prediction like angular prediction, planar mode or DCmode in HEVC [97], or pulse-
code modulation (PCM) encoding. Using a rate-distortion optimization (RDO), several
encoding possibilities with dierent block sizes and partitioning as well as coding
modes are tested and the one which provides the best bit rate with respect to the
introduced distortion is selected for nal coding.
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1.1 Motion-Compensated Prediction
As previously introduced, one of the key elements for data compression in hybrid
video coding standards like AVC or HEVC is motion-compensated prediction (MCP).
It is based on the idea that the amount of data can be reduced, if for each image block
of the current frame only the displacement vector referring to a temporally pre- or
succeeding (reference) frame and the remaining error a er prediction (prediction
error) is encoded instead of the content of the block itself. Since for video sequences
captured at typical frame rates between 24 and 60 frames per second (fps) the same
content is visible in many frames, the coding eciency using inter frame coding
with MCP is much higher compared to that of intra frame coding. More specic,
MCP does not attempt to describe the real motion of a block, but rather searches for
the corresponding block with the highest similarity, i. e. with the lowest distortion,
typically measured asmean squared error (MSE) or sum of absolute dierences (SAD).
For a highly accurate prediction, the prediction error is small (or optimally zero)
and the entropy of the prediction error is smaller than for an inaccurate prediction.
Consequently, also the minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error
depends on the accuracy of the motion estimation, which can be specied by the
variance of the displacement estimation error. ¿e minimum bit rate of the pre-
diction error of motion-compensated prediction as a function of the variance of
the displacement estimation error was analyzed by Girod already in 1987 [36]. He
assumed that the displacement estimation errors ∆x and ∆y in x- and y-direction are
uncorrelated which only holds true for translational motion. Translational motion is
relatively easy to estimate and describes most of the block motion for general videos
suciently accurately. Consequently, Girod modeled the displacement estimation
error for translational motion with two degrees of freedom. Such a motion model
was employed in video coding standards like H.261 [52], MPEG-1 [47], MPEG-2 [50],
H.263 [53], AVC [49] and HEVC [51].
For video sequences with distinct global motion, ane global motion compensation
(GMC) was introduced inMPEG-4Advanced Simple Prole (MPEG-4ASP) [48], which can
also cover rotation, scaling (i. e. zooming) and shearing. Since the coding eciency
gains of GMC stayed behind the expectations for general video coding for natural
scenes without prevalent global motion, GMC was removed from the MPEG-4 ASP
successor AVC again and replaced by an improvedmotion vector prediction (MVP).
With upcoming small and relatively cheap UAVs like multicopters, aerial video
sequences with distinct global motion that cannot be covered by a purely translational
motion model, become increasingly important. ¿e importance of such sequences
is also reected in recent test sets, which contain more aerial video sequences than
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(a) Frame 6 of the aerial sequence 350m sequence (b) Frame 7 of the aerial sequence 350m sequence
(c) Prediction error for frame 7 usingHM (QP 43)
(log.)
(d) Prediction error between (a) and (b) using
GMC as proposed (log.)
Figure 1.2: In (a) and (b) two frames of the video sequence named 350m sequence
from the TAVT data set [46, 81] are shown. Panel (c) shows the logarithmic
(log.) prediction error (for denition see footnote on next page) using the
block-based HEVC reference encoder HM and (d) the logarithmic predic-
tion error using (ane) global motion compensation (GMC) as proposed.
¿e prediction error in (c) is much higher and more irregular compared
to the prediction error of the proposed GMC-based system in (d). ¿e
highest errors occur at non-planar structures (like the house at the right
side), which cannot accurately be covered by the motion models in both
cases—although much better using GMC in contrast to the translational
motion model. Since for very low bit rates an accurate encoding of the pre-
diction error becomes impossible, visible artifacts occur in reconstructed
frames. ¿us, a more consistent prediction error as shown in (d) is more
preferable leading to a better reconstructed frame.
traditional video test sets, e. g. as used for the standardization of AVC or HEVC [13, 135,
136, 46]. For illustration, Fig. 1.2 shows two frames of the aerial video sequence named
350m sequence (with reference to the ight altitude fromwhich it was recorded) from
the TNT Aerial Video Testset (TAVT) data set [46, 81] in (a) and (b). ¿e logarithmic
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prediction error¹ using the block-based HEVC reference encoder HM is shown in (c)
and the logarithmic prediction error using ane global motion compensation (GMC)
in (d) at a similarly low bit rate. ¿e prediction error in (c) is considerably larger and
more irregular compared to the prediction error of the proposed ane GMC-based
system in (d). ¿e highest errors occur at non-planar structures (like the house at the
right-hand side), which cannot accurately be covered by the motion models in both
cases—although ane GMC yields much better results compared to the translational
motion model. Since for low bit rates an accurate encoding of the prediction error
becomes impossible, visible artifacts occur in the reconstructed frame. ¿us, a more
consistent prediction error as shown in (d) is more preferable leading to a better
reconstructed frame.
To improve the processing of such higher-order global motions, the ITU-T/ISO/IEC
Joint Video Exploration Team (JVET) (on Future Video Coding) incorporated a sim-
plied 4-parameter ane motion model [65] (also referred to as similarity with
four degrees of freedom, e. g. by Hartley and Zissermann [42]) into their (former)
reference so ware Joint Exploration Model (JEM) [55] again [18], whereas in contrast
to MPEG-4 ASP, it operates on a block-level. Ane motion compensation is also part
of the video codec (coder-decoder) AV1 [96, 5].
First investigations on the common test set [110] (containing no sequences con-
sisting of distinct motion which cannot be covered by a purely translational model)
show coding eciency gains of up to 1.35% [134, 3]. Larger gains of more than 20%
can be expected for sequences containing more higher-order motions [65].
Although ane global motion compensation has a long tradition in video coding,
it has not been theoretically analyzed thoroughly in the context of video coding.
Particularly the assumption of Girod of uncorrelated displacement estimation errors
∆x′ and ∆y′ (in the original work called ∆x and ∆y) in x- and y-direction cannot
be applied for non-translational global motion.
¿us, in this work, the rate-distortion function for video coding using ane global
motion compensation is derived by extending the work of Girod [36] towards ane
motion compensation and correlated displacement estimation errors ∆x′ and ∆y′.
For this purpose the displacement estimation error during motion estimation is
modeled and the bit rate a er application of the rate-distortion theory is obtained
(Chapter 3).
¹¿e logarithmic prediction error elog is calculated from the prediction error e as:
elog = round(127 + 128 ⋅ log10 (1+abs(e))log10(256) ⋅ sign(e)) with “abs” denoting the absolute value of a
number, “sign” the signum function and “round” a function rounding its argument towards the
nearest integer.
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1.2 Challenges for Aerial Surveillance Video Coding
With general video coding employing motion-compensated prediction, the bit rate
for encoding high resolution content (full HD resolution of 1920×1080 pel, recorded
at a minimum of 24 fps) of several megabit per second for subjectively “good” quality
remains quite high. Additionally taking into account the demand for multi-cameras
for aerial surveillance, it becomes obvious that a further bit rate reduction is necessary.
1.2.1 Region of interest-based video coding
In order to reduce the bit rate of the video to be coded while maintaining interesting
image content, region of interest (ROI) coding is commonly applied, spatially dividing
each frame of a video sequence into ROIs and non-ROIs. Both, ROIs and non-ROIs,
are treated dierently during (or before) encoding. Hereby, the quality of the regions
of interest remains unaected. Non-ROI areas of a frame could be blurred in a
preprocessing step prior to actual video encoding or coarsely quantized within the
video encoder itself to reduce the overall bit rate [59, 28, 19]. A modied or externally
controllable block-based hybrid video coder like AVC or HEVC is employed in [68, 128,
67, 127] and [129, 74], respectively, in order to apply dierent quantization parameters
for the coding of ROI and non-ROI blocks. Such encoder internal modications
typically require severe changes and thus are time-consuming and expensive. In
already existing hardware implementations, subsequent coding control modications
are even impossible to apply.
¿e drawback of typical ROI coding approaches as discussed above is the degrada-
tion of non-ROI areas that cannot be reconstructed at full quality at the decoder. To
overcome this limitation and to provide high resolution and quality over the entire
reconstructed frame, it is proposed to only encode and transmit new emerging image
content (new areas, ROI-NAs) for each of the frames. Since only small parts of each
frame have to be encoded, this ROI coding system is capable of providing a high
image quality at low bit rates. ¿e new areas are stitched together in a mosaicking
step at the decoder to reconstruct the static parts of the scene (background) by means
of global motion compensation. From this panoramic image, a video sequence can
be reconstructed [75, 79] (Section 4.1).
¿e quality of such a panoramic image—and consequently of the reconstructed
parts of the video frames as well—may be impaired by lens distortions like radial
distortion, since non-tting new areas lead to visible artifacts. Especially radial
distortion is a common lens characteristic for zoom and wide-angle cameras like
used in aerial surveillance, and thus should be considered during mosaicking.
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To also retain local motion not conforming with the global motion, such areas have
to be detected, additionally transmitted and appropriately handled at the decoder.
1.2.1.1 Moving object detection
Although, theoretically, ROIs can be arbitrarily dened, e. g. in the center of the
image or by detecting skin color in a teleconferencing system like in [115], more
context-sensitive approaches are desirable. Depending on the specic task, dedicated
detectors may be used to nd areas containing interesting objects or subjects in the
video, e. g. cars, houses, faces, people, etc., which could be later-on dened as ROIs. For
aerial surveillance scenarios,moving objects (MO) are o en considered as ROI, further
on referred to as ROI-MO. Popular approaches rely on global motion compensation
of the background pixels (pixels are also referred to as pels for picture elements as in
this work) due to the camera movement prior to calculation of the pel-wise image
dierences (dierence image) between two frames of the video sequence or between
the current frame and a reconstructed background reference image [56, 107, 17, 45].
More ecient detectors were proposed, which exploit parallax eects [58], utilize
block matching motion vectors [33], cluster moving image features [117], or use an
optical ow analysis in order to detect moving objects [131, 90]. In [62] and [116]
extensive overviews on recent publications in the eld of aerial surveillance with a
moving camera and appropriate moving object detection methods are provided.
Since the focus of this work lies on ecient aerial video coding on-board an UAV
with limited energy and computational resources, a simple, yet eective dierence
image-based moving object detector is used here. Due to the modular concept of the
proposed detection and coding framework, the moving object detector can easily be
replaced (Section 4.2).
1.2.1.2 Radial distortion in aerial video sequences
For motion-compensated prediction induced by global motion of the camera, camera
aberrations may impair the accurate estimation of the motion, which leads to an
increased prediction error and thus nally results in an increased bit rate. Moreover,
the generation of overview panoramic images from several subsequent frames, which
is one commonway of visualizing aerial video sequences, becomes impossible without
lens distortion correction [94, 133, 130].
Radial distortion has been determined as one of the most important aberrations
[124, 26]. ¿ere has been plenty of research about radial distortion and radial dis-
tortion compensation [8, 121, 26, 31, 76]. Also in computer vision, radial distortion
has to be compensated depending on specic application requirements [114]. Most
correction methods rely on some kind of test pattern to calibrate a lens at a given
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focal length. However, calibration pattern based methods like [31] can be applied
only for known cameras. In aerial surveillance, the camera type and parameters are
o en unknown and thus have to be estimated from the video sequence. In [122],
it was proposed to estimate the complete camera matrix including the radial dis-
tortion. ¿is method is based on the estimation of projective homographies from
corresponding image feature points, but it is restricted to static scenes and limited
degrees of freedom and thus not appropriate for aerial surveillance applications with
a moving camera. In contrast to that, in [26] an approach to estimate the radial
distortion based on edge detection and subsequent polygonal approximation was
proposed in order to rst detect straight lines. In the second step, the distortion
error of dierent estimated radial distortion parameters is iteratively minimized
while taking the straightness of detected lines in the image into account. However, in
aerial surveillance applications, it cannot be guaranteed that straight lines are in the
image and that those lines are indeed exactly straight. Consequently, a method not
relying on specic image structures is more preferable. For an accurate global motion
estimation between two frames aected by unknown (and theoretically) dierent
radial distortions, the radial distortion parameters have to be jointly estimated with
the global motion. A frame-to-frame-based approach was proposed and combined
with Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC) for noise robustness of camera-captured
signals [61]. However, for image sequences with more than two frames, a frame-to-
frame-based method tends to estimate dierent radial distortions for dierent pairs
of subsequent images, especially for noisy signals. Since changing radial distortion
parameters from frame to frame negatively inuence the global motion estimation
accuracy, it is desirable to keep the radial distortion parameters constant as long as
possible. Moreover, a constant radial distortion reects the property of a real camera,
where the radial distortion for one specic focal length is constant (Section 4.1.2.1).
In order to estimate constant radial distortions for a high number of subsequent
frames, the joint estimation of homographies for several frames with one common
radial distortion is proposed (Section 4.1.3).
1.3 Contributions
¿e contributions of this work are as follows:
1. ¿e rst contribution of this work is the analysis of motion-compensated
prediction using an ane motion model. For a fully ane motion model
with six degrees of freedom, the prediction error a er motion compensation
as a function of the ane transformation parameter accuracy is analytically
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derived. ¿e ane parameters are assumed to be independently estimated and,
as a worst-case assumption, independently perturbed by zero-mean Gaussian
noise. Using the rate-distortion theory [7], the minimum required bit rate for
encoding the prediction error is derived.
Similar considerations are made for a simplied ane motion model with
only four degrees of freedom (rotation, scaling, translation) as employed in
JEM. Since the assumption of independently estimated ane transformation
parameters cannot be met for the simplied model, the correlation between
the estimated parameters has to be specically considered.
¿e derivations for both models were previously published in [87] for the fully
ane model and in [88] for the simplied ane model.
2. A region of interest-based video coding system (ROI-based coding system) for
aerial video sequences is introduced. Exploiting the special characteristic of
(predominant) planarity of aerial videos, global motion compensation is em-
ployed to reconstruct areas of each frame, which are already known to the
encoder. Only new emerging areas (new areas, NA or ROI-NA) are encoded. At
the decoder-side, NAs are stitched together and video frames are reconstructed
from the resulting mosaic. Areas containing local motion (ROI-MO) are de-
tected on-board, additionally encoded, transmitted and properly inserted into
the reconstructed video. In contrast to common video coding standards, er-
rors introduced by global motion compensation due to non-planar ground
structures like trees or buildings are not encoded, but are tolerated in favor of
a reduced bit rate. ¿us, the bit rate for encoding aerial sequences is highly
reduced compared to a common HEVC video encoding without subjectively
negatively impairing the image quality.
¿e ROI coding system including the simple moving object detector was previ-
ously published in [75] using a modied AVC video encoder. A similar system
employing a HEVC encoder instead was published in [89, 79, 81]. A codec-
independent general ROI-coding approach is presented which enables the use
of the proposed ROI-based coding system for aerial videos with arbitrary video
codecs. Since no encoder modication is necessary, general ROI coding facili-
tates the easy replacement of the video encoder itself to exploit latest eciency
improvements. ¿e general ROI coding approach was previously published in
[85].
Task-dependentmoving object detector improvements for the proposed system
were published in [77, 78, 81] and are shortly summarized in this work.
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3. A long-term mosaicking approach is presented, which is robust against un-
known radial distortion as well as smaller violations of the planarity assump-
tion, as caused by 3D structures like houses or trees. A model for the joint
estimation of several homographies and one constant radial distortion is de-
veloped. Due to the computational complexity of the solution, a fast, iterative
algorithm is proposed. Based on geometric constraints, the projection of a
jointly estimated group of frames (GOF) is regularized. ¿ereby the radial
distortion parameter is not necessarily optimized to match the correct radial
distortion but to provide a decent projection of the frames into the mosaic.
¿e long-term mosaicking approach was previously published in [83].
1.4 Outline
¿is thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, basic principles are introduced.
Aiming at aerial surveillance video coding, camera models with their extrinsic and
intrinsic parameters as well as projection models are summarized. A er a review
of general hybrid video coding with a focus on motion-compensated prediction,
the rate-distortion theory is revisited as far as used in this work, before region of
interest-based video coding is introduced. In Chapter 3, the eciency of motion-
compensated prediction is analyzed for a fully as well as a simplied ane motion
model and compared to the eciency of a purely translational motion model using
the example of aerial sequences containing distinct global motions. A ROI-based
coding system for aerial video sequences exploiting the special characteristics of such
sequences is presented in Chapter 4. By use of global motion compensation of already
known content, the bit rate is reduced below the bit rate which standardized common
video coders can provide at a subjectively comparable quality. It is explained how the
global motion is estimated at the encoder-side and compensated at the decoder-side
by means of a (short-term) mosaic. To retain also locally moving objects like cars
or pedestrians, a moving object detector suitable for UAV on-board processing is
incorporated into the system. Experimental results are presented in Chapter 5: the
model from Chapter 3 is experimentally validated in Section 5.1 by measurements of
the prediction error bit rate for inaccurate ane motion estimation (Section 5.1.1).
Operational rate-distortion diagrams for real-world sequences encoded with and
without ane motion-compensated prediction are presented in Section 5.1.2. ¿e
ROI coding system from Chapter 4 is evaluated in Section 5.2. It is shown that the
ROI coding system outperforms state-of-the-art video coding systems in terms of
objective and subjectively perceived quality. In Section 5.2.3 nally results of the
in-loop radial distortion compensation as introduced in Section 4.1.3 are presented.
Chapter 6 summarizes and concludes this work.
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2 Basics
In this chapter, the fundamentals of this work are introduced. First, the scene and
camera model (Section 2.1 and 2.2, respectively) as used here are described. ¿e
latter comprises perspective projection (Section 2.2.1), a lens model including radial
distortion (Section 2.2.2), the sensormodel (Section 2.2.3) as well as themathematical
essentials of homogeneous coordinates and the mapping from world to camera
coordinates as far as relevant for this work (Section 2.2.4 and 2.2.5, respectively).
Later on, the projective transformation and the basics of homography mappings are
introduced in Section 2.3. Motion estimation from image sequences is explained in
Section 2.4, covering feature detection, feature tracking and RANSAC outlier removal.
¿e idea of mosaicking of aerial video sequences is shortly presented in Section 2.5.
Hybrid video coding incorporating motion-compensated prediction and also global
motion compensation is encompassed in Section 2.6, prior to discussion of the
rate-distortion theory in Section 2.7 as a basis for the ane motion-compensated
prediction in video coding in the next chapter. Finally, region of interest-based coding
is reviewed in Section 2.8. ¿e Sections 2.1–2.4 are developed and partly quoted from
the work of Munderloh [90]. ¿e Subsections 2.4.2–2.4.3 are based on [15] and [90].
¿e Section 2.6 is based on the work of Klomp [60] and Section 2.7 is based on [92].
2.1 SceneModel
¿e landscape model used in this work assumes the surface of the earth to be planar.
¿is holds true as long as the camera is located high enough above the ground, but
not so high that the curvature of the earth becomes signicant. Moreover the focal
length of the camera needs to be suciently small (Fig. 2.1). ¿is is given for small
andmediumUAVs with a xed, downwards-facing camera (nadir view) of a full-frame
equivalent focal length between 50 and several hundred millimeters, and the ight
altitude is expected to be between approximately 100 and 2000 meters. Furthermore,
it is assumed that the predominant area of each video frame represents the surface
of the earth and that the heights of 3D objects in the scene are small compared to
the ight altitude. Such assumptions are met for typical drone missions in rural or














Figure 2.1: Scene model (based on [90], buildings from [21]).
typical surveillance video frame rates of about 24–60 fps the assumption of scene
planarity is still valid between several subsequent frames. Without loss of generality,
the illumination is assumed to be a constant, diuse ambient lighting. Hence a scene
without shadowing, reection and other lighting eects is assumed.
¿e coordinate systems are identically dened as in [90]: the world coordinate sys-
tem (X ,Y , Z) is a xed, global coordinate system which can be used to uniquely de-
scribe every point within the world. ¿e local camera coordinate system (Xc ,Yc , Zc)
moves with the camera. ¿e origin of this local camera system is set to the center
of projection, also known as the camera center [90]. It is assumed that the X- and
Y-axes of the local camera system are aligned to the camera sensor and the Z-axis of
the right-handed orthogonal coordinate system is pointing downwards through the
center of the lens towards the scene. ¿e mapping of camera coordinates to world
coordinates can be performed by applying a rotation R which indicates the local
orientation of the camera coordinate system with respect to the world coordinate
system, and the position of the camera center C in world coordinates [90].
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2.2 CameraModel
¿e camera model in this work is the same as in [90]. It explains the projection of a
3D scene onto a 2D image plane of a camera. It is described as a combination of a
perspective projection model, a lens model, and a sensor model [120, 90]. A scene
point P˜ in camera coordinates is projected into the image point n on the image plane












n = (xc ,yc)Image pointLensmodelp˜ Sensorp
Figure 2.2: Camera mapping model (based on [120] and [90]).
2.2.1 Perspective projection
A perspective projection describes the mapping of a 3D object point P˜ to a 2D point p




















Figure 2.3: Pinhole camera model (based on [90]).
the camera center and the image plane is called focal length fc. ¿e point on the
image plane intersected by the optical axis is called the principal point c. It is o en
assumed to be the origin of the coordinate system of the image plane, as it holds
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also true in this work. Without loss of generality the image plane can be mirrored to
the other side of the pinhole at an equidistant distance fc, resulting in the geometry
as shown in Fig. 2.4. ¿is results in uninverted image coordinates of the projected
scene points. As all rays intersect at this central point, this representation is called
central projection. ¿en the camera coordinates of the projection p = (xc ,yc , fc)⊺ of
the object point P˜ = (Px ,Py ,Pz)⊺ in camera coordinates on the image plane can be
determined using the intercept theorems [120, 22, 90]
( xcyc ) = fcPz ⋅ ( PxPy ) . (2.1)
In Equation (2.1), the projection is carried out by assuming a plane at distance Pz
from the camera center C, parallel to the image plane at distance fc. ¿e mapping is
performed by scaling the remaining two space coordinates of the point at distance













Figure 2.4: Central projection [90].
2.2.2 Lensmodel
For real cameras, however, pinhole cameras can neither be realized nor would they
provide enough light for a proper projection. ¿us, camera lenses are used instead of
a pinhole. Although the paths of rays are dierent in an ideal lens (dashed lines in
Fig. 2.5) compared to those of a pinhole camera, the rays converge at the same spot
on the image plane and the projection is equal to that of a pinhole camera.
In contrast to ideal lenses, real lenses are aected by several dierent distortions.
In the camera model, this is treated in the lens model block (Fig. 2.2). ¿e main
geometric distortion is the radial distortion [26, 124]. Following the commonnotation









Figure 2.5: Simplied camera and lens model [90].
and description of [90], the non-linear projection between the perspective mapping
coordinates p˜ = (xd , yd)⊺ and the real image coordinates on the image plane p can
be approximated by a Taylor expansion
r = rd(1 + κ1r2d + κ2r4d +⋯) , (2.2)
with rd=√(x2d + y2d) being the distorted and r=√(x2 + y2) being the undistorted
distance of one point on the image plane from the center of distortion. Without loss
of generality, the center of distortion is o en assumed to be located in the origin of
the camera coordinate system. For several applications it is a suciently accurate
approximation to only consider the second order radial distortion with its coecient
κ1 [124, 8]. ¿en, (2.2) can be simplied to
p = (1 + κ1r2d) p˜ , (2.3)
with r2d = x2d + y2d being the squared distance of p˜ from the origin [90].
2.2.3 Sensor model
Modern image sensors are typically realized as active pixel sensors manufactured
using CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) technology. Each picture
element (pel, pixel) has a light sensitive photo element in addition to an (eponymous)
active amplier and can be read-out individually in theory. ¿e numbers of pels
of a sensor in horizontal and vertical direction are dened as Nx (columns, image

















p = (xc ,yc)
⋯ ⋯ ⋯⋯
Figure 2.6: Camera sensor model (based on [120, 90]).
from the upper le (Fig. 2.6). A full HD resolution image sensor has Nx = 1920
columns and Ny = 1080 rows. ¿e sensor has its own coordinate system which
is assumed to be aligned to the local camera coordinate system with its center in
the center of the sensor (Fig. 2.6). ¿e information of the pels is quantized and
stored. Assuming an 8-bit quantization, the amount of data of one entire frame (only
luminance) is Nx × Ny bytes (unit byte, abbreviation B) or for a full HD resolution
image 1920 × 1080 ≈ 2 megabytes (MB). Since the dimensions of a pel in horizontal
and vertical direction may be dierent, two scaling factors are dened by
sx = swNx and sy = shNy , (2.4)
with sw and sh being the width and the height of the sensor. ¿en, the mapping
from image plane into sensor coordinates is dened as in (2.5) and from the sensor
coordinates into image coordinates as in (2.6) [90].
xc = sx ⋅ x − 0.5(Nx − 1)sx ,
yc = sy ⋅ y − 0.5(Ny − 1)sy ; (2.5)
x = 1/sx ⋅ xc + 0.5(Nx − 1) ,
y = 1/sy ⋅ yc + 0.5(Ny − 1) . (2.6)
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2.2.4 Homogeneous coordinates
Homogeneous coordinates are used in projective geometry to describe the projection
between two planes in 3D space. In projective geometry, geometric operations like
ane transformations become simple matrix-vector multiplications which o en are
more convenient than the component-wise calculation.
A 2D image point (a,b)⊺ can be represented by its homogeneous form (a,b,1)⊺.
¿e projection line through the camera center C and the 3D space point (a,b,1)⊺
intersects the 2D point in the image plane. Any other point located on this line is
also a valid homogeneous representation of the 2D point (a,b)⊺ and thus, (a,b,1)⊺ ≃( ak , bk ,k)⊺ (e. g. line connecting C and P˜ in Fig. 2.4), where ≃ represents projective
identity [90].
¿e points p = (xc ,yc , fc) and P˜ = (Px ,Py ,Pz) in Fig. 2.4 are located at the same










⎞⎟⎠ = P˜ . (2.7)
P and p hereby are equivalent up to a scalar multiple.
To project the homogeneous coordinate back to 2D, the homogeneous coordinate













¿e 2D space coordinates now equal the homogeneous 3D coordinate without its
third dimension [90]:
p = K P˜ , (2.9)
with the matrix K which contains the inner camera parameters. ¿e inner camera
parameters are the focal length fc and the image plane oset c = (cx , cy)⊺. K therefore







2.2.5 World coordinates to camera coordinates
¿emapping of a point in camera coordinates is modeled with (2.9). For the projec-
tion of an arbitrary scene point P = (X ,Y ,Z)⊺ in world coordinates, its coordinates
have to be converted into corresponding camera coordinates P˜. ¿is is carried out by
rotation and translation of the coordinate axes as follows: rst, the world coordinate
system is moved so that the camera center becomes the new origin by subtracting the
position of the camera center C in the world coordinate system from the observed
scene point P. Next, the orientation of this translated axis and the camera coordinate
system are aligned by rotation around each of the axes. ¿e angles of rotation around
the X-, Y-, and Z-axis are denoted by θx , θ y , and θz , respectively. A 3 × 3 rotation
matrix R can be used to describe all three rotations, with the order of rotation Y , X,
Z:
R = RθRγRβ = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
cos θ 0 − sin θ
0 1 0




0 cos γ − sin γ
0 sin γ cos γ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣




With the orientation R, the mapping from P to P˜ is
P˜ = R(P − C) . (2.12)
Inserting (2.12) into (2.9) leads to the projection of a point P in world coordinates
into a point p on the image plane
p = KR(P − C) . (2.13)
¿e oset of the camera center C and the rotation matrix R describe the position
and orientation of the camera in the world coordinate system and thus are called the
extrinsic camera parameters [90].
2.3 Projective Transformation and Homography
A projective transformation is an invertible linear mapping from projective space
to itself that maps straight lines to straight lines. A projective transformation, also
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or in matrix notation:
x′ = H x . (2.15)
Image coordinates can be obtained through dividing by the last dimension, as-
suming x1=x, x2= y and x3=1:
x′ = x′1
x′3 = h11x + h12 y + h13h31x + h32 y + h33 , y′ = x
′
2
x′3 = h21x + h22 y + h23h31x + h32 y + h33 . (2.16)







q⊺ q ] , (2.17)
with t being the translational vector, A an ane two dimensional scaling and rotation
and q a scaling factor which is commonly 1 a er normalization of H. ¿e vector
q = (q1 ,q2)⊺ describes non-linear properties of a projectivity. ¿e matrix H has eight
degrees of freedom (DoFs).
In computer vision applications, projective transformations can be used to describe
the mapping of points between two planes in space. For instance, points on a planar
surface in space can be projected onto the image plane of a camera. Projective
transformations can also be employed to map corresponding 2D points obtained by
projected 3D points located on a planar surface in space (Fig. 2.7). For the latter case,
the projective transformation between two image planes can be considered as two
concatenated projective transformations (H1 and H2) [42] as illustrated in Fig. 2.7:
x′ = H2H−11 x = H21x . (2.18)
H21 has eight degrees of freedom, thus four independent, non-collinear point
correspondences are necessary to estimate the projective transformation between
two planes (see Section 2.4).



















Figure 2.7: Homographymappings H1 and H2 between the points P1, P2 and P3 located
on a plane in 3D space and two dierent image planes to the points p1, p2
and p3 on image plane 1 and p′1, p′2 and p′3 on image plane 2, respectively
(based on [90]).
transformation with six degrees of freedom. ¿e inhomogeneous ane transforma-
tion equations are
x′ = h11x + h12 y + h13 and y′ = h21x + h22 y + h23 . (2.19)
For several real-world applications, a projective transformation can be approxi-
mated by an ane transformation as will be also performed in this work (Chapter 3).
For the estimation of the ane transformation (6 DoFs) between two planes, three
independent, non-collinear point correspondences are required [90].
2.4 Motion Estimation from Image Sequences
¿e estimation of the global motion of an image sequence is a common issue in
computer vision. Typically, it is performed in a three-step approach: suitable image
regions (features) are located and selected in the current frame sk (Section 2.4.1),
relocated in the next frame sk+1 (tracking, Section 2.4.2), and pruned of potentially
false feature correspondences (outlier removal, Section 2.4.3) in the third step. ¿is















Frame sk KLT RANSAC
Figure 2.8: Feature tracking workow used in this work (based on [90]).
results in a sparse motion vector eld which can be further used, e. g. for motion
compensation.
¿is procedure can either be performed by relocation of the features from the
frame with largest temporally distance but still located inside the current frame (o en
used in structure from motion (SfM) applications), or on a frame-to-frame basis.
¿e latter technique (as shown in Fig. 2.8) is applied in this work as it is known to
increase the accuracy compared to the previously described approach [22, 90].
2.4.1 Feature detection
A feature is a specic descriptor at a specied position in an image. It is designed to
uniquely describe a certain image region even in noisy environments. ¿e position is
specied in image coordinates of the current frame sk . In computer vision, common
feature types are corner features [41], scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) features
[69] and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) features [24]. Corner features are de-
ned by high luminance gradients in two orthogonal directions (commonly applied
in a surrounding window) and thus, they are largely invariant against rotation, per-
spective distortions or illumination changes. SIFT features consist of 128 dimensions
and are designed to occur at local extrema in a scale space of a dierence of Gaussians
(DoG), providing additional robustness against scale changes. HOG features are similar
to SIFT features but are computed on an uniformly spaced grid [90]. For this work,
a high feature localization accuracy is of highest importance for the best possible
(global) motion estimation. ¿us, corner features were selected as they provide the
best localization accuracy [22][90].
2.4.1.1 Harris & Stephens / Shi & Tomasi corner detector
For the Harris & Stephens corner detector, features are dened as high gradients in
horizontal as well as vertical direction. ¿ese features can be used to establish reliable
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correspondences between images. To calculate the image gradient at a position
n = (x ,y)⊺ in the image, the partial derivatives Ix and Iy of the image intensity I are
determined:







Next, the “cornerness” M of the image point n is determined, considering the




n∈WH I2x(n) ∑n∈WH Ix(n)Iy(n)∑
n∈WH Ix(n)Iy(n) ∑n∈WH I2y(n)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (2.21)
Analyzing the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 of M(n) results in structural information of n
and its surroundingW as follows:
λ1 ≈ λ2 ≈ 0 ∶ no structure
λ1 ≈ 0, λ2 ≫ 0 ∶ edge
λ1 ≫ 0, λ2 ≈ 0 ∶ edge
λ1 ≫ 0, λ2 ≫ 0 ∶ corner . (2.22)
A corner can be considered, if the eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 are large. To quantify the
quality of edges, a corner response function (CRF) was additionally introduced as
CRF(n) = det M(n) − kH (traceM(n))2= λ1λ2 − kH (λ1 + λ2)2 , (2.23)
with kH being an empirically optimized value (according to [120] a typical value
of 0.04) [90]. All points exceeding a predened CRF threshold SCRF are sorted by
their CRF value and stored in a list. Additionally, a distance check for all already
processed features is performed and features, which are located in a predened
minimal surroundingMCRF are discarded to enable a more uniform distribution of
the features within the image. Finally, the BCRF best points of the list are chosen as
image features, where BCRF represents the maximum number of feature points per
frame [22]. In [108], Shi and Tomasi proposed to approximate the CRF in (2.23) by
the simpler min(λ1 ,λ2) operation [90].
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2.4.2 Correspondence analysis by Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
feature tracking
For the determination of correspondences, detected feature points can be tracked
using a Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker [108]. ¿is method is used to
estimate correspondences between the feature points from one frame sk−1 to another
frame sk with sub-pel accuracy. For the underlying Lucas-Kanade [71] method the
displacement d = (dx ,dy)⊺ of pels between two subsequent frames is assumed to be
small and purely translational, which is realistic for typical video frame rates of 24 fps
or larger. In this case the optical ow [43] between feature points (including their
surroundings) can be described by the 2D representation of the optical ow equation
Ik(n + d) = Ik−1(n) . (2.24)
To determine the displacement d of a feature point n between the frames k−1 and k,
the sum of squared dierences (SSD) of image intensities inside the blockW (e. g. of
size 7 × 7) is calculated and the cost function
єd(d) = ∑
n∈W (Ik(n + d) − Ik−1(n))2 (2.25)




To enable sub-pel accuracy, the image signal at position n + d at frame k is expressed
as spatially continuous signal:
Ik(n + d) ≈ Ik−1(n) +∇⊺Ik−1(n)d + δIk−1(n)δt tk . (2.27)
¿e derivative of the image signal with respect to time can be approximated by ([15])
δIk−1(n)
δt
≈ Ik(n) − Ik−1(n)
tk
. (2.28)
¿e cost function (2.25) is minimized via insertion of (2.27) by using (2.28):
єd(d) = ∑
n∈W (∇⊺Ik−1(n)d + Ik(n) − Ik−1(n))2 . (2.29)
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To calculate the extrema of (2.29), (2.29) is partially dierentiated with respect to dx
and dy and set to zero. ¿is leads to the linear equation system
Mk−1dˆ = gk−1 , (2.30)





n∈W Ix 2k−1(n) ∑n∈W Ix k−1(n) Iy k−1(n)∑
n∈W Ix k−1(n) Iy k−1(n) ∑n∈W Iy2k−1(n)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2.31)
gk−1 = − ∑
n∈W (Ik(n) − Ik−1(n)) ∇Ik−1(n)
= − ∑
n∈W (Ik(n) − Ik−1(n))( Ix k−1(n)Iy k−1(n) ) . (2.32)
Mk−1 describes the spatial derivatives of the image intensity function and gk−1 con-
tains the temporal derivatives. By transformation of (2.30), the estimated displace-
ment value dˆ of a feature point is determined to
dˆ = M−1k−1 gk−1 . (2.33)
Since the image signal was linearly approximated, this result holds only true for
small displacements d. To overcome this issue, the Newton-Raphson method [102]
can be employed for an iterative displacement estimation as in [70]. ¿e spatially
continuous image signal is used to adjust the linear approximation of the image
signal to the current estimated displacement. ¿e spatially continuous image signal
is generated from four adjacent sample values using a bilinear interpolation lter
[32]. ¿e displacement of the iteration dˆ i is therefore calculated from the previous
iteration as
dˆ i+1 = dˆ i + M−1k−1 ∑
n∈W ((Ik−1(n) − Ik(n + dˆ i))∇Ik−1(n)) , (2.34)
until the change in d is smaller than a threshold (commonly 0.01 pel) or themaximum
number of iterations is reached.
To improve the estimation of larger displacements of the feature points between






Figure 2.9: Image pyramid for handling of large displacements [90].
two frames, hierarchical estimation can be applied [40, 9]. As illustrated in Fig. 2.9,
an image resolution pyramid is employed with several low-pass ltered and down-
sampled representations of the image intensities. ¿e number of resolution stages
depends on the original intensity image resolution and the maximum displacement
which is likely to occur. ¿e displacement estimation using (2.33) starts at the lowest
resolution stage and is rened in the iteration steps employing (2.34) and using the
higher resolution stage. To achieve this, the feature position n and displacement d
need to be appropriately scaled to each pyramid stage (see Fig. 2.9) [90]. Without
loss of generality, the translational motion model can be replaced by an ane motion
model as proposed by [108], although it is less stable due to the higher number of
degrees of freedom [90].
2.4.3 Outlier removal: random sample consensus (RANSAC)
For the calculation of an accurate Hmatrix, reliable point correspondences are re-
quired. Since the estimated feature point correspondences (see Section 2.4.2) may
be partly wrong, e. g. due to features located on moving objects, or are aected by
noise (called outlier), an outlier detector has to be employed in order to remove these
false correspondences from the set of detected correspondences (inliers). As outlier
detector the random sample consensus (RANSAC) method [35] is suitable. It consists
of 3 steps: rst, a random set of correspondences of minimal size for the required
motion model is drawn (e. g. three points with two coordinates each for an ane
model) from all available correspondences. Second, the transformation is calculated
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Figure 2.10: RANSAC outlier removal. Dashed correspondences are removed as they
do not conform to the majority determined model (solid arrows) [90].
according to the motion model, e. g. using the direct linear transform (DLT) [42].
¿ird, all remaining correspondences are tested for conformity with the current esti-
mated projection. ¿e calculated transformation is applied to each of the remaining
correspondences not involved in the transformation parameter estimation from step
two above. Each mapping located outside a predened environment (є > єmax) is
considered as an outlier, otherwise it is kept as an inlier (Fig. 2.10). ¿ese three steps
are repeated until the mean squared mapping error (MSE) of all inliers is minimal
and the amount of inliers is maximal [90].
In a nal step, the sum of squared Euclidean distances is minimized using a least
squares approach [123, 15, 90].
2.5 Mosaicking of Aerial Videos
For the stitching of a panoramic image from an aerial video sequence, also called
mosaicking in this context, the global motion between the video frames has to
be estimated. For aerial sequences recorded from suciently high ight altitudes
with a common focal length for aerial surveillance between 50 and several hundred
millimeters (as dened in Section 2.1), the assumption of planarity is valid for the
surface of the earth. ¿us, the globalmotion estimation can be performed as described
in Section 2.4. One common possibility for the generation of a panoramic image
is to use the coordinate system of one of the frames (e. g. the rst in the sequence)
as a reference coordinate system and registering all other frames with respect to
this reference coordinate system (called at panorama in [113]). For non integer-pel
global motion displacements, an interpolation of the image intensity values based on
their adjacent pels has to be performed, e. g. using bilinear [102] or Lanczos ltering
[29].
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2.6 Hybrid Video Coding
General hybrid video coding is based on two principles. First, the frame sk to be
encoded is predicted from already decoded data. Since also the decoder is able to
reconstruct the same predicted frame, only the dierence to the original frame (called
prediction error) has to be encoded and transmitted. Second, the prediction error is
transformed to exploit spatial correlations between neighboring pels and to allow for
a perceptual adapted quantization.
¿e simplied block diagram of a hybrid video encoder has already been shown
in Fig. 1.1 (page 2). Intra prediction transform coding and quantization as well as
entropy coding have been shortly reviewed at the beginning of Chapter 1. Since they
are not relevant for this work, they will not be considered in more detail.
Typically, a frame is divided into small blocks and each block is encoded sequen-
tially. If the prediction of a block is based only on already encoded content of the
current frame, e. g. neighboring blocks, this block is called intra coded and if all
blocks of one frame are intra encoded, this frame is called an intra frame (I-frame).
In contrast to that in inter coding also information from other, already encoded
frames is employed. Inter coded frames are distinguished in unidirectionally pre-
dicted frames (P-frames) and bidirectionally predicted frames (B-frames). Blocks in
P-frames only use information from one encoded frame, whereas in B-frames more
than one encoded frame is used for the prediction of a block in the current frame.
In a rst step, for every block the motion d is estimated between the current frame
sk to be encoded and the already encoded frames of the decoded picture buer (also
known as reference image buer, block “Decoded Pic. Buer” in Fig. 1.1). Using the
determined motion vectors d′, a motion-compensated frame sˆk is calculated from
the reference images. ¿e motion vectors d′ have to be encoded and transmitted
from the encoder to the decoder. Next, the prediction error e is calculated as the
dierence between sk and sˆk , transformed and quantized. ¿e quantized prediction
error e′ is called residuum for a clear dierentiation. Finally, the quantized transform
coecients are encoded using an entropy encoding like CABAC.
As indicated by the red rectangle in Fig. 1.1, a decoder is also integrated in the
encoder. ¿is ensures that both, encoder and decoder, reconstruct identical frames
s′k by combining the residuum e′ with the motion-compensated frame sˆk . ¿is frame




In contrast to intra coding, where one block may only be predicted from the current
frame, any reference image can be employed for motion-compensated prediction
in inter coding (Fig. 2.11). For the encoding of one block the encoder signalizes the
s′k−2 s′k−1 sˆk s′k+1
d′1
d′2 d′3
Figure 2.11: Inter prediction of sˆk from the gray blocks of the already encoded refer-
ence images. Dashed blocks visualize the corresponding positions of the
blocks in the current frame [60].
position of the block within the reference image, which is used for the prediction. In
addition to the motion vector d′i it has to be known at the decoder which reference
image was used. Finally the residuum is added to compensate the prediction error e.
In the current video coding standard HEVC a quarter-pel accuracy is employed for
the motion vectors [112].
Since for each block (at least) one motion vector has to be stored and transmitted,
the block size should be as large as possible to reduce the total number of motion
vectors of one frame. However, for larger blocks the prediction accuracy is decreased
and the residual signal increases. To nd the optimal ratio between residual signal
bit rate and motion vector bit rate, each block can be independently split into smaller
blocks like shown in Fig. 2.12 [60].
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Figure 2.12: Example of a block splitting [60].
2.6.2 Global motion compensation
As an alternative to block-based motion compensation as described in Section 2.6.1,
motion compensation can also be applied on entire frames to compensate global
motion introduced by camera motion. It was already employed for general video
coding in MPEG-4 ASP [100]. Later on it was removed due to the superior coding
performance of the improved motion vector prediction in AVC.
With emerging new application scenarios like drone-captured videos with a preva-
lent global motion, (ane as well as homographic) GMC has recently been recon-
sidered as a coding tool in the video codec AV1 [96, 5]. Moreover, depending on the
application scenario, GMCmay also be benecial in combination with HEVC [27] and
presumably as well with its potential successor Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [14, 132].
2.7 Rate-Distortion Theory
¿e rate-distortion (RD) theory enables the calculation of a lower bound for the bit
rate of a given source, which allows the reconstruction of the message by complying
to a predened maximum permitted average distortion D. ¿e most important
benet of the RD theory is that the rate of a specic distortion serves as a lower bound
independent of any particular implementation, e. g. of quantization. ¿e following
introduction in RD theory is based on [92].
Let u1, u2, . . . , uL be a sequence of L source symbols, where each u represents any
arbitrary symbol u˘ of a time-discrete, amplitude-continuous source U . ¿e source
symbol u˘ originates from a continuous range of values −∞≤ u˘ ≤+∞. Let q(u) be the
probability density function of the source symbols u. By source coding, the original
sequence of source symbols may be represented by a sequence of K code symbols
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v1, v2, . . . , vK with the probability density function p(v), where each v represents
any arbitrary symbol v˘. A distortion measure d(u; v) is dened which assigns a
numerical value to any pair of source symbols u and code symbols v. ¿e distortion
is assumed to be caused solely by the source encoder, i. e. the quantization. Assuming
that d(u; v)≥0 for all u and v, then a large value of d(u; v) corresponds to a large
distortion of the symbol u.













q(u) ⋅ p(v∣u) ⋅ d(u; v) du dv (2.36)
with mean distortion d¯≤D [92]. It can be shown that without exceeding a maximum
allowed average distortion D by more than an arbitrarily small amount є, a bit rate
R(D) can be realized for a source. ¿us, R(D) is considered as the lower bound of
the bit rate of a source and a given distortion D [92].
Assuming a memoryless, time-discrete, amplitude-continuous Gaussian source
with entropy HG(U) = 12 log2(2pieσ 2u) and variance σ 2u , the rate-distortion theory
yields
RG(D) = 12 log2 σ 2uD (2.37)
for a squared deviation d(u; v)=(v−u)2 as distortion measure [92].
In image and video coding, a stationary Gaussian source with memory is typically
assumed due to correlations between neighboring pixels. Such a source with memory
can be decomposed into a sum of memoryless sources with white power spectrum
and variance S( f )d f , assuming S( f ) to be the power spectral density of theGaussian
source with memory (Fig. 2.13). Let N( f )d f be the distortion of one single Gaussian










N( f ) d f , (2.38)
with frequency f and bandwidthWs of the signal s, given that S( f )>N( f ) [92]. ¿e
distortion N( f ) of every single source must consist of a constant power density in








Figure 2.13: Decomposition of a Gaussian source with memory into a sum of memo-
ryless Gaussian sources [92].
order to provide the minimum bit rate R(D) for a given distortion D according to
(2.35), where +Ws
∫−Ws
N( f )d f = D (2.39)
has to apply [92].
Using variational calculus, R(D) can be minimized as a function of N( f ), where









S( f ) ⋅ 2Ws
D
d f . (2.40)
Here, N( f ) is a constant according to
D = 2Ws ⋅ N( f ) = 2Ws ⋅ Θ , (2.41)
where Θ represents the power spectral density of the noise [92]. Since the Gaussian












Figure 2.14: Illustration of the integrals D and R(D) [92].
(nite) mean and variance [23], the rate-distortion function in (2.40) represents an
upper bound for R(D) for non-Gaussian sources with memory and same power
spectral density [92].
¿e distortion D in a coding system is typically dened by the quantization error
eq or its variance σ 2e , respectively. ¿e quantization error eq is the dierence of the
quantized prediction error e′ and the unquantized prediction error e. For uniform
quantization with step size ∆x, the average distortion D is approximately
D = 2Ws ⋅ Θ = σ 2e ≈ ∆x212 . (2.42)
In case of a coarse quantization, the step sizes ∆x are large and Θ may become
larger than S( f ) (Fig. 2.14). For those frequency intervals, the output signal v is set
to 0. ¿is results in the generation of a distortion D matching the power spectral
density S( f ) and the corresponding bit rate R(D) with
D = ∫










d f . (2.44)
R(D) is obtained in bit per sample [92].
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For evaluation of the rate-distortion theory, RD plots are typically employed which
show bit rate over distortion. ¿e latter is o en represented as the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) in video coding:
PSNR = 10 ⋅ log10 MAX2MSE , (2.45)
withMAX being themaximumpossible amplitude value of a pel and themean squared
error MSE. It should be noted that such measurement-based RD plots, which are
o en presented in the context of video coding, are technically only operational rate-
distortion curves. Consequently, they do not represent a theoretical lower bound.
2.8 Region of Interest- (ROI-) based Video Coding
As explained in the previous section, hybrid video coding aims at the reconstruction
of each entire frame contained in a video sequence. Limited by the rate-distortion
theory (Section 2.7) it is only possible to achieve a specic image quality, o en
assessed in subjective tests or approximated by measuring the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR), for a given rate. If the rate-constraints cannot be complied, e. g. because
the transmission channels are too small, the image quality has to be reduced or
otherwise the video cannot be transmitted.
One solution to this problem is region of interest (ROI) video coding, where only
specic, interesting regions in each frame of a video sequence are encoded in high
quality, whereas all non-ROI parts of the frame are encoded in a lower quality. Since
low quality typically is accompanied by a smaller bit rate, the overall bit rate of a
video sequence can be reduced while maintaining the high quality in the interesting
regions.
2.8.1 ROI denition and detection
¿e denition of ROIs is highly application-specic. In the context of aerial video
coding, ROIs are typically dened as moving objects. As already introduced in Sec-
tion 1.2.1, plenty of related literature exists for sophisticated detection of moving
objects. However, since the focus of this work is not on highly optimized moving
object detection, a simple moving object detector is used. Consequently, in the next
subsection the moving object detection by background subtraction is introduced
(based on [90]).
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2.8.1.1 Moving object detection by background subtraction
Background subtraction is one common possibility of detecting moving objects.
It is based on the idea that if from a video frame containing moving objects and
static objects (background) all the static objects are subtracted, only the moving
objects remain. To model the background, simple approaches like in [4, 20] or more
sophisticated approaches such as in [2, 1, 109, 101, 57] can be applied. If the camera is
not static as assumed in the previously mentioned approaches, the ego-motion of
the camera has to be compensated prior to the generation of the background model
either once or continuously updated during runtime. ¿ese background-motion
compensation algorithms are required to have a high accurate background-motion
estimation, since an incorrect estimation would cause high dierences when the
wrongly compensated background is pel-wise subtracted from the real background
in the frame. In such a case, not existing moving objects would be detected (false
positive detections).
As it will be apparent later, for the proposed system false positive detections only
slightly degrade the overall performance (as long as not too many false positive
detections occur) and thus a simple background subtraction-based system is used.
Moreover, a computational ecient algorithm is preferable over a more accurate
but more computationally intensive algorithm for the desired purpose. Without loss
of generality the moving object detector can be replaced by any other detector if
necessary.
As illustrated in Fig. 2.15, the absolute pel-wise dierence between a motion-








ik(x ,y)Current frame sk
Figure 2.15: Background subtraction-based motion detection system [90].
As a noise lter the pel-wise dierences are summarized in a 3×3 sliding window
and binarized. To achieve this, the pel-wise sum is compared to a threshold Tb and
converted to the pel-wise binary decision bk :
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bk(x ,y) = { 1 for dk(x ,y) ≥ Tb0 for dk(x ,y) < Tb , with
dk(x ,y) = y+1∑
y−1
x+1∑
x−1 ik(x ,y) − ik−∆k(x ,y)
(2.46)
with ik(x ,y) being the luminance intensity at the image coordinate (x ,y) in frame sk
and ik−∆k(x ,y) the luminance intensity in the frame sˆk−∆k [90].
In the next step, a similarly working median lter is applied in a 16× 16 window. If
the energy ek in the current window exceeds a predened threshold Tr , the current
pel is classied as (part of) a moving object ([90]):
rk(x ,y) = { 1 for ek(x ,y) ≥ Tr0 for ek(x ,y) < Tr , with
ek(x ,y) = y+W2∑
y−W2
x+W2∑
x−W2 bk(x ,y) .
(2.47)
2.8.2 ROI encoding
Common general-purpose video encoders are optimized to provide a comparable
visual quality over the entire frame or—in other words—to equally distribute the
unavoidable error for lossy video coding over the entire frame. In contrast to that
ROI coding distinguishes between regions of interest (ROI) and non-regions of in-
terest (non-ROI) of a frame, which can be arbitrarily dened (Section 2.8.1). Based
on the classication in ROI and non-ROI, the visual quality or, more precisely, the
approximated quality by a quality measure like PSNR, is increased at the expense of
the quality of non-ROI areas. A common way to realize such a ROI encoder is the
alteration of the quantization parameter on a block-level, e. g. in an AVC encoder
[68, 128, 67, 127] or in a HEVC encoder [129, 74], respectively. Either case typically
results in a standard compliant bit stream but with highly degraded image quality for
non-ROI areas.
2.8.2.1 Quality evaluation of ROI encoded videos
¿e judgment of the overall image quality may be challenging. It is a widely unsolved
question how the low image quality of non-ROI areas compared to ROI areas inuences
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the overall image quality. Moreover, it is highly dependent on the specic quality-
distribution as well as the application scenario. As the overall image quality over the
entire frame can only be poorer for ROI coding compared to common general-purpose
coding, it is common practice to only judge the quality of the ROI, assuming that non-
ROI areas in fact contain no relevant information for the viewer and thus are negligible.
Similar evaluation measures can be found in related literature like [103, 39, 38]. Also
in this work, the image quality in the context of ROI coding is objectively evaluated by
measuring the PSNR of ROIs only (ROI-PSNR). For the judgment of the overall image
qualities, subjective tests may be additionally performed, as also done in this work.
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3 Rate-Distortion Theory for Ane
Motion Compensation in Video Coding
¿e largest contribution to the overall data rate of an encoded video stream in hybrid
video coding is caused by the prediction error [60]. ¿us, Bernd Girod modeled the
minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error as a function of the
motion estimation accuracy in his early work from [36]. In his work, Girod modeled
the bit rate for a translational motion model and thus only for uncorrelated displace-
ment estimation errors ∆x′ and ∆y′. With upcoming new application scenarios with
video sequences containing distinct global and non-translational motion like aerial
videos, it is benecial to consider additional—non purely translational—motion
models [134, 3, 65] as currently applied in the upcoming video coding standards VVC
[14, 132] and AV1 [96, 5].
Although there is a long tradition of using higher-order motion models in video
coding, no thorough theoretical analysis in the context of video coding currently
exists. ¿us, in this chapter an eciency analysis of motion-compensated prediction
is performed for a fully ane model with six degrees of freedom as well as for a
simplied ane motion model. ¿e latter motion model is of particular interest as it
was and is investigated in the course of the standardization of the new video coding
standard VVC in the dra evaluation so ware JEM [134, 3, 65, 64] by JVET [14, 132].
To model the minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error, two
dierent inuences have to be distinguished.
On the one hand, the model error itself has to be considered. ¿e model error
describes motions contained in the scene which cannot be covered by the selected
motion model, i. e. an ane or simplied ane motion model in this case. Such
model errors may occur for aerial videos recorded with cameras not facing vertically
downwards in nadir view. Such global motion may be described only by a projective
model. Moreover, in the case of global motion estimation, the estimation accuracy
may be negatively inuenced by local motion, e. g. due to features located on cars not
recognized as outliers in aerial surveillance scenarios. However, for typical sequences,
an ane motion model is a suciently accurate approximation. Furthermore, from
a video coding point of view, the additional parameters of a more complex motion
model do not necessarily justify its possible benets. ¿is is evidenced by the integra-
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tion of a simplied model, which needs two parameters less to be encoded, instead
of a fully ane motion model, in the next video coding standard. Hence, as a good
compromise between a model which is able to perfectly describe a scene and coding
of the additional parameters, the fully ane as well as the simplied ane motion
models are considered in this work.
On the other hand, the estimation error of the motion estimation itself has to be
considered. ¿e estimation error of course depends on the specic implementation
and restrictions like motion vector accuracy in common hybrid video coding—as
analyzed in [36].
Both aspects will be considered in this work. As for the rate-distortion analysis the
source of the perturbations does not matter, the derivations for both are the same
and thus are conducted only once. Parts of this chapter including the derivations for
the fully and simplied ane models have been already published in [87, 88].
¿is chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.1 the prediction error bit rate as a
function of the ane motion estimation accuracy is derived. In Section 3.2 similar
derivations are performed for a simplied ane model with only four degrees of
freedom as used in JEM. In Section 3.3 the ndings from Sections 3.1 and 3.2 are
summarized and conclusions are drawn.
3.1 Eciency Analysis of Fully AneMotion
Compensation
¿e overview ow diagram in Fig. 3.1 illustrates the connections between the dierent
components of the analysis within this section. ¿e working steps are structured as
follows:
1. First, the ane motion and the error model as used for further derivations are
introduced (Section 3.1.1).
2. Second, the 2D probability density function (pdf) p∆X′ , ∆Y ′(∆x′ , ∆y′) of the
displacement estimation errors in x- (∆x′) and y-direction (∆y′) is derived
(right part in Fig. 3.1). Here, ∆X′ and ∆Y ′ denote the random processes
generating the ∆x′ and ∆y′. ¿e Fourier transform of p∆X′ , ∆Y ′(∆x′ , ∆y′) is
P(Λ), which will be used for subsequent derivations. Λ here abbreviates the
two-dimensional (2D) spatial frequency vector Λ ∶= (ωx ,ωy) for reasons of
clarity (Sections 3.1.2 and for the simplied ane model 3.2.1).
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the analysis.
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3. In a third step, the autocorrelation function (ACF) Rss(∆x′ , ∆y′) is modeled
for typical input video sequences. According to the Wiener-Khinchin theorem,
the power spectral density (PSD) of the signal Sss(Λ) is the Fourier transform of
this autocorrelation function Rss(∆x′ , ∆y′) (le part in Fig. 3.1, Section 3.1.3).
4. Combining the PSD of the signal Sss(Λ) and the Fourier transform of the
probability density function of the displacement estimation error P(Λ) by
exploiting the ndings from Girod [36], the PSD of the prediction error See(Λ)
is derived (middle in Fig. 3.1, Section 3.1.4).
5. In the last step, the rate-distortion theory is applied to derive a distortion D
and the corresponding bit rate R(D) of the prediction error signal (lower part
in Fig. 3.1, Sections 3.1.5 and for the simplied ane model 3.2.2).
3.1.1 Anemotion and error model
Assuming a fully ane motion model with six degrees of freedom, the x- and y-
coordinates x′ and y′ in the source frame can be computed from the ane parameter
matrix
A f = (a11 a12 a13a21 a22 a23) (3.1)
and the homogeneous coordinate (x ,y,1)⊺ in the current (destination) frame in
component notation by backwards prediction:
x′ = a11 ⋅x + a12 ⋅y + a13 ; y′ = a21 ⋅x + a22 ⋅y + a23 . (3.2)
¿e parameters a13 and a23 describe the translational part of a motion, whereas the
parameters a11, a12, a21, a22 express the rotation, scaling and shearing, respectively.
¿e latter four parameters are further referred to as (purely) “ane parameters”. It is
assumed that each parameter a i j with i={1,2}, j={1,2,3} is perturbed by an inde-
pendent error term e i j , caused by inaccurate parameter estimation. Consequently,
the perturbed coordinates xˆ′ and yˆ′ can be expressed as xˆ′ = aˆ11x + aˆ12 y + aˆ13 and
yˆ′ = aˆ21x + aˆ22 y + aˆ23, leading to displacement estimation errors ∆x′ and ∆y′ (in
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pel) in horizontal and vertical direction of:
∆x′ = xˆ′ − x′ = (aˆ11 − a11)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
e11
⋅x + (aˆ12 − a12)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
e12
⋅y + (aˆ13 − a13)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
e13= e11 ⋅ x + e12 ⋅ y + e13 , (3.3)
∆y′ = e21 ⋅ x + e22 ⋅ y + e23 . (3.4)
3.1.2 Probability density function of the displacement
estimation error
With the assumption that each error term e i j is zero-mean Gaussian distributed, the
probability density functions p(e i j) of the error terms e i j are
p(e i j) = 1√
2piσ 2e i j
⋅ exp⎛⎝− e2i j2σ 2e i j ⎞⎠ , (3.5)
with i={1,2}, j={1,2,3} and the variances σ 2e i j of the error terms.
For statistically independent variables the joint pdf pE11 , . . . ,E23(e11 , . . . ,e23) for the
random variables E11 , . . . , E23 generating the observations e11 , . . . , e23 is:
pE11 , . . . ,E23(e11 , . . . ,e23) = p(e11) ⋅ . . . ⋅ p(e23) . (3.6)
To convert the pdf pE11 , . . . ,E23(e11 , . . . , e23) to the desired pdf p∆X′ , ∆Y ′(∆x′ , ∆y′)
with the random processes ∆X′, ∆Y ′ generating the resulting displacement esti-
mation errors ∆x′ and ∆y′ as caused by ane parameter estimation errors, the
transformation theorem for pdfs is used ([99, 93]):
pY 1 , . . . ,YM(y1 , . . . ,yM) = ∫ ∞−∞⋯ ∫ ∞−∞ pX 1 , . . . ,XN (ξ1 , . . . ,ξN)
⋅ M∏
m=1 δ(ym − gm(ξ1 , . . . ,ξN))dξ1 . . . dξN , (3.7)
with δ(⋅) denoting the Dirac delta function, g1 , . . . , gM being functions y1 =
g1(x 1 , . . . , xN), . . . , yM = gM(x 1 , . . . , xN),X 1 , . . . ,XN andY 1 , . . . ,YM represent-
ing random processes and pY 1 , . . . ,YM(y1 , . . . ,yM) being the joint pdf. With (3.3) and
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(3.4) this yields
p∆X′ ,∆Y ′ (∆x′ , ∆y′∣x , y) = ∫R6 pE11 , . . . ,E23(e11 , . . . ,e23)⋅ δ(∆x′ − (xe11 + ye12 + e13) )⋅ δ(∆y′ − (xe21 + ye22 + e23) ) de11 . . . de23 , (3.8)
with a dependency on the location coordinates x and y in the current frame. By
using the properties of the delta function and substituting e13 and e23, the integrals
p∆X′ ,∆Y ′ (∆x′ , ∆y′∣x , y)= ∫R4 pE11 , . . . ,E22(e11 ,e12 , ∆x′ − xe11 − ye12 ,e21 ,e22 ,
∆y′ − xe21 − ye22) de11de12de21de22 (3.9)
are solved. Exploiting the statistical independence from (3.6), the integrands are
separated, which leads to
p∆X′ ,∆Y ′ (∆x′ , ∆y′∣x , y)= ∫R2 pE11 ,E12 ,E13(e11 ,e12 , ∆x′ − xe11 − ye12)de11de12⋅ ∫R2 pE21 ,E22 ,E23(e21 ,e22 , ∆y′ − xe21 − ye22)de21de22 . (3.10)
For simplicity, (3.10) is separated into its x- and y-components and the following
derivation is presented for the x-component only. ¿e y-component can be calculated
accordingly. From (3.10) with (3.5) the pdf of ∆x′ is determined:
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⎛⎝ − 12σ 2e11σ 2e12σ 2e13
⋅ [σ 2e12σ 2e13 e211 + σ 2e11σ 2e13 e212
+ σ 2e11σ 2e12 (∆x′ − xe11 − ye12)2 ]⎞⎠de11de12 . (3.11)
Integration results in
p∆X′ (∆x′∣x ,y) = 1√
2pi (σ 2e11x2 + σ 2e12 y2 + σ 2e13)
⋅ exp⎛⎝− ∆x′22 ⋅ (σ 2e11x2 + σ 2e12 y2 + σ 2e13)⎞⎠ . (3.12)
¿e step-by-step integration can be found in Appendix A.1.
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A er calculating the y-component accordingly, the resulting displacement esti-
mation error pdf is obtained as




with σ 2∆x′ = σ 2e11x2 + σ 2e12 y2 + σ 2e13 (3.14)
and σ 2∆y′ = σ 2e21x2 + σ 2e22 y2 + σ 2e23 . (3.15)
It is obvious that the variances σ 2∆x′ and σ 2∆y′ depend on the location in the frame.
For simplicity p∆X′ , ∆Y ′(∆x′ , ∆y′∣x ,y) is abbreviated as p∆X′ , ∆Y ′(∆x′ , ∆y′) further
on and accordingly.
3.1.3 Power spectral density of the signal
¿e power spectral density Sss(ωx ,ωy) is modeled according to O’Neal and Girod
[95, 36]. ¿ere it was assumed that the statistics of each frame of the video sequence
can be represented by the isotropic autocorrelation function
Rss ,iso(∆x′ , ∆y′) = E [s(x′ ,y′) ⋅ s(x′ − ∆x′ ,y′ − ∆y′)]= exp (−α√∆x′2 + ∆y′2) (3.16)
with ∆x′ and ∆y′ denoting the shi in x- and y-direction, respectively. Based on
measurements in this work the autocorrelation function is assumed to be non-
isotropic, leading to the general form
Rss(∆x′ , ∆y′) = exp (−√α2x∆x′2 + α2y∆y′2) . (3.17)
¿e exponential drop rates αx and αy in x- and y-direction can be determined
as the negative logarithm of the correlations between horizontally and vertically
adjacent pels αx =− ln (ρss ,x) and αy =− ln (ρss ,y) [95]. For this, the autocorrelation
coecients [98, 93] ρss ,x and ρss ,y are calculated line- and column-wise, respectively.
¿e power spectral density Sss(Λ) now is the Fourier transform of (3.17) (Wiener-
Khinchin theorem).
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3.1.4 Power spectral density of the displacement estimation
error
To derive the bit rate for coding the prediction error in motion-compensated video
coding, the ndings from Girod are used [36]. He related the displacement esti-
mation error pdf p∆X′ , ∆Y ′(∆x′ , ∆y′) to the prediction error e as follows: given a
displacement estimation error pdf p∆X′ , ∆Y ′(∆x′ , ∆y′), the power spectral density of
the prediction error
See(Λ) = 2 Sss(Λ) [1 − Re{P(Λ)}] + Θ (3.18)
is obtained, where Sss(Λ) denotes the power spectral density of the video signal s,
Λ the two-dimensional (2D) spatial frequency vector Λ ∶= (ωx ,ωy), P(Λ) the 2D
Fourier transform of the probability density function of the displacement estimation
error (Appendix A.3), Re{P(Λ)} the real part of P(Λ), and Θ a parameter that
generates the rate-distortion function R(D) (see next subsection) by taking on all
positive real values ([36], Equation (28)). By variation of Θ the distortion and the
corresponding rate for encoding the prediction error are determined, whereby one
specic Θ yields one distinct distortion and a corresponding rate.
3.1.5 Rate-distortion function
Applying the rate-distortion theory [7] nally results in the minimum required bit
rate for encoding the prediction error. ¿e distortion D as well as the corresponding
minimum bit rate R(D) are derived from the rate-distortion function for a given











⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦dΛ bit . (3.20)
It is noteworthy that in contrast to the derivations from Girod for a purely
translational motion model σ 2∆x′ and σ 2∆y′ are location-dependent for an ane
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motion model, since they are functions of the coordinates x and y. Conse-
quently, p∆X′ , ∆Y ′(∆x′ , ∆y′), P(Λ) and See(Λ), and nally R(D) are also location-
dependent.
Using the idea of generating the rate-distortion function for translative motion like
explained by Girod [36] and the results from Sections 3.1.1–3.1.4, the rate-distortion
function for ane motion can be evaluated, which is done at the end of the next
subsection (Section 3.1.6.3).
3.1.6 Rate-distortion analysis of ane global
motion-compensated prediction
In this subsection, the minimum bit rate R (Equation (3.20)) for encoding the pre-







σ 2e22 , σ
2
e23 is evaluated using a fully ane motion model with 6 degrees of freedom.
Without loss of generality, the computations in this subsection are carried out for
globalmotion-compensated prediction, which is justied by the fact that in aerial
videos from small and medium UAVs the camera-motion induced global motion is
the predominant motion in each frame.
Computations for block-based motion-compensated prediction are additionally
carried out in Section 3.2. ¿ere, a simplied ane motion model is assumed as it is
currently explored in the course of the standardization of the upcoming next video
coding standard VVC by JVET.
Due to the ndings of (3.14) and (3.15), the variances of the displacement esti-
mation error σ 2∆x′ and σ 2∆y′ depend on the location in the frame. Consequently,
also the resulting minimum achievable bit rate is location-dependent. To obtain the
total bit rate for encoding one frame, the bit rate is calculated for each pel over the
entire frame and subsequently summed up. Also according to (3.14) and (3.15), the
variances of the displacement estimation errors σ 2∆x′ and σ 2∆y′ additionally depend






∆x′ and on σ 2e21 , σ 2e22 , σ 2e23 for
σ 2∆y′ , respectively.
3.1.6.1 Displacement estimation error variances, scene “anity” and
motionmodel error
To receive viable values for the minimum bit rate R for encoding the prediction error,
realistic variances σ 2e11 , . . . , σ
2
e23 are determined (Equations (3.13)–(3.20)). ¿erefore,
the ane estimation error variances of the ane motion estimation implementation
[10] are measured. A video sequence in full HD resolution of 1920× 1080 pel was
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Table 3.1: Measured estimation error variances σ 2e i j in the articial aerial video se-
quence generated from the Hannover [63] aerial image as provided by the
applied ane motion estimation implementation [10]. ¿e values represent












3.27⋅10−10 6.73⋅10−10 3.06⋅10−5 6.61⋅10−10 3.19⋅10−10 2.83⋅10−5
extracted from the aerial image Hannover [63] with a resolution of 10000× 10000 pel
(see examples in Fig. 5.1 on page 89 in the experimental chapter). ¿e signal char-
acteristic and the ground resolution of 0.2m/pel × 0.2m/pel of the sequence represent
realistic conditions for aerial surveillance missions. Each frame of the video sequence
was generated by ane transformation (Equation (3.2)) of the still image Hannover
whereas each ane parameter follows a Gaussian distribution with given means and
variances, denoted asN (mean; variance), of:
A11 ∼ N (1; 10−5) ; A12 ∼ N (0; 10−5) ; A13 ∼ N (15; 100) ;
A21 ∼ N (0; 10−5) ; A22 ∼ N (1; 10−5) ; A23 ∼ N ( 0; 10) . (3.21)
A11, . . . , A23 represent the random processes generating a11, . . . , a23. A Lanczos
lter [29] was applied as interpolation lter. ¿e introduced motion covers typical
motion types like rotation and shearing. ¿is sequence was used as ground truth.
¿e variances of the estimation parameter errors of the generated articial video
sequence are presented in Table 3.1. ¿ese values represent the accuracy of themotion
estimation implementation [10].
To analyze the overall benet of the application of ane global motion-
compensated prediction in video coding, the ane global motion parts, the “ani-
ties”, can be determined. Here, “anity” means the inherent purely ane parts of
the motion contained in a sequence which cannot be described in principle by a
translational motion model.
If a translational motion model is used for a sequence containing a distinct anity,
the motion model error can be expressed as displacement estimation errors ∆x′mod
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and ∆y′mod in x- and y-direction as
∆x′mod = x′trans − x′aff , (3.22)
∆y′mod = y′trans − y′aff . (3.23)
In these two equations, x′trans, y′trans are the estimated displacements and x′aff, y′aff
are the real displacements in the sequence caused by a fully ane motion inherently
contained in the scene. With a fully ane motion according to (3.2) (page 40) and a
purely translational motion model
x′ = x + a13 ; y′ = y + a23 (3.24)
(3.22) and (3.23) yield





= e11,mod ⋅ x + e12,mod ⋅ y , (3.25)
∆y′mod = e21,mod ⋅ x + e22,mod ⋅ y . (3.26)
¿e parameters a11, . . . , a23 in (3.24)–(3.26) are assumed to be perfectly estimated for
the calculation of the motion model error, since estimation errors have already been
considered separately (Table 3.1). ¿is means that the purely ane motion model
errors e11,mod, e12,mod, e21,mod, e22,mod are solely caused by motion contained in the
scene which cannot be covered by a translational motion model.
¿e Equations (3.25) and (3.26) have the same structure as (3.3) and (3.4). Con-
sequently, (3.13)–(3.15) also describe the motion model error if the variances of the






e22,mod are inserted in (3.14)–(3.15) in-






e22 . Purely translational model
errors e13,mod and e23,mod, or e13 and e23 in (3.14)–(3.15), respectively, are non-existent
and thus set to zero.
As shown above, in case of a translational motion model, the entire “anity” of
a sequence can be considered as estimation error, since it cannot be covered by the
motion model.
¿e anities of four representative camera-captured aerial sequences from the
TAVT data set (set 1) [46, 81] were measured. Hereby, the purely ane motion types
(rotation, shearing, scaling) were assumed to be zero between two consecutive frames
in a video sequence recorded at 30 fps and with a prevalent straight forward motion
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Table 3.2: Measured variances σ 2e i j of non-translational ane transformation parame-
ters (“anity”) of aerial videos from the TAVT data set (set 1) [46, 81]. ¿e
sequence (seq.) names refer to the ight altitudes they were recorded at.














350m seq. 2.03⋅10−7 6.03⋅10−7 6.59⋅10−7 2.24⋅10−7 2.13⋅10−7 6.31⋅10−7
500m seq. 1.94⋅10−7 5.09⋅10−7 3.63⋅10−7 1.94⋅10−7 1.94⋅10−7 4.35⋅10−7
1000m seq. 1.74⋅10−7 4.05⋅10−7 4.13⋅10−7 2.12⋅10−7 1.93⋅10−7 4.09⋅10−7
1500m seq. 3.19⋅10−7 3.80⋅10−7 3.69⋅10−7 3.46⋅10−7 3.33⋅10−7 3.75⋅10−7
Mean 2.23⋅10−7 4.74⋅10−7 4.51⋅10−7 2.44⋅10−7 2.33⋅10−7 4.63⋅10−7
of the camera. ¿is results in the anities of the TAVT data set sequences as shown in
Table 3.2.
From the measured results in Table 3.2 it is obvious that the variances σ 2e11 and




e21 are pairwise similar. ¿is can be explained by the fact
that the ane motion parts are predominantly caused by a physical rotation of the
camera and the skew-symmetry of a 2D rotation matrix. Justied by these ndings,
it is assumed that σ 2e11 = σ 2e22 as well as σ 2e12 = σ 2e21 and the averaged values 2.33 ⋅ 10−7
and 4.63 ⋅ 10−7 (see Table 3.2), respectively, are used for further computations.
¿e location-dependent variance σ 2∆x′ is shown in Fig. 3.2 for a full HD resolution
image. In Fig. 3.2a the ane estimation error variances which can be provided by
maximum accurate estimation (Table 3.1) are applied, and in Fig. 3.2b the inherent
anities contained in real camera-captured sequences as measured in the TAVT
video sequences (Table 3.2), are used. It had to be expected that the variances of the
model error in the range of 10−7 exceed the estimation error variances (approximately
5 ⋅ 10−10) by several orders of magnitude. ¿is is caused by the fact that any non-
translational motion like rotation of the UAV causes a global rotation in the frame (for
a camera in nadir-view) which cannot be covered by a translational motion model.
Although the TAVT sequences contain prevalently straightforward motion, small
rotations are also included. As a consequence also the variances of the displacement
estimation errors vary by three orders of magnitude.
3.1.6.2 Power spectral density of the video signal
For the calculation of the power spectral density Sss of the video signal, the exponen-
tial drop rates αx and αy of the autocorrelation function are required (Section 3.1.3,
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(a) σ2∆x′ ,affine for σ2e11 =σ2e12 =5⋅10−10 and σ2e13 =3⋅10−5
(b) σ2∆x′ ,affine for σ2e11 =2.3⋅10−7 , σ2e12 =4.6⋅10−7 and σ2e13 =0.0052 (=ˆ 14 -pel translational accuracy)
Figure 3.2: Location-dependent variances σ 2∆x′ assuming Gaussian distributed dis-
placement estimation error pdfs for a frame in full HD resolution (a) for
ane estimation error variances which can be provided by maximum
accurate estimation as measured for the articially generated video se-
quence and (b) for the averaged scene anities from the real-world video
sequences from the TAVT data set (set 1) [46, 81] and σ 2e13 =0.0052 (equals
1
4 -pel translational motion estimation accuracy).
Equation (3.16)). ¿us, the mean correlations [98] of horizontally and vertically
adjacent pels of several video sequences from the JCT-VC test set [66] were calcu-
lated. Results are presented in Table 3.3. It can be observed that the correlations
between adjacent pels are larger for higher resolution sequences (HD) compared to
lower resolution sequences as those used by Girod. ¿is result had to be expected,
since the video characteristics have not fundamentally changed and comparable focal
lengths were used for capturing. ¿us, much more pels represent one object in a HD
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Table 3.3: Measured horizontal and vertical correlations [98] between adjacent pels
for typical test sequences (*: 100 frames each, HD refers to a resolution of
1920×1080, SD refers to a resolution of 720×576).
Sequence Corr. ρss ,x Corr. ρss ,y
Values from Girod [36] 0.928 0.934
OldTownCross* (SD) 0.9780 0.9407
CrowdRun* (SD) 0.9257 0.9378
ParkJoy* (SD) 0.8731 0.9084
DucksTakeO* (SD) 0.9563 0.8739
InToTree* (SD) 0.9792 0.9722
BasketballDrive* (HD) [13] 0.9782 0.9488
BQTerrace* (HD) [13] 0.9680 0.9659
Cactus* (HD) [13] 0.9741 0.9812
Kimono* (HD) [13] 0.9883 0.9900
ParkScene* (HD) [13] 0.9634 0.9518
Mean of SD sequences 0.9425 0.9266
Mean of HD sequences 0.9744 0.9677
sequence than in a low resolution sequence (e. g. QCIF, CIF, or SD) and consequently,
the correlations between pels have to be higher for HD sequences.
3.1.6.3 Application of the rate-distortion theory
¿e evaluation of the rate-distortion theory (Equations (3.19) and (3.20) in Sec-
tion 3.1.5) yields the minimum required bit rate R for a distortion D.
¿e location-dependent bit rate is visualized in Fig. 3.3 for a HD resolution frame
with purely ane (non-translational) estimation error variances of σ 2e11 =σ 2e12 =σ 2e21 =
σ 2e22 = 5 ⋅10−10 (see Table 3.1), translational estimation error variances σ 2e13 = σ 2e23 =0,
and Θ selected to yield a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 30dB. In Fig. 3.4 the bit
rate is plotted versus the translational variances on one axis (σ 2e13 , σ
2
e23 ) and the non-






e22 ) on the other axis. For visualization
both translational and all purely ane error variances are assumed to be equal.
Isolines are marked by data tips in the 3D plot in Fig. 3.4a for a translational half-pel
resolution (data tip for “transl. var.: 0.0208”) as well as quarter-pel resolution (data
tips with “transl. var.: 0.0052”) and non-translational ane estimation error variances
of σ 2e11 =σ 2e12 =σ 2e21 =σ 2e22 = 5 ⋅ 10−10 (see Table 3.1). In Fig. 3.4b, 2D cuts of the surface
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Figure 3.3: Location-dependent bit rate for Gaussian distributed displacement es-
timation error pdfs for a HD frame for purely ane estimation error
variances of σ 2e11 =σ 2e12 =σ 2e21 =σ 2e22 =5 ⋅ 10−10 and translational quarter-pel
resolution (σ 2e13 =σ 2e23 =0.0052).
are plotted for HD resolution and dierent non-translational ane estimation error
variances.
3.1.7 Conclusions for the fully anemotionmodel for global
motion compensation
From the results it can be inferred:
1. ¿e variances of the estimation errors of the purely ane parameters (σ 2e11 , σ
2
e12 ,
σ 2e21 , σ
2
e22 ) have to be magnitudes smaller than the variances of the translational
parameters (σ 2e13 , σ
2
e23 ) to yield reasonably small bit rates. For a potential quan-
tization of the purely ane parameters for encoding purposes this fact should
be taken into account. ¿is result had to be expected, since the error variances
as well as the bit rates are location-dependent which becomes important for
non (purely) translational motion like rotation.
2. ¿e isoline with all purely ane error variances equal to zero (not printed in the
logarithmic plot in Fig. 3.4a) describes the bit rate for encoding the prediction
error for a translational motion model (which is identical to the results from
Girod [36] for same correlations). Purely ane variances unequal to zero
obviously can only occur if an ane model is employed. In such a case, ane
motions contained in a scene can be matched much better than with a purely
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(a) Isolines for translational motion estimation error variances of σ2e13 =σ2e23 =0.0052 and









































(b) 2D cuts of the surface shown in (a)
Figure 3.4: Minimum required bit rate versus variances σ 2e i j for a distortion of SNR=
30dB assuming σ 2e11 =σ 2e12 =σ 2e21 =σ 2e22 and σ 2e13 =σ 2e23 for HD resolution. (a)
shows a 3D plot, in (b) corresponding 2D cuts are plotted.
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translational motion model, i. e. the operating point moves towards the dark
blue plateau in Fig. 3.4a. Using an ane motion model is especially benecial
in the case that high amounts of non-translational motions are contained in a
scene.
3. For a sequence with a specic degree of purely ane motion (“anity”), which
cannot be described by a translational motion model, the minimum bit rate is
limited along the (non-translational) ane-variances-axis (directing from the
origin le wards in Fig. 3.4a). As an example, a HD sequence with an “anity”
of 10−7 is assumed (see Table 3.2). ¿e additional estimation error is negligible
in this example since it is three orders of magnitude smaller (see Table 3.1)
and consequently also the contribution of the estimation error to the bit rate
is negligible. For the example above the minimum bit rate for encoding the
prediction error using a purely translational motion estimation with the small
estimation error variances of σ 2e13 =σ 2e23 =0.0052 is 1.034 bit/sample (upper le data
tip in Fig. 3.4a). In contrast to that the minimum bit rate is only 0.26 bit/sample
for an accurate ane motion estimation with estimation error variances of
σ 2e11 =σ 2e12 =σ 2e21 =σ 2e22 = 5 ⋅ 10−10 and the same translational accuracy of 1/4-pel
resolution (lower data tip in Fig. 3.4a).
4. From the example given in 3., it can be generalized that the minimum required
bit rate is reached, if the motion model covers the real motion contained in
the scene, and if the ane estimation is highly accurate. ¿e feasibility of this
requirement is shown in this work.
5. As it is obvious from (3.13)–(3.15) (and Fig. 3.2), σ 2∆x′ and σ 2∆y′ increase for
large image dimensions. For block-based motion compensation, the “frame
dimensions” are equal to the block dimensions. A block-based ane motion-
compensated prediction is analyzed in the following Section 3.2.
3.2 Eciency Analysis of Simplied AneMotion
Compensation
An eciency analysis of a fully ane motion model has been presented in the
previous section (Section 3.1). In contrast to that, a simplied ane motion model
as investigated in JEM and in the course of the standardization of VVC is assumed
here. Although “simplied” in the name suggests that also the theoretical analysis is
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simplied, additional dependencies between the parameters of the model have to be
considered.
However, the basic structure of the derivation remains the same and only the
modeling of the probability density function simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s∣x ,y) is dierent.
3.2.1 Derivation of the probability density function of the
displacement estimation error for a simplied ane
model
A simplied ane model with four parameters like proposed by Li et al. [65] and
used in the JEM so ware is assumed in this subsection. ¿e eect of global motion
parameter inaccuracies employing such a simplied model has been investigated
by Dane and Nguyen [25]. In their work, they introduced probabilistic rotational,
scale and translational errors and derived that doubling the accuracy of the motion
parameter estimates enables a theoretical gain of up to 6 dB in the prediction error
variance. However, they did not relate their results to other motion models (e. g.
purely translational, fully ane), albeit the bit rate for encoding the prediction error
highly depends on the applied motion model. Moreover, the bit rate for encoding
the prediction error was not considered in their work.
With the rotation angle θ, the scaling factor ss in both, horizontal and vertical
direction, and the translational parameters c and f (which correspond to the parame-
ters a13 and a23 in the fully ane model in Section 3.1.1), the relationship between
the coordinates x and y before and x′s and y′s a er the transformation is described in
[65] as
x′s = ss cos θ ⋅x + ss sin θ ⋅y + c ;
y′s = −ss sin θ ⋅x + ss cos θ ⋅y + f . (3.27)
Replacing (ss cos θ) by (1+a) and (ss sin θ) by b , (3.28)
respectively, (3.27) can be expressed as
x′s = (a + 1) ⋅ x + b ⋅ y + c ;
y′s = − b ⋅ x + (a + 1) ⋅ y + f . (3.29)
Each parameter a, b, c, f is assumed to be perturbed by an independent error term
e i , with i= {a, b, c, f }, caused by inaccurate parameter estimation. ¿e perturbed
coordinates xˆs, yˆs lead to displacement estimation errors in horizontal and vertical
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direction of ∆x′s and ∆y′s (in pel)
∆x′s = xˆ′ − x′ = ea ⋅ x + eb ⋅ y + ec ;
∆y′s = yˆ′ − y′ = −eb ⋅ x + ea ⋅ y + e f . (3.30)
Assuming each error term e i to be zero-mean Gaussian distributed leads to the
probability density functions (pdfs)





with i={a,b,c, f }.
For statistically independent variables, the joint pdf pEa ,Eb ,Ec ,E f (ea ,eb ,ec ,e f ) for
the random processes Ea , Eb , Ec , E f and the observations ea , eb , ec , e f is:
pEa ,Eb ,Ec ,E f (ea ,eb ,ec ,e f ) = p(ea) ⋅ p(eb) ⋅ p(ec) ⋅ p(e f ) . (3.32)
In order to convert the pdf pEa ,Eb ,Ec ,E f (ea ,eb ,ec ,e f ) to the desired pdf
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s∣x ,y), the transformation theorem for pdfs can be used
again (Equation (3.7) on page 41). Here, ∆X′s, ∆Y ′s are the random processes
generating the displacement estimation errors ∆x′s, ∆y′s (in pel) caused by ane
parameter estimation errors. With (3.30) this yields
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s∣x ,y) = ∫R4 pEa , . . . ,E f (ea , . . . ,e f )⋅ δ(∆x′s − (eax + eb y + ec) )⋅ δ(∆y′s − (−ebx + ea y + e f ) ) deadebdecde f , (3.33)
with a dependency on the location coordinates x , y in the current frame. Using the
properties of the delta function results in
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s∣x , y)= ∫R2 pEa ,Eb ,Ec ,E f (ea ,eb , ∆x′s − eax − eb y,
∆y′s + ebx − ea y) deadeb . (3.34)
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Considering (3.34) and (3.31) results in:
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s∣x , y) = 1(2pi)2σea σeb σec σe f




− (∆x′s − eax − eb y)2
2σ 2ec
− (∆y′s + ebx − ea y)2
2σ 2e f
⎞⎠ deadeb . (3.35)
A er the two integrations
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s∣x , y) = 12pi√N ⋅ exp( M2N ) (3.36)
with N =((x2 + y2)2σ 2eb + y2σ 2ec + x2σ 2e f )σ 2ea
+ (x2σ 2ec + y2σ 2e f ) σ 2eb + σ 2ec σ 2e f (3.37)
andM = − (x∆y′s − y∆x′s)2 σ 2ea − (x∆x′s + y∆y′s)2 σ 2eb− ∆x′2σ 2e f − ∆y′2σ 2ec (3.38)
is obtained (for intermediate steps see Appendix A.2).
Transforming (3.36) into the form of a common bivariate zero-mean normal
distribution with ρ being the correlation coecient between ∆X′ and ∆Y ′ leads to
the desired nal pdf of the displacement estimation error:
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s∣x ,y) = 12pi σ∆x′s σ∆y′s√1 − ρ2
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with σ 2∆x′s =N ⋅((σ 2ea y2+σ 2eb x2+σ 2e f )⋅(1 − ρ2))−1 , (3.40)
σ 2∆y′s =N ⋅((σ 2ea x2+σ 2eb y2+σ 2ec)⋅(1 − ρ2))−1 , (3.41)
ρ= (σ 2ea xy−σ 2eb xy)√
σ 2ea y2 + σ 2eb x2 + σ 2e f √σ 2ea x2 + σ 2eb y2 + σ 2ec . (3.42)
Obviously, the variances σ 2∆x′s and σ 2∆y′s depend on the locations x , y in
the frame similarly to the fully ane model (Section 3.1.1). Further on,
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s∣x ,y) is abbreviated as simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s) for sim-
plicity. Moreover, in contrast to the fully ane case in Section 3.1, the variances of
the random processes ∆X′s and ∆Y ′s both depend on the variances of all estimated
parameters and thus ∆X′s and ∆Y ′s are interdependent.
For equal variances σ 2ea =σ 2eb , the correlation coecient ρ becomes zero, since the
inuence on ∆x′s and ∆y′s is pairwise similar. ¿us ∆x′ and ∆y′ can be considered as
uncorrelated and the pdf of the displacement estimation error of the simplied ane
model becomes the solution for the fully ane case.
3.2.2 Rate-distortion analysis of the simplied anemodel
To derive the minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error em-
ploying motion-compensated prediction in video coding using the simplied ane
model from Section 3.2.1, the derivations from Section 3.1.4 and Section 3.1.5 are
employed again. With the Fourier transform simpP(Λ) of simpp∆X′s ,∆Y ′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s)
(Appendix A.4) from the last subsection and Equation (3.18), the power spectral
density of the prediction error simpSee(Λ) for the simplied ane model is derived.
Hereby, the same power spectral density of the signal Sss is assumed as derived in
Section 3.1.3. Evaluating the rate-distortion theory by exploiting (3.19) and (3.20)
(page 45) yields the distortion D and the minimum required bit rate R(D), which
correspond to simpD and simpR ( simpD ), respectively, for encoding the prediction
error by using a simplied ane model as dened in (3.29).
¿e rate-distortion theory for the simplied anemotion-compensated prediction
is evaluated in accordance with the procedure described in Section 3.1.6, where
the analysis was carried out for the fully ane model. For evaluation, the same
exponential drop rates αx =0.9744 and αy =0.9677 of the autocorrelation function
(Equation (3.16)) of the signal as measured in Table 3.3 (page 51) were assumed. As
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discussed in Section 3.2.2, the only dierence in the evaluation is that the Fourier
transform of the pdf of the displacement estimation error from the simplied ane
model simpP(Λ) is inserted in (3.18) instead of the Fourier transform of the pdf of
the displacement estimation error from the fully ane model P(Λ).
Evaluation of the rate-distortion theory for a distortion of SNR=30dB results in
minimum required bit rates for dierent variances σ 2e i of Gaussian displacement
estimation error pdfs of the ane transformation parameters using a simplied
ane model as shown in Fig. 3.5. For the simulations, the ane parameters were
assumed to be in a xed ratio (σ 2eb = 2σ 2ea) and both translational parameters to be
equal (σ 2ec =σ 2e f ).
¿e relationship between σ 2ea and σ
2
eb is justied by the fact that small rotation
angles (θ ≤ 5°≈ 0.087 rad) are more likely to occur. ¿en, exploiting the small-angle
approximation, ss cos θ and ss sin θ from (3.27) and (3.28) approximately become ss
and ss ⋅ θ, respectively. Assuming ss=1 leads to:
ea = aˆ − a = cos θˆ − cos θ = −2 sin ( θˆ + θ2 ) ⋅ sin ( θˆ − θ2 )≈ −2 sin(θ) ⋅ sin( 1
2
∆θ) ;




for θˆ ≈ θ and with ∆θ = θˆ−θ. With the assumption of a small rotation angle θ,
Equation (3.43) results in ea ≈−2θkang and eb ≈2kang, with kang = sin ( 12 ∆θ) being
constant. Exploiting the denition of the variance σ 2e i = ∫∞−∞ p(e i)(e i − E{e i})2de i
and using ea and eb as derived above, for small angles σ 2ea < σ 2eb applies.
¿e anities of the aerial video sequences from the TAVT data set (set 1) were
measured similarly to the measures presented in Section 3.1.6.1. ¿e results are given
in Table 3.4 and support the ratio. It is obvious that the results for the simplied
ane model are almost the same as for the fully ane model (compare Table 3.2 on
page 49) since barely no motions are contained in the sequences which cannot be
covered by the simplied model. Moreover the smaller number of parameters of the
simplied model may be estimated more accurately.
¿e minimum bit rates as a function of the simplied non-translational (purely)
ane (axis from center to le ) and translational variances (axis from center to right)
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Table 3.4: Measured variances σ 2ea , σ
2
eb [65] of simplied ane transformation pa-




350m sequence 1.92 ⋅ 10−7 6.23 ⋅ 10−7
500m sequence 1.86 ⋅ 10−7 3.74 ⋅ 10−7
1000m sequence 1.79 ⋅ 10−7 4.06 ⋅ 10−7
1500m sequence 3.21 ⋅ 10−7 3.67 ⋅ 10−7
Mean 2.20 ⋅ 10−7 4.43 ⋅ 10−7
Figure 3.5: Minimum required bit rate versus variances σ 2e i , i=a, b, c, f of Gaussian
displacement estimation error pdfs for a distortion of SNR=30dB assum-
ing σ 2eb = 2σ 2ea and σ 2ec = σ 2e f . ¿e surface shows rates for a block size of
64×64 pel and the transform center in the middle of the block [87].
are presented in Fig. 3.5 for a block size of 64×64 pel.
It is noteworthy that the operating point (σ 2eb =2σ 2ea , σ 2ec =σ 2e f ) reaches higher bit
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rates if the motion contained in the sequence cannot be represented by the motion
model. ¿is is the case when a purely translational motion model is used to estimate
a sequence containing distinct (non purely translational) ane motion—albeit the
resulting bit rate dierence decreases for smaller block (or frame) sizes. For the
example of a block size of 64×64 pel, the minimum required bit rate for an accurate
simplied ane estimation of σ 2ea = 3 ⋅ 10−10, σ 2eb = 6 ⋅ 10−10 and σ 2ec = σ 2e f = 3 ⋅ 10−5
amounts to 0.0020 bit/sample. For a translational quarter-pel resolution and equal
purely ane (non-translational) variances, the bit rate increases to 0.2557 bit/sample
(lower data tip in Fig. 3.5). On the contrary, for a purely translational motion model
with the same translational quarter-pel resolution, the non-translational ane part of
the motion contained in the scene cannot be covered at all, leading to high variances
σ 2ea =2.2 ⋅ 10−7, σ 2eb = 4.4 ⋅ 10−7 and consequently higher bit rates of 0.2645 bit/sample
for block sizes of 64×64 pel or 1.5589 bit/sample for global motion compensation (both
not shown). For the example of translational quarter-pel resolution (which is equal
to translational estimation error variances of 0.0052 as already stated), a block size of
64×64 pel and a ratio of the non-translational simplied ane estimation errors of
σ 2eb =2σ 2ea, the rate-distortion optimized bit rate for intra encoding of theHD resolution
video signal itself amounts to a bit rate of 1.9918 bit/sample. Considering bit rates and
corresponding estimation error variances for encoding the prediction error (Fig. 3.5),
it can be concluded that simplied ane motion-compensated prediction achieves
improvements for purley ane (non-translational) variances of about σ 2ea = 3 ⋅ 10−4
or smaller.
¿e minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error of the simplied
ane model for dierent block sizes is shown in Fig. 3.6. ¿e block size represents
the number of pels in horizontal and vertical direction each, i. e. the bit rate at “64”
at the horizontal axis depicts a block size of 64×64 except for the rightmost two data
points “720” and “1080”, which correspond to resolutions of 1280×720 and 1920×1080,
respectively (as indicated in the plot). ¿e orange line represents the bit rate for using
a purely translational motion model with quarter-pel translational accuracy for a
sequence with anities as measured for the TAVT data set (Table 3.2 on page 49).
¿e inherent non-translational variances contained in the sequences are considered
as estimation error variances in this case. ¿e green line represents the bit rates for
maximum accurate purely ane (non-translational) estimation and translational
quarter-pel accuracy whereas the blue line shows results for maximum accurate
purely ane estimation and maximum translational accuracy of the implementation
[10].
In Fig. 3.7 the bit rates are compared for a fully anemodel (six degrees of freedom)












































Figure 3.6: Minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error of the sim-
plied ane model for dierent block/frame sizes (SNR=30dB, σ 2eb =2σ 2ea,
σ 2ec =σ 2e f). ¿e block size represents one edge of squared blocks except for
the data points 720 and 1080 which represent resolutions of 1280×720
and 1920×1080, respectively (as indicated in the plot). ¿e orange line
represents the bit rate resulting from the application of a purely transla-
tional motion model with quarter-pel translational accuracy to encode
the aerial video sequences from the TAVT data set [46, 81]. Since only
translational motion compensation is assumed (for the orange line), the
variances of the inherent non-translational motions contained in the se-
quences are considered as error variances. ¿e green line represents the
bit rates for maximum accurate purely ane estimation and translational
quarter-pel accuracy whereas the blue line shows results for maximum
accurate purely ane estimation and maximum translational accuracy of
the implementation [10].
(circles) fromSection 3.1 and the simplied, four-parametermodel (crosses) discussed
in this section for 64 × 64 pel blocks as used as maximum block size in the current
video coding standard HEVC. ¿e plots show that the simplied model requires a
smaller amount of bits for encoding the prediction error compared to a fully ane
model for equal error variances. ¿is had to be expected since in (3.42) it became
obvious that X′s and Y ′s are correlated for the simplied ane model. On the other
hand, the model error may increase for sequences containing motions which cannot
be covered by a simplied but by a fully ane model, which occurs, e. g. for shearing.












































(a) Simplied vs. fully ane (b) Magnication
Figure 3.7: Minimum required bit rate and achievable gains of the simplied ane vs.
the fully ane motion model for a block size of 64 × 64 pel (SNR=30dB,
σ 2eb =2σ 2ea, σ 2ec =σ 2e f), magnication in (b) [87].
However, the dierence between the simplied and the fully anemodel is negligible
in terms of bit rate saving. Motions which cannot be covered by the simplied ane
motion model rarely occur in surveillance video sequences—and presumably also
in general videos only to a minor extent. ¿us, from a coding point of view it is
benecial to encode as few parameters as possible and consequently, the use of the
simplied ane model for encoding purposes is reasonable.
3.3 Summary of AneMotion-Compensated
Prediction in Video Coding
In this chapter, the minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error
of ane motion-compensated prediction was derived by application of the rate-
distortion theory. In particular, in Section 3.1 a fully ane motion model with six
degrees of freedom and six independent, zero-mean Gaussian distributed error terms
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was assumed. Without loss of generality, simulations were carried out using global
motion compensation of full HD resolution video frames as an example. Bit rates for
encoding the prediction error were derived. In Section 3.2 similar evaluations were
performed for a simplied ane motion model with only four degrees of freedom
and the results were compared to those from Section 3.1.
If the motion contained in a scene can be covered by both, the fully ane as well
as the simplied ane model, the prediction error is expected to be similar. Since
in the case of the simplied ane model the displacement estimation errors in x-
and y-direction are correlated (Equations (3.39)–(3.42)), the bit rate for encoding
the prediction error is slightly lower for the simplied motion model. On the other
hand, the model error might increase for the simplied motion model, if motion is
contained in a sequence, which cannot be described by the simplied ane model
but by the fully ane model (e. g. shearing). For real-world sequences, however, such
motion can be assumed to be rare. Moreover, applied on block-level instead of the
entire frame (as performed in global motion compensation), the dierence between
both models almost disappears.
Compared to a translational motion model, ane motion models may provide
signicant gains, especially if a high amount of non-translational motion is prevalent
in the scenes, as for instance rotation and scaling in aerial sequences. From a coding
point of view it is preferable to encode as few parameters as possible. ¿erefore the
application of the simplied ane model for encoding purposes seems reasonable,
as in the JEM so ware for example.
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4 ROI-based System for Low Bit Rate
Coding of Aerial Videos
In the last chapter, a rate-distortion analysis of anemotion-compensated prediction
in video coding was presented. ¿e derivations assumed that a predened distortion
of e. g. SNR = 30 dB is maintained. For aerial video coding, e. g. in surveillance appli-
cations, more restrictive constraints may apply. It may become important to reduce
the bit rate even more compared to standardized video codecs in order to ensure the
transmission of a video signal over very small bandwidth channels.
Taking these additional considerations into account, a region of interest detection
and coding system is proposed in this chapter, which is able to further increase
the coding eciency for aerial video sequences beyond the capabilities of common
AVC and HEVC video encoders. Parts of this chapter have already been published
in [75, 89, 79, 81, 85, 83]. Task-dependent extensions and improvements have been
previously published in [80, 84, 78, 81, 77, 82, 86]. ¿ese are a stereo en- and decoding
of aerial video sequences from a monocular camera system [80, 84] and dierent
improved—but more computationally intensive—moving object detectors [78, 81,
77, 82] as well as an improved long-term mosaicking [86].
¿e ROI detection and coding system (Fig. 4.1) exploits the characteristic of aerial
video sequences of planar landscapes to maintain full resolution and high quality
videos over the entire frame at low bit rates. It relies on the encoding and transmission
of new emerging areas in each frame (new areas, ROI-NA), which are stitched together
in a postprocessing step at the decoder to reconstruct the static parts of the scene
(background) by means of global motion compensation (GMC) [75, 79]. In order to
retain the motion of moving objects not conforming with the motion of the ground
(like moving cars and their previously occluded ground), regions containing such
moving objects (ROI-MO) are additionally considered as interesting. Both ROIs are
used as input for a video preprocessing. Since non-ROI areas are replaced in the
postprocessing, those areas are substituted by content which can be encoded most
eciently, e. g. just black pels. As a consequence, non-ROI areas are encoded at nearly
no bit cost and almost the entire available bit rate is assigned to the encoding of ROI
areas by common o-the-shelf video encoders like a HEVC encoder. Since only small
parts of each frame have to be encoded as ROI, this ROI detection and coding system
is capable of providing high video image quality at low bit rates.

































Figure 4.1: Simplied block diagram of ROI detection and coding system.
White: motion estimation from image sequence; gold: ROI-MO detection
blocks; green: new area detection; brown: block generation, video pre-
processing, video encoding (“HEVC enc.”) and multiplexing (MUX) (based
on [75, 77, 81]).
¿e entire basic block diagram of the proposed ROI coding system for aerial surveil-
lance video sequences is depicted in Fig. 4.1 (based on [75, 77, 81]).
¿is chapter is organized as follows:
¿e detection of new areas (ROI-NA) is introduced in Section 4.1 (white and green
blocks in Fig. 4.1). Section 4.1.2 considers typical distortions during the global motion
estimation process as introduced by uncalibrated cameras which are aected by radial
distortion. For that the joint estimation of several homographies and one unknown,
but piecewise constant radial distortion is proposed and analyzed in Section 4.1.2.1.
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Due to its complexity, the latter approach is not real-time capable, especially not for a
higher number of jointly estimated homographies. ¿us, a real-time capable in-loop
radial distortion compensation (RDC) is proposed in Section 4.1.3.
¿e detection ofmoving objects (ROI-MO) is described in Section 4.2 (golden blocks
in Fig. 4.1). Using the example of a simple, yet eective background subtracting-
and dierence image-based moving object detector, the detection and processing of
moving objects is explained in Section 4.2.1. Two application specic enhancements
for the moving object detector are introduced in Section 4.2.1.1. Without structural
changes, the proposed more sophisticated moving object detector can be easily
integrated into the modular system.
¿e ROI encoding process itself is described in Section 4.3 (brown blocks in Fig. 4.1).
A general ROI coding approach is proposed to become independent of any encoder
modication, as typically used for common ROI-based coding approaches.
A erwards, the ROI decoding by construction of a mosaic—o en also referred to
as (aerial) panoramic image—to reconstruct static parts of the ROI encoded video
from the new areas is explained in Section 4.4.
Finally, in Section 4.5 the video reconstruction from the mosaic and the insertion
of moving objects at appropriate positions in the video are explained.
4.1 ROI: New Areas (NAs)
¿e proposed ROI detection and coding system essentially prots from the encod-
ing of solely new emerging areas of each frame (and moving objects, which will be
considered in detail in Section 4.2). ¿is section describes the calculation of the
new areas in Section 4.1.1. In Section 4.1.2, the radial distortion as the main typ-
ical lens distortion is considered in the context of global motion estimation (and
compensation) of aerial video sequences.
4.1.1 Calculation of the new areas
Assuming a planar landscape, the global motion between two video frames can be
described by an ane or projective transformation, depending on specic restrictions
regarding the camera orientation. Whereas in the previous chapter (Chapter 3), a
video camera in nadir view was assumed, small deviation angles are allowed for the
proposed system in this chapter to reectmore practical situations were an exact nadir
view cannot be guaranteed. ¿is relaxation of the assumptions has two implications:
rstly, an ane transformation like considered in Chapter 3 may not be sucient any
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sksk−1
Flight direction
New area to be coded
Figure 4.2: New area detection (based on [75]).
more to describe the global motion but a fully projective transformation may have
to be employed instead (Section 2.3, page 18). Secondly, although the global motion
estimation can be performed for arbitrary viewing angles of the camera (as long as
the surface of the scene is predominantly planar), the ROI decoding by mosaicking
(see Section 4.4 for details) will face implications for larger deviations of the camera
from nadir view.
¿e global motion estimation from image sequences is performed according to
Section 2.4 (page 20), using corner features, a KLT feature tracker for the generation of
a sparse optical ow and a RANSAC outlier removal. Any pel from the current frame
sk , which is projected outside the previous frame sk−1 with the estimated transform
parameters is considered as new area (ROI-NA, blue parts in Fig. 4.2). ¿e estimated
motion parameters as well as the map of the new areas are transmitted to the decoder
as side information.
4.1.2 Long-termmosaicking of aerial videos
In the last subsection the estimation of the global motion parameters was shortly
reviewed. For undistorted video sequences, such a frame-to-frame-based approach
is quite sucient and the result of several concatenated frame-to-frame projections
is approximately the same as the estimation from one frame sk to a specic frame
sk−nmos with nmos ≫ 1. For lens distortion aected video sequences, however, this
assumption does not hold, since the distortions of objects, and consequently the
feature positions employed for global motion estimation, are typically location-
dependent in a frame. ¿is is especially true, e. g. for radial distortion as the most
important lens distortion. ¿us, for a reliable frame-to-frame-based global motion
estimation over a high number of frames, the radial distortion has to be taken into
account during the global motion estimation itself. Such an approach is introduced
in Section 4.1.2.1. Since it will become apparent that this proposed approach cannot
be realized in real-time, it is also inappropriate for the desired aerial surveillance
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task with on-board processing on small and medium UAVs with limited energy and
computational resources. Hence, in Section 4.1.3 a practical solution is proposed
for on-board usage of UAVs, which only introduces a limited delay and is real-time
capable in principle.
4.1.2.1 Joint homographies and radial distortion estimation
Since in surveillance scenarios the camera as well as its parameters (e. g. focal length)
are constant over several frames, the joint estimation of several homographies and
one unknown, but constant radial distortion is proposed. Due to the limited motion
vector accuracy in current video coding, it is sucient to only consider the second
order radial distortion according to [8, 124]. ¿us, only the rst radial distortion
parameter κ1 (Equation (2.2) in Section 2.2.2 on page 14) is optimized in a way that the
distortions introduced by a frame-to-frame estimation are kept small for all estimated
frames, and thus to enable long-term global motion compensation (Section 4.4).
With the assumption of radially symmetric lenses, the radial distortion parameters
in horizontal and vertical direction κ1 x and κ1 y , respectively, are equal: κ1 ∶=κ1 x =κ1 y .
With this assumption and Equation (2.3), the undistorted point coordinate (x ,y) can
be computed in component-wise notation from the distorted coordinate (xd ,yd),
the rst radial distortion parameter κ1 and the distorted radius rd=√xd2 + yd2 as:
x = xd (1 + r2dκ1) = xd + x3dκ1 + xd y2dκ1 ,
y = yd (1 + r2dκ1) = yd + y3dκ1 + ydx2dκ1 . (4.1)
In homogeneous coordinates and assuming a common 3×3 projective transforma-
tion (homography) matrix H, a point can be mapped from its homogeneous source
coordinates x = (x , y, 1)⊺ in one frame to its destination coordinates x′ = (x′ , y′ , 1)⊺
in the second frame:
x′ = H ⋅ x . (4.2)
A concatenation of several homographies leads to
x′n = (Hn ⋅ . . . ⋅ H1) ⋅ x . (4.3)
To map the undistorted coordinates x′ back to the distorted ones x′d, the inversion
of (4.1) with a given κ1 is employed and (x , y) is replaced by (x′ , y′), (xd , yd) by(x′d , y′d), and rd by r′d, respectively. To numerically solve this non-linear inversion,
a Quasi-Newton method is used to determine the corresponding radially distorted
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Table 4.1: Run-times and MSE values of Matlab’s (Quasi-Newton) numerical solver
(Unconstrained Minimization, function fminunc). No noise, initialization
of solver with movement of distorted point cloud center, optimal value:
κ1=−3 ⋅10−3, optimization criterion: MSE.
# of homo- MSE ≤ 10−3 MSE ≤ 10−6
graphies κ1 est Time in s κ1 est Time in s
2 −2.61 ⋅ 10−3 7.8 −2.91 ⋅ 10−3 10.9
3 −2.91 ⋅ 10−3 17.3 −2.98 ⋅ 10−3 42.0
4 −2.01 ⋅ 10−3 32.7 −2.99 ⋅ 10−3 222.2
5 −3.66 ⋅ 10−3 57.1 −2.97 ⋅ 10−3 1408.0
10 −3.48 ⋅ 10−3 257.8 −2.99 ⋅ 10−3 561436.6
point coordinates x′d in dependence of the undistorted point coordinates x′. ¿emean
squared error (MSE) is optimized, denoting the mean squared Euclidean distance
between all estimated feature points x′d and their corresponding measured feature
point positions xˆ′d.
4.1.2.2 Simulations for the joint homographies and radial distortion
estimation
Simulations using Matlab 2017 [118] by a Quasi-Newton descent prove the approach
of a joint estimation of several homographies and one common radial distortion
parameter κ1 to be applicable. For noise-free, articially generated point clouds with
N =1000 points and using RANSAC, approximate solutions according to Table 4.1 are
achieved.
Since the run-time increases exponentially, it is obvious that this approach is
impractical for the joint estimation of higher numbers of homographies. ¿us, a
simplied, iterative, adaptive estimation approach is proposed in the next subsection.
4.1.3 In-loop radial distortion compensation
To overcome the computational complexity of the latter radial distortion estima-
tion approach, a real-time capable alternative for the radial distortion estimation
and compensation is proposed in this section. In contrast to other approaches, an
optimized radial distortion parameter for the projection shall be estimated, which
does not necessarily match the correct radial distortion. Since this approach works
without any prior knowledge, it can adapt to any aerial video sequence which can be
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mapped onto a plain.
¿e KLT- and RANSAC-based global motion estimation framework from Fig. 4.1 is
used as a basis. In contrary to the global motion estimation in Subsection 4.1.1, the
global motion estimation here is rst performed for every pair of subsequent frames
of a video sequence within a predened group of frames (GOF). Further on, based on
geometric constraints, the projection of a frame of theGOF is regularized by restricting
the change of shape and size of the projection from the camera-plane onto a projection
plane. If predened thresholds are not reached, the feature positions are converted
to corresponding feature positions as if they had been aected by another radial
distortion. A erwards, the global motion parameters are estimated and compared
with the predened values again. In an iterative process with a maximum predened
number of iterations the best tting projection is selected (Fig. 4.3).
¿e regularization used in this work is based on physical limitations of an UAV:
the homography matrix H can be decomposed into the rotation matrix R and the
translational vector t from one view to the other, the camera parameter matrices
K and K′ of the views, and the surface normal vector nsds , with ds being the distance
between the camera center and the surface [42]:
H = K′ (R − tn⊺s
ds
)K−1 . (4.4)
¿e rotation matrix is represented as
R = exp (θ y(t)Wy) ⋅ exp (θx(t)Wx) ⋅ exp (θz(t)Wz) , (4.5)
with Wx , Wy , Wz being the skew-symmetric matrices induced by rotation around the
X-, Y- and Z-axis, respectively. Assuming the surface geometry to be constant and
the Z-axis to be vertical to the surface of the earth, the change in size and shape of
the projection of the camera target onto a plane depends on θx(t) and θ y(t). For
a typical (and physically possible) motion of an aerial vehicle, θx(t) and θ y(t) are
assumed to only change slowly. ¿us, the radial distortion parameter is optimized
such that ∣ d
dt
θx(t)∣ < cx and ∣ ddt θ y(t)∣ < cy . (4.6)
Here cx and cy are thresholds which limit the rotation around the x- and y-axis,
respectively. For the iterative algorithm, the video is separated into groups of frames
(GOFs) rst, e. g. containing nRDC = 60 frames each. ¿us, this approach can be
used on-the-y for each GOF and the maximum delay is nRDC frames. Moreover,
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3k = 1 2 nRDC
. . .
H1,1 H1,2 . . . H1,nRDC
RDC1
(a) Initial global motion estimation (GME) and rst radial
distortion compensation (RDC1)
3k = 1 2 nRDC
. . .
H1,2 . . . H1,nRDCH1,1
RDC2
(b) Second GME improves the projections
. . .
3k = 1 2 nRDC
H1,2 H1,nRDC. . .H1,1
(c) ¿ird GME leads to optimal results
Figure 4.3: Iterative in-loop radial distortion compensation (RDC).
the motion estimation for each pair of frames can also be parallelized for speed-up
reasons.
¿e radial distortion parameter for the rst GOF l = 1 is initialized to κ1, l=1 = 0,
but can also be arbitrarily selected. As the radial distortion parameter usually does
not change or only changes slowly over time (e. g. for dierent intrinsic camera
parameters such as focal length), κ1, l for all subsequent GOFs is initialized with the
parameter κ1, l−1 of the previous GOF. In an iterative loop, rst, homographies for each
frame of the current GOF are estimated with the xed, current κ1, lcur . With these
homographies, the mapping of each frame into the mosaic is evaluated. A plausibility
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check is performed, based on geometrical constraints. Assuming a constant ight
altitude and xed camera parameters for the current GOF, geometric properties of
the projected frame sk have to be similar to those of the projected frame sk−1, i. e. the
frame should have similar shape and size. ¿e requirements that lengths of opposite
sides as well as the size of the projected frames have to change only slowly turned out
to be robust measures. Since both of these measures have distinct minimums for the
optimum radial distortion parameter, they are well-suited for optimization. ¿us,
these changes were restricted by a geometric check to be smaller than cshape,max and
csize,max, respectively. If these constraints are not fullled, another κ1, l is selected
using an iterative bisectionmethod (Fig. 4.4). Using values of the current κ1,cur plus or
minus ∆κ1 are tested for the rst order radial distortion parameter (κ1,tmp1 and κ1,tmp2
in Fig. 4.4) and the corresponding κ1 is selected which minimizes the distortion of
the projection for the next iteration. ¿e loop is repeated until convergence or until
a maximum number of iterations iRDC (“countermax” in Fig. 4.4) is reached. Since
the approach aims at the minimization of the distortion of the projected frames, the
estimated radial distortion will not necessarily be the real camera lens distortion but
can also conceal (limited) model violations.



















∆κ1 ∶= ∆κ12 κ1,cur ∶=κ1,cur−∆κ1
∆κ1 ∶= ∆κ12 κ1,cur ∶=κ1,cur+∆κ1


















Figure 4.4: Flowchart of the selection of κ1, l for the group of frames (GOF) l by the
in-loop radial distortion compensation (RDC) algorithm.
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4.2 ROI: Moving Objects (MOs)
In the last subsections, an ecient ROI-based coding system was introduced, which
solely relies on the encoding of new emerging areas (ROI-NAs) in each frame. In
such a system, moving objects are displayed statically at the position of their rst
occurrence. Since no additional information about their movement is available, they
are also considered to be static background.
For aerial surveillance, however, moving objects are typically of high interest. ¿us,
in order to retain the motion information also for ROI encoded and decoded video
sequences, it is important to additionally dene moving objects as regions of interest
(ROI-MO). Consequently, the block diagram (Fig. 4.1 on page 66) of the ROI detection
and coding system consists of a dedicated ROI-MO detector (yellow block).
4.2.1 Highly performant dierence image-basedmoving
object detection
¿edetection ofmoving objects is performed by background subtraction as explained
in Section 2.8.1.1: the pel-wise dierence in the luminance channel (Y) between the
current frame sk and the global motion-compensated prediction sˆk is computed
(further referred to as dierence image). Spots of high energy which are not removed
as noise are marked as MOs in an activation mask, which will be used later on for the
encoding (Fig. 4.7 on page 78).
Such a background subtraction-based approach is a simple, yet eective moving
object detection method, especially for aerial video surveillance with (predomi-
nantly) planar landscape as assumed in this work. However, for specic applications
with dierent conditions, more specically adapted ROI-MO detectors may deliver
better results. Previously published work on such application-dependent solutions is
summarized in the following subsection. Due to the modular concept, any arbitrary
ROI-MO detector may be used in the proposed framework.
4.2.1.1 Application-dependent ROI-MO detector improvements
A block diagram of an enhanced ROI detection and coding system may be organized
as shown in Fig. 4.5 (based on [81]). ¿e basic structure of the system including
the global motion estimation based on sparse optical ow calculation (white block
“Optical ow (KLT)” and green block “RANSAC planar landscape model” in Fig. 4.5),
ROI-NA detection (lower green block in Fig. 4.5), and the video encoding itself (brown
blocks in Fig. 4.5) remains similar to that in Fig. 4.1 (page 66), although there are











































Figure 4.5: Block diagram of an enhanced ROI detection and coding system.
White: optical ow using a Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker;
yellow: cluster lter to eliminate false positive MO detections and mesh-
based motion estimation/compensation incl. ROI detector; magenta: su-
perpixel segmentation and selection; green: global motion estimation and
new area detector (including RANSAC outlier detection); brown: block
generation, video preprocessing, video coder (“HEVC enc.”) and multi-
plexing (MUX) (based on [81]).
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(a) Original (excerpt) (b) MO detection mask (c) Decoded frame
Figure 4.6: Original excerpt (a) and reconstructed image a er ROI encoding and
decoding (c) with inaccurate MO detection due to homogeneous, un-
structured regions on the car roof. Missing detections (b) of the rear
part of the red car as ROI-MO lead to reconstruction errors since the
front part of the car, which was detected as ROI-MO, does not match the
reconstructed background due to the ego-motion of the car [78].
additional blocks for a sophisticated—and much more computationally complex—
moving object detection. ¿e additional blocks are summarized in the following
paragraphs. A more thorough description of this enhanced system can be found in
[81].
Improved shape retrieval of moving objects by integration of temporally
consistent superpixels in themoving object detection
Dierence image-based moving object detectors lack accuracy when it comes to
unstructured, homogeneous regions within the MOs—e. g. car roofs—as for those
areas the pel-wise dierences between the current and the motion-compensated
frame are relatively small [6]. Fig. 4.6 illustrates occurring problems: if parts of a
MO (original in Fig. 4.6a) are detected as ROI whereas other parts of the same MO are
not recognized (MO detection mask in Fig. 4.6b) and the particular MOmoves too
fast, reconstruction errors might occur since the motion-compensated background
and the moving object (foreground) might not match exactly, leading to errors in
the reconstructed video (Fig. 4.6c, cf. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 on pages 84 and 85,
respectively, for details). To overcome such problems especially in environments
where the assumption of planarity is not thoroughly fullled anymore, moving object















Figure 4.7: Coding mask generation for new area (top row) and moving objects. ¿e
MO activation mask from the dierence image calculation is overlaid with
an independent superpixel segmentation in order to obtain accurate shape
information of themoving objects. ¿e coding mask is adapted to a coding
block pattern (MO block coding mask) and combined with the NA block
coding mask to the nal block coding mask. Any block marked in the latter
mask will be encoded as ROI (based on [81]).
areas may be identied more accurately by combining an independently calculated
superpixel segmentation (upper right magenta block in Fig. 4.5) with the dierence
image-based detector result (Fig. 4.7, middle and bottom row). ¿e results from the
dierence image-based detector are used as seeds to automatically activate only those
superpixels containing moving objects (lower magenta block “Superpixel selection”
in Fig. 4.5). Since the superpixels exploit not only the gray-values of neighboring
pels but also consider weighted color and spatial-distance information, they are an
ideal complement for the combination with the dierence image-based detector.
Additionally, by using a temporally consistent superpixel segmentation [105] the
system is able to bridge temporal detection gaps, thus reducing the amount of missed
detections per frame (see Fig. 4.8 for illustration). As shown in [78], the temporally
consistent superpixels are able to outperform other state-of-the-art segmentation
methods like an ecient GraphCut-based SlimCut implementation [106].
Reduction of false positive detections of MOs by integrating a mesh-based
moving object detection
Given the use of the projective transformation, a planar ground is assumed which is
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kk-1k-2s s s
Figure 4.8: Temporally consistent superpixels (TCS) are used to bridge false negative
detections of the ROI-MO. In the gures true positive detections within the
MO (white car) are marked as cyan blocks. If no moving object is detected
by the MO detector in frame sk−1, the MO in that frame would not be
selected for coding. Due to the temporal consistency of the superpixels,
the position of the car can also be predicted in frame sk−1 and thus correct
processing and transmission of the car in all frames can be achieved [81].
(prevalently) true for sequences recorded at high ight altitudes. ¿is assumption
is not suitable for non-planar ground structures like buildings or trees. ¿ese lead
to image regions falsely detected as MO (false positive detections, FP) resulting in an
increased ROI area. Consequently an increased number of superpixels is selected for
encoding. For the moving object detection the replacement of the planar GMC by a
mesh-based motion estimation and compensation is proposed [90, 91]. Instead of
one global plane for the entire frame, multiple smaller planes are used to enable the
motion-compensated image to adapt to non-planar scene geometry (yellow block
“Mesh-based locally adaptive motion compensation” in Fig. 4.5) [81]. ¿e mesh-
based local motion estimation and compensation as well as a locally adaptive outlier
detector (yellow block “Cluster lter” in Fig. 4.5) for the moving object detection
(yellow block “ROI-MO detection ” in Fig. 4.5) in non-planar areas has been shown
to achieve superior detection rates in [90] and the integration in a GMC-based ROI
detection and coding system as described here has also been proven to be successful
[81].
4.3 ROI Coding of Aerial Video Sequences
¿e drawback of common ROI coding approaches is the degradation of non-ROI areas
that cannot be reconstructed at full quality by the decoder [59, 28, 19, 79, 16]. ¿is
problem is overcome by the proposed system via reconstruction of non-ROI areas by
means of global motion compensation (Section 4.4). As a consequence, a subjectively
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(a) Original (b) Reconstructed from new areas
Figure 4.9: Perspective view change (highlighted by red ellipse) introduced by ROI
coding and decoding and GMC (350m sequence from the TAVT data set
[46, 81]).
high quality over the entire frame is provided at the expense of perspectively incorrect
views at static parts of the scene. Since no update information is provided for ROI-NAs,
the angle of view at 3D structures like houses or trees remains the same as it was
when they emerged the rst time, as long as these objects are visible in the video. ¿e
eect is illustrated in Fig. 4.9: while Fig. 4.9a shows the original frame as recorded by
the camera, a slightly dierent view is visible in Fig. 4.9b (red ellipse) due to global
motion compensation. It is noteworthy that such perspective distortions only occur
at non-planar structures and increase for higher 3D structures not matching the
ground plane. Some luminance changes are also visible at the upper and lower lines
of Fig. 4.9b due to an altered global illumination. Moreover, vignetting eects may
occur all over a ROI encoded and decoded video (not visible in Fig. 4.9), since the
entire background is reconstructed based on new areas originally located at the frame
borders—which are most aected by vignetting eects.
To determine the nal ROI codingmask, it is assumed that any ROI detector provides
pel-wise information of the detected ROIs. ¿is ensures that arbitrary ROI detectors
and any number of ROI detectors can be used as long as they provide a pel-wise
classication of ROI and non-ROI, e. g. indicated by a binary “1” or “0”, respectively,
in a pel-wise map. As depicted in Fig. 4.7, the pel-wise information of ROI-NA as
well as ROI-MO is extended to a xed block grid. If at least one ROI-NA or ROI-MO
pel is located in a block of a predened size (16 × 16 is used as grid block size in
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Figure 4.10: Example ROI areas for one frame of the suburban test sequence 350m
sequence from the TAVT data set [46, 81].
this work), this block is marked for encoding as ROI in a nal block coding mask as
shown in Fig. 4.7 for the enhanced system. For the basic system without superpixels,
the coding mask generation works accordingly and the MO activation mask is used
directly without superpixel-enhancement.
Although a standard compliant bit stream is produced by the encoder, an additional
postprocessing is necessary to reconstruct non-ROI areas (static background) of the
scene [75, 79], e. g. in a mosaic (Section 4.4) or in a reconstructed video sequence
(Section 4.5). For this postprocessing the entropy-encoded block coding mask (map)
as well as the globalmotion parameters are encapsulated as supplemental enhancement
information (SEI) in the bit stream.
¿e coding gain of the system, compared to the common encoding of entire frames
without any ROI processing or coding, depends on the amount of ROIs to be encoded.
As an upper limit the entire frame has to be encoded (e. g. if moving objects are
distributed all over the frame). ¿e additional ROImap and transform parameters
have to be encoded in either case in this ROI coding system. However, since the bit
rate of both additional elements is negligible compared to that of the video stream,
the resulting coding eciency approximately resembles that of the unmodied video
coder. As a lower limit no ROI areas have to be encoded of the entire frame, for
instance if no UAVmotion is prevalent and no moving objects are detected within the
frame. ¿is results in the encoding of control and syntax elements, the nal block
coding mask and the global motion parameters only. ¿e latter cause a small bit rate
in relation to the overall bit rate also for low bit rate scenarios. For typical scenarios
only a few percent of each frame have to be encoded and transmitted. An example
of all ROI areas to be encoded for one frame of a suburban video sequence is shown
for the 350m sequence from the TAVT data set [46, 81] in Fig. 4.10 (non-ROI areas
represented by white).












Figure 4.11: General ROI preprocessing. Image composition by preprocessing as in-
troduced by the proposed general ROI coding. ¿e pel-wise ROI infor-
mation is expanded to blocks within the video preprocessing (e. g. of size
16×16 pel), based on [85].
¿e actual video encoding of the proposed ROI coding system is performed us-
ing a common, unmodied video encoder. In contrast to typical other ROI coding
approaches, absolutely no encoder modications are necessary, which may be chal-
lenging, time-consuming and thus cost-intensive to implement. Moreover, to exploit
later encoder optimizations or even the coding eciency of new or other video
coding standards, the video encoder itself can be replaced by any o-the-shelf video
encoder without loss of functionality of the ROI system.
¿e idea of the proposed general ROI coding system is to dedicate any coding
decision to the highly optimized encoder internal rate distortion optimization (RDO).
Accordingly, it has to be ensured that the input video stream contains only relevant
information needed at the decoder for reconstruction. Areas of each frame, which are
irrelevant for the reconstruction of a frame (non-ROI) are replaced in order to encode
the entire image as eciently as possible (Fig. 4.11) [85]. ¿is means that in contrast
to common video coding, where the output is optimized to be as similar to the input
as possible, modications of the input signal by the general ROI preprocessing are
deliberately accepted.
In Fig. 4.12 the encoding scheme from the camera to the encoded bit stream is
depicted. As suggested above, two operation modes are distinguished, where each
non-ROI block in the current frame sk is replaced by:
mode 1: the corresponding block from the (temporally) preceding frame sk−1. ¿is
mode aims at utilizing coding tools for unchanged content (e. g. skip mode).
mode 2: a black block. ¿is mode aims at utilizing coding tools for monochrome
areas (skip, DC intra prediction).
Both modes are based on the fact that non-ROI areas in the preprocessed video
frame s∗k are discarded in the postprocessing step in any case. However, subsequent















Figure 4.12: Entire encoding scheme from the camera to the encoded bit stream using
the proposed general ROI coding system (based on [85]).
image reconstructions have to be applied as required by the specic ROI detection
and coding system (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5). ¿e GMC parameters as well as the
ROI maps are encapsulated in the SEI message (or any similar private data eld as
oered by that particular video codec), as they are needed by the postprocessing for
reconstruction of the frame. It is stressed again that both, pre- and postprocessing are
independent of the employed video codec and that no image degradation is caused
by general ROI coding—except for errors introduced by the video encoding itself,
i. e. quantization errors for lossy coding modes. Consequently, no restrictions for
special video codecs are triggered by the preprocessing nor by the postprocessing of
the general ROI coding framework.
4.3.1 Inherent noise removal of the proposed general ROI
coding
Modern hybrid video encoders like HEVC already consist of very ecient coding
modes also for encoding static parts of a frame (e. g. direct mode in AVC,merge/skip
mode in HEVC). ¿ese modes are most ecient for noise free signals s. However,
camera captured signals contain additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) nG with the
noise power NP(nG). ¿us, the superimposed signal s+nG is the input of the video
encoder. Assuming perfect motion compensation, the noise of the reference frame
used for motion compensation nG,k−1 has to be removed and the noise nG,k of the
current frame has to be added to the prediction error signal. ¿e resulting noise
power accumulates to 2⋅NP(nG) in the prediction error signal, leading to higher bit
rates than required for encoding s only.
Using ROI and general ROI coding, the noise is encoded only once at the rst
occurrence of each coding block, since in all subsequent frames a copy is inserted
from the temporally preceding frame (mode 1) or the block is entirely replaced by a
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black block (mode 2). Consequently, the resulting bit rate will decrease.
4.4 Mosaicking of ROI-Encoded Videos
One common procedure of visualizing aerial surveillance videos is the generation of
a mosaic. Such an approach is also applicable for ROI encoded aerial videos. As will
be explained in the next subsection, it is also possible to reconstruct a video out of ROI
encoded aerial videos. For that, however, a mosaic also has to be generated. In this
context, one could say that during the reconstruction of a video from ROI encoded
data, a mosaic can be obtained without extra eort and functions as supportive
overview image.
Depending on the goal of the mosaicking itself, two dierent approaches have to be
distinguished for the mosaicking of ROI encoded aerial videos. If the mosaic is only
needed for reconstruction of the video frames (see Section 4.5), a short-time mosaic
is sucient. ¿e principle of a possible memory management can be found in [44].
¿ere, object memories were used for the original data, e. g. one object memory could
store the ROI information of one frame. Based on the transformation parameters
a motion vector is derived for each pel position in the current frame. ¿is motion
vector points to the corresponding object memory, which contains the appropriate
ROI information. Such an approach prevents multiple ltering since any required
information is saved in the original resolution of the ROI without any ltering. Older
ROI information from previous frames, which is not referenced any more by the
current frame, can be discarded.
In contrast to a short-time mosaic approach, the mosaic may be additionally used
for visualization of the overown area. In that case, a long-term mosaic has to be
generated. ¿is may be especially benecial for surveillance tasks and is possible
without additional bit rate expense for the encoded ROI data. ¿us, a long-term
mosaic approach is used in this work. To generate a long-term mosaic, all ROI blocks
as signaled by the nal block coding mask (Fig. 4.10 on page 81) of the current frame
are registered into a common coordinate system by using the global transformation
parameters. To prevent unnecessary multiple ltering also for such an approach,
the coordinate system and resolution of the rst frame are used as reference and
all subsequent frames are projected into that coordinate system. For dierent ight
altitudes or zoom changes, a new reference frame should be dened and a newmosaic
should be initiated to prevent information loss due to scaling. Since dierent types of
ROI like ROI-NA or ROI-MO are not distinguished, ROI-MOs appear static in the mosaic
at the position of their last occurrence.
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(a) Mosaic generated from the camera-captured video sequence directly without any radial distortion
compensation
(b) Mosaic generated from the video sequence with in-loop radial distortion compensation
Figure 4.13: Mosaic consisting of 330 frames of the 350m sequence from TAVT [46, 81].
In (a) the mosaic was directly generated from the radial distortion af-
fected camera-captured video, in (b) the in-loop radial distortion com-
pensation has been applied, leading to much better results ((a) scaled to
t line width, (b) scale manually adjusted) [83].
However, for real-world sequences from an uncalibrated camera, especially the
radial lens distortion accumulates to severe distortions resulting in entirely distorted
mosaics a er several ten or a few hundred frames (Fig. 4.13a). Moreover, the eect is
amplied, since the new areas are captured from the borders of each frame where
the predominant eect of radial lens distortion is most distinct.
To prevent stitching errors induced by radially distorted video frames, the in-loop
radial distortion compensation from Section 4.1.2 can be employed, resulting in a
fully automatically processed panoramic image like in Fig. 4.13b.
4.5 Video Reconstruction from ROI-Encoded Videos
¿e entire chapter so far dealt with the ecient encoding of an aerial video sequence,
the video decoding itself by a standard compliant decoder and the construction of
a mosaic out of the decoded ROI areas. ¿e process of video reconstruction of ROI
encoded videos using the proposed ROI coding system is described in this section.

















Figure 4.14: ROI decoder for the reconstruction of a video from ROI encoded data
(based on [75, 79]).
A simplied block diagram of a ROI decoder is shown in Fig. 4.14. As already
described, the video bit stream is decoded by an arbitrary standard compliant video
decoder and the block-wise ROI map as well as the global motion parameters are
regained from the SEI message. A global motion compensation of ROI blocks of
the current frame according to the ROImap is performed. All ROI blocks (ROI-NA
and ROI-MO) are treated identically and are projected into the mosaic as described
in Section 4.4 (block intelligent mosaicking in Fig. 4.14). In the video extraction
(Fig. 4.14) the current frame from themosaic is extracted. ¿e correct cutting position
is calculated based on the global motion parameters. Since ROI-MO are inserted into
the mosaic for each frame and extracted from it directly a erwards, ROI-MO blocks
appear at the correct positions in the reconstructed video and their motion is retained.
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¿is chapter is divided into two main parts: in Section 5.1 the rate-distortion the-
ory for ane motion-compensated prediction from Chapter 3 is investigated. ¿e
unquantized prediction error is quantized so that a predened distortion, e. g. of
30 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), is introduced between the original signal and the
quantization error. In this manner, the prediction error caused by inaccurate motion
estimation as modeled in Chapter 3 is simulated and the prediction error bit rate
model is validated.
Operational rate-distortion diagrams for common video test sequences containing
distinct non-translational ane motions are presented and compared to those of
real-world aerial and non-aerial video sequences in Section 5.1.2.
In Section 5.2 the ROI coding system from Chapter 4 is employed to eciently
encode aerial video sequences. It is shown that the coding eciency outperforms
the most recent and most ecient video coding standard HEVC in objective means
measured as peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in the regions of interest (ROI-PSNR) as
well as in subjective tests for aerial sequences. ¿e latter conrm that the subjectively
perceived overall image quality of the ROI coding system is preferred compared to
that of common HEVC coding for low and very low bit rates while concurrently more
relevant details for surveillance tasks are preserved.
In Section 5.2.3 nally results of the in-loop radial distortion compensation applied
for long-term mosaicking of aerial sequences as introduced in Section 4.1.3 are
presented.
5.1 AneMotion Compensation in Video Coding
In this section the model for calculating the minimum required bit rate for encoding
the prediction error using ane motion-compensated prediction from Chapter 3
is veried. In Section 5.1.1 the bit rate model from Section 3.1 is validated based
on measurements. In Section 5.1.2 operational rate-distortion diagrams from video
sequences encoded with the former exploration model JEM of the upcoming video
coding standard VVC with and without ane motion-compensated prediction are
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presented and the results are discussed. Moreover, video sequences with and without
distinct ane—non purely translational—motion are compared.
5.1.1 Eciencymeasurements for fully ane
motion-compensated prediction in video coding
In Chapter 3 the rate-distortion function for ane motion-compensated prediction
was derived and the bit rate for encoding the prediction error was calculated as a
function of the motion estimation accuracy. ¿e latter was characterized by the
variances of errors of the ane mapping parameters. For visualization of the results
in Fig. 3.4 (see page 53) in a 3D plot, the variances of the errors of the translational
ane parameters σ 2e13 , σ
2





σ 2e21 , σ
2
e22 , respectively, were assumed to be equal. Since the Gaussian distribution
has the highest entropy among all distributions with given mean and variance—
and Gaussian distributions have been assumed for the distributions of the motion
estimation errors—the resulting model bit rate is the supremum of the minimum
required bit rate for encoding the prediction error. In other words, for any non-
Gaussian distribution, the rate-distortion optimized minimum required bit rate for
encoding the prediction error is expected to be smaller than predicted by the model.
To validate the model introduced in Section 3.1, the 10000×10000 pel aerial image
of Hannover (test image Hannover, Fig. 5.1, cf. Section 3.1.6.1 on page 46, [63]) was
used. ¿e image provides a similar signal characteristic as the other HD test sequences
in terms of its autocorrelation coecients. In Fig. 5.2 the autocorrelation coecient
of Hannover is compared to those of a HD resolution JCT-VC test sequence [13], a test
sequence which contains high amounts of non-translational ane motions proposed
by Li [65], and an aerial test sequence from the TAVT data set [46, 81]. ¿e plots show
that the autocorrelation coecients almost perfectly match the model assumed in
Section 3.1.3 for small and medium pel shi s of ∣τx ∣ ≤ 50.
A virtual camera has been used to extract several fullHD resolution (1920×1080 pel)
frames from the large aerial image of Hannover which were concatenated to a video
sequence. ¿e frame-to-frame motions comply with an ane motion model (Sec-
tion 3.1.1). To generate the ane motion for the virtual camera path, (pseudo-)
random numbers were drawn from a Gaussian distribution with given means and
variances. ¿e means of the ane parameters are selected such that the mean frame-
to-frame motion is zero, i. e. the mean value is 1 for the parameters a11 and a22, and
zero for the remaining parameters a12, a13, a21, a23. ¿e resulting video sequence
signal s now has well-known frame-to-frame mappings. ¿us, the sequence can be
used to measure the bit rates needed for encoding the prediction error. Assuming
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(a) Full image, 10000×10000 pel
(b) Cropped image in full HD resolution of 1920×1080 pel
Figure 5.1: Test image Hannover [63].
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(c) Sequence 350m sequence



























(d) Test image Hannover
Figure 5.2: Measured autocorrelation coecients ρss ,x in horizontal direction of the
natural video test sequences BasketballDrive (Fig. 5.6a on page 97) [13]
and ShieldsPart (Figs. 5.5c and 5.5d on page 94) [65] as well as of the
aerial test sequence 350m sequence (Fig. 5.7a on page 97) from the TAVT
data set [46, 81] (averaged over 50 frames each) and of the test image
Hannover (10000×10000 pel) [63] (cropped to same width, Fig. 5.1b). For
the model evaluation in the plots (red lines), the correlation coecient of
each specic test sequence or image, respectively, was used. It can be seen
that the exponentially decaying model perfectly ts for small to medium
shi s up to ±50 pel and that the measured correlations are small (≤ 0.4)
for larger shi s.



















Figure 5.3: Setup for measuring the bit rate for encoding the prediction error. ¿e
quantization is adjusted so that a predened distortion, e. g. 30 dB SNR,
is met and the corresponding entropy of the quantized DPCM amplitude
values is determined.
the most trivial motion estimation system which always predicts “no motion”, the
articially introduced motion becomes exactly the prediction error e, which can
be calculated just as the dierence between two consecutive frames in the video
sequence.
¿e setup for the measurement is shown in Fig. 5.3. ¿e unquantized predic-
tion error e is decorrelated using a dierential pulse-code modulation (DPCM),
where only the correlations between horizontally and vertically neighboring pels
are exploited for the prediction of the current pel at position (x , y), whereas
sˆkx ,y = skx ,y− 0.5skx−1,y− 0.5skx ,y−1 . An uniform quantization is applied a erwards so
that the signal-to-noise ratio between the video signal s and the quantization error
eq = e′− e is equal to a predened value, e. g. of 30 dB as assumed for the model
in Section 3.1.6.3. ¿e bit rate is calculated as the entropy of a memoryless source,
which corresponds to the bit rate needed for encoding the quantized prediction error,
assuming perfectly decorrelated symbols a er the DPCM.
¿e results are shown in Fig. 5.4 for a SNR of 30 dB (like also assumed in Sec-
tion 3.1) and using 30 frames with dierent motions for each data point. It is obvious
that the measurement qualitatively perfectly matches the theory, but that the mea-
sured bit rates are smaller than those of the model (Fig. 3.4 in Section 3.1.6.3 on
page 53). Selected rate points are summarized in Table 5.1. For instance, the mea-
sured maximum bit rate is 2.507 bit/sample, for 10−5 for the translational variances σ 2e13 ,
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Figure 5.4: Bit rate for encoding the prediction error as a function of the motion
estimation error variances for a frame in full HD resolution (1920×1080)
using DPCM for signal decorrelation and uniform quantization.
σ 2e23 and 10
−2 for the non-translational ane variances σ 2e11 , σ 2e12 , σ 2e21 , σ 2e22 (upper le 
data tip in Fig. 5.4), instead of 2.53 bit/sample as predicted by the model (upper le 
data tip in Fig. 3.4a). Accordingly for the translational variances of 0.0052 and the
non-translational ane variances of 10−7, the measured bit rate of 0.382 bit/sample
(central data tip in Fig. 5.4) is lower than the model bit rate of 1.034 bit/sample (central
data tip in Fig. 3.4a). For very small variances below 0.02 (translational) and 10−8
(non-translational), the measured bit rates faster decrease to zero than predicted by
the model (dark blue plateau in Fig. 5.4). ¿ese dierences may mainly be caused by
the low-pass ltering character of the Lanczos interpolation lter used during the
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Table 5.1: Selected rate points of the fully ane motion model (cf. Fig. 3.4 on page 53)
and the measurement (cf. Fig. 5.4).
Translational Ane non- Modeled bit rate Measured bit rate
variances translational in bit/sample in bit/sample
variances
10−5 10−2 2.533 2.507
0.0052 10−7 1.034 0.382
generation of the test sequence Hannover. By low-pass ltering, higher frequencies
are attened or entirely removed from the signal, which nally leads to smaller bit
rates needed for encoding the prediction error in the measurement compared to
the model. ¿e pronounced lower plateau mainly occurs since for very small ane
motions introduced during the generation of the test sequence, the ane distorted
image perfectly matches the original a er interpolation ltering. ¿us, the prediction
error image as introduced above is nil and consequently no bit rate is needed for
encoding it.
Since themodel bit rates represent the supremum of theminimum required bit rate
for encoding the prediction error, themeasurements empirically prove the correctness
of the model.
To reveal the operating range of the model for real-world sequences, the two
sequences TractorPart (1920× 1080, 25 fps, 8 bit/sample, chroma subsampling 4:2:0, 100
frames) and ShieldsPart (1920 × 1080, 50 fps, 8 bit/sample, chroma subsampling 4:2:0,
100 frames) (Fig. 5.5) [65] were encoded using JEM 7.1 (SVN revision 603) [55] with
the random access (RA) prole and the low-delay p (LDP) prole [111]. Both sequences
have been proposed to demonstrate the eciency of ane motion-compensated
prediction by Li et al. [65] since they contain distinct non-translational ane motion.
Taking the average luminance values of both sequences of 94.7 for TractorPart and
49.5 for ShieldsPart into account, a SNR of 30 dB corresponds to a PSNR of 38.6 dB and
44.2 dB, respectively, on an 8-bit scale. ¿e averaged bit rates over both proles, only
using non-intra coded frames for encoding the sequences at the given PSNR for the
luminance component, are 424 kbit/s for TractorPart and 68599 kbit/s for ShieldsPart.
¿ese bit rates correspond to a mean bit rate of 0.0082 bit/sample for the TractorPart
and 0.66 bit/sample for the ShieldsPart sequence, respectively. Both bit rates also include
signaling, which is neither covered by the model nor considered in the measurement.
Extrapolating the ndings for AVC from Klomp [60] to HEVC or, more specic, to the
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(a) TractorPart, frame 1 (b) TractorPart, frame 100 (last frame)
(c) ShieldsPart, frame 1 (d) ShieldsPart, frame 100 (last frame)
Figure 5.5: Test sequences TractorPart (25 fps) and ShieldsPart (50 fps) containing
distinct (non-translational) ane motion [65].
HEVC reference HM-based JEM so ware, the signaling data may account for half of
the bit rate for medium quantization (TractorPart, QP 31 for RA and QP 29 for LDP)
and for less than 10 percent in the case of ne quantization (ShieldsPart, QP 15 for
RA and QP 16 for LDP). ¿e high dierence in the coding bit rate is caused by the
very high amount of blur contained in the TractorPart sequence compared to the
ShieldsPart sequence.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.4, the operating points for the sequences are located in
the right area of the lower plateau for TractorPart and in the middle of the mid-blue
area above the marked point at “transl. var.: 0.0052; a. var.: 1e-7” (central data tip in
Fig. 5.4) for ShieldsPart. Hereby, translational quarter-pel resolution like used in the
JEM so ware [64] is assumed, which corresponds to the isoline at the translational
variance 0.0052. Using the derivations of Section 3.1, the model bit rate for both
sequences is approximately 2.2 bit/sample (not shown) for a block size of 128×128 pel
as used in JEM with translational quarter-pel resolution and non-translational ane
motion vector accuracies of 116 pel, which corresponds to the internal luma resolution
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of JEM. Compared to the modeled bit rate, the measured bit rate is magnitudes smaller
for the TractorPart sequence and still less than half as high for ShieldsPart, which
had to be expected for the following reasons. First, the assumption of a stationary
signal was made in the model, which may not entirely be true for natural (non-aerial)
videos, e. g. if the upper part of a frame shows the sky whereas the lower part shows a
eld like in TractorPart. Second, in the example calculations the translational and the
non-translational parameter error variances were each assumed to be identical, i. e.
σ 2e13 =σ 2e23 and σ 2e11 =σ 2e12 =σ 2e21 =σ 2e22 , which may not be fullled in case that the error
variances are not predominantly caused by articially quantization of the (simplied)
ane parameters. ¿ird, the autocorrelation function of the signal was assumed to
be isotropic and exponentially decreasing, which is a good approximation of a video
signal although it is not entirely reecting reality. Especially for larger shi s it was
demonstrated in Fig. 5.2 that the exponentially decreasing autocorrelation model
tends to overestimate the high frequency components contained in the signal, which
increases the bit rate in the model. Moreover, in the model calculations averaged
correlations between adjacent pels were assumed to generalize the model. However,
for specic sequences these correlationsmay highly vary, leading to dierentmodeled
bit rates (cf. Table 3.3 on page 51). Finally, the displacement estimation error pdf was
derived to be Gaussian distributed, induced by the assumed Gaussian distributed
ane estimation errors (Section 3.1.2), which leads to the highest entropy compared
with other pdfs of the same variance. ¿us, it will overestimate theminimum required
bit rate for nite real-world signals.
In conclusion, it has been proven that the model provides valuable indications of
the prediction error bit rate as a function of the ane motion estimation accuracy.
It was veried by measurements that the model qualitatively perfectly predicts the
behavior of the prediction error bit rate. Due to several assumptions made in the
model which approximate real-world signals, the result obtained by the model can
be considered as a supremum for the minimum required bit rate for encoding the
prediction error.
5.1.2 Operational rate-distortion diagrams using JEMwithout
and with anemotion-compensated prediction
To evaluate the performance of (simplied) ane motion-compensated prediction
in video coding, video sequences with dierent characteristics are encoded using
JEM 7.1 (SVN revision 603) [55] with and without ane motion compensation. From
the JCT-VC test set [13], the full HD resolution sequences BasketballDrive and Cactus,
both recorded at 50 fps, were arbitrarily selected to represent natural video content
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(Fig. 5.6).
Predominantly planar, high quality, full HD resolution aerial sequences with a pref-
erentially translational global motion, which were recorded at 30 fps, are represented
by the TNTAerial Video Testset (TAVT) sequences (set 1) named 350m sequence, 500m
sequence, 1000m sequence and 1500m sequence (Fig. 5.7) [46, 81]. ¿e names repre-
sent the approximate recording height and indicate that for higher ight altitudes the
ground resolution decreases, since the camera settings have not been changed for all
sequences. Test sequences containing distinct non-translational ane motion are
the two sequences TractorPart and ShieldsPart (Fig. 5.5, see above) [65].
Operational rate-distortion (RD) curves for 500 frames of the test sequences each,
except for TractorPart and ShieldsPart which only consist of 100 frames each, are
shown in Fig. 5.8 for the cases of enabled (squares) and disabled (stars) ane motion-
compensated prediction. Identically colored curves belong to the same sequences.
Two dierent proles were tested, low-delay p (LDP, Fig. 5.8a) and random access (RA,
Fig. 5.8b). For reasons of clarity, the operational RD curves for the TAVT sequences are
represented by only the 350m sequence, since the other sequences behave similarly
albeit at other bit rate levels. It is obvious that for the sequence BasketballDrive from
the JCT-VC test set as well as for the 350m sequence (and accordingly the other three
TAVT sequences used here but not shown in the graphs) only small gains can be
achieved by using ane motion compensation. For the evaluation, Bjøntegaard delta
(BD) rates were calculated, which measure the average bit rate dierence between two
rate-distortion curves [11, 12]. For the TAVT sequences BD rate gains of only 0.88%
(LDP) and 0.54% (RA) for BasketballDrive, and 0.33% (LDP) and 0.41% (RA) for the
350m sequence were achieved. However, the BD rate gains for the Cactus sequence
including rotating elements are 6.32% for LDP and 5.48% for RA.
For the sequences TractorPart and ShieldsPart containing a considerable amount
of non-translational ane zoommotion, the observed gains even increase to 30.96%
(LDP) and 20.59% (RA) and to 24.75% (LDP) and 13.29% (RA), respectively.
For sequences containing distinct non-translational ane motion, ane motion-
compensated prediction may highly increase the coding eciency of upcoming
video coding standards. Especially aerial sequences captured from a drone with high
amounts of rotation and zoom may highly benet from ane motion-compensated
prediction.
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(a) BasketballDrive (b) Cactus
Figure 5.6: JCT-VC test sequences BasketballDrive and Cactus (both full HD resolution,
50 fps) [13].
(a) 350m sequence, ground resolution: 43 pelm (b) 500m sequence, ground resolution: 30
pel
m
(c) 1000m sequence, ground resolution: 15 pelm (d) 1500m sequence, ground resolution: 10
pel
m



















Bit rate in kbit/s
350m sequence, JEM affine
350m sequence, JEM non−affine
BasketballDrive, JEM affine
BasketballDrive, JEM non−affine
Cactus (w/ slight aff. mot.), JEM affine
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TractorPart (w/ distinct aff. mot.), JEM non−affine 
ShieldsPart (w/ distinct aff. mot.), JEM affine



















Bit rate in kbit/s
350m sequence, JEM affine
350m sequence, JEM non−affine
BasketballDrive, JEM affine
BasketballDrive, JEM non−affine
Cactus (w/ slight aff. mot.), JEM affine
Cactus (w/ slight aff. mot.), JEM non−affine
TractorPart (w/ distinct aff. mot.), JEM affine
TractorPart (w/ distinct aff. mot.), JEM non−affine 
ShieldsPart (w/ distinct aff. mot.), JEM affine
ShieldsPart (w/ distinct aff. mot.), JEM non−affine 
(b) RA
Figure 5.8: Operational rate-distortion curves for dierent sequences encoded by
JEM 7.1 (SVN revision 603) [55] with (squares) and without (stars) simpli-
ed ane motion compensation. In (a) results for the low delay p (LDP)
prole are shown, in (b) results for the random access (RA) prole are dis-
played. Sequences containing high amounts of non-translational motion
(TractorParts, ShieldsPart) clearly prot from simplied ane motion
compensation whereas sequences without such motions (350m sequence,
BasketballDrive) do not benet from the simplied ane motion model.
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5.2 Evaluation of the ROI-based System for Low Bit
Rate Aerial Video Coding
¿e ROI coding system introduced in Chapter 4 is evaluated in this section with the
focus on its coding eciency. First, in Section 5.2.1, the PSNR is analyzed for the
luminance component in ROI areas (ROI-PSNR), assuming that the global motion
compensation introduces only small interpolation artifacts which are negligible
compared to the quality impairment caused by the video encoding itself. ¿is holds
true especially for high quantization levels, i. e. using very coarse quantization. As
encoding framework the general ROI coding system (Section 4.3) is used.
In the second part of this section (Section 5.2.2), the overall image quality is
evaluated in subjective tests based on ITU-T Recommendation P.913 [54]. In top-
bottom comparisons between a commonly encoded and a ROI encoded sequence
at similar bit rates the test subjects were asked to 1. analyze, which video provides
more details suitable for surveillance tasks, 2. evaluate, which shows their favorite
perceived overall quality and 3. state whether they believe that a better image quality
could reveal more helpful details in the context of aerial surveillance.
5.2.1 Objective evaluation of the general ROI-coding system
compared to amodied HEVC-encoder and common
HEVC coding
Aiming at aerial surveillance tasks, the ROI coding system introduced in Chapter 4
exploits the characteristic that a landscape appears to be planar for medium to high
ight altitudes. It achieves a high subjective quality also at extremely low bit rates
below 1Mbit/s, where common video encoders are not able to provide useful image
qualities any more. To provide such high subjective qualities at these very low bit
rates, global motion compensation is employed to reconstruct any content in the
frame which already appeared in one of the preceeding frames. Only new emerging
areas in each frame (new areas, ROI-NA) and areas showing locally moving objects like
cars (moving objects, ROI-MO) not conforming with the global motion are encoded.
To objectively assess the coding gain of the ROI coding system for aerial sequences
of the TAVT data set (Fig. 5.7) [46, 81] the PSNR of the luminance component is
measured in ROI areas (ROI-PSNR). It is hereby assumed that errors introduced by
global motion compensation and interpolation are small compared to those of the
actual video encoder internal quantization at these small bit rates. As a common
video encoder without any modications, the HEVC reference encoder HEVC Test
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Model (HM) 16.2 [73] was used. To evaluate the performance of the general ROI coding
system compared to a specically adopted encoder, an externally controlled HM video
encoder was applied (HEVC-skip) [81]. ¿e latter encoder enforces all non-ROI areas to
be encoded in the special HEVCmode “merge/skip” [89]. Furthermore, the video was
preprocessed and encoded according to the proposed general ROI coding framework
(Section 4.3). An unmodied HM encoder was employed, rstly using mode 1 (copy
of the temporally preceding corresponding block in the preprocessing (PP)), called
“HEVC-PP (mode 1)”, and secondly using mode 2 (replacement of non-ROI blocks by
black areas), called “HEVC-PP-black (mode 2)”.
¿e test setup and evaluation as well as the following description are based on the
previous publication [85]. For evaluation, all coding systems were adjusted to match
the same PSNR of the luminance channel as given in the results table which represents
a subjectively “good quality” for each specic sequence. Only the luminance values
within ROI areas (ROI-PSNR) are considered, similar to [38, 81]. Hereby it is assumed
that errors in non-ROI areas are irrelevant because non-ROI is reconstructed by
external means as part of the postprocessing at the decoder. If it was not possible to
exactly match the ROI-PSNR, it was interpolated linearly in between the adjacent rate
points, which is justied by a relatively linear curve between neighboring rate points
in an operational rate-distortion plot.
Major parts of the frames of the aerial sequences were selected to be non-ROI by
the ROI-detectors, depending on the camera movement relative to the ground and
the small amount of areas containing moving objects.
Table 5.2 shows the coding gains (negative numbers) relative to the HEVC reference
(indicated by Ref.) as marked in the columns. ¿e resulting image quality using
the proposed general ROI coding is similar to the one achieved with the specically
adapted encoder HEVC-skip. Compared to common video coding, the subjective
quality remains relatively high over the entire frame for all ROI-based systems even
at low bit rates, as more bits can be allocated to ROI areas (Fig. 5.9) due to the bit
savings in non-ROI regions.
With the HEVC-skip video encoder the bit rate is decreased for the HD resolution
sequences by up to 94.8% and by approximately 90.4% on average, and to about
600 kbit/s for a perceptional “good quality” of about 38 dB. ¿ese bit rates are very low
compared to the bit rates of the unmodied HEVC codec between 5500–11900 kbit/s.
Both proposed coding modes of the general ROI coding system provide coding
performances similar to the specically adapted HEVC-skip encoder. ¿e slight drop
of coding performance can be compensated by the simplicity of the general ROI
approach compared to the complex, time consuming and thus expensive encoder
internal modications for implementing an external mode control. Finally, from the
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(a) Original frame (whole frame) (b) Original, magnif.
(c) HEVC en- and decoded (whole frame, 126 kbit/s) (d) HEVC, magnif.
(e) General ROI en- and decoded (whole frame, 117 kbit/s) (f) General ROI, magnif.
Figure 5.9: Subjective image quality comparison for extremely low bit rates (350m
sequence [46, 81]), showing whole frames (le ) and corresponding mag-
nications (“magnif.”, right). (a), (b): original frame as recorded; (c), (d):
commonly HEVC coded; (e), (f): general ROI coded as proposed.
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Table 5.2: Bit rate comparison for similar PSNRs in ROI areas (ROI-PSNRs) as indicated
in the columns between general ROI preprocessing (PP) with block insertion
from previous frames (mode 1) or insertion of black areas (PP-black, mode
2) for non-ROI areas compared to a modied video encoder (HEVC-skip)
and an unmodied HEVC encoder. HEVC encoder in every system: HM
16.2, LD prole. Test sequences from the TAVT data set (set 1) [46, 81].
Negative numbers are gains compared to the reference (indicated by Ref.
in the table, reference ROI-PSNR values corresponding to results of skip-
implementation at default settings). General ROI coding provides similar

































HEVC 5568 Ref. 7947 Ref. 5849 Ref. 11901 Ref.
HEVC-skip 558 −90.0 851 −89.3 739 −87.4 614 −94.8
HEVC-PP (mode 1) 644 −88.4 939 −88.2 815 −86.1 686 −94.2
HEVC-PP-black (mode 2) 562 −89.9 875 −89.0 751 −87.2 618 −94.8
results it can be stated that the general ROI codingmode 2 slightly outperformsmode 1
in all cases in the test set, which may be caused by an imperfect sub-partitioning of
the coding blocks (called coding tree units, CTUs, in HEVC).
In conclusion, the general ROI coding system combines high coding eciency
which outperforms common state-of-the-art video coding standards by far in terms
of ROI-PSNR with a simple implementation of the necessary pre- and postprocessing.
In the next subsection it will be shown that the ROI-PSNR—although it only considers
the PSNR in ROI areas—is a valid indicator for the perceived overall image quality.
5.2.2 Subjective tests
In the previous subsection it has already been shown that the proposed general ROI
coding system outperforms the common video coding standard HEVC in terms of
ROI-PSNR. ¿ereby it was assumed that the global motion compensation employed
by the ROI coding system does not impair the perceived image quality. ¿is assertion
shall be veried in this subsection by subjective tests. ¿e test subjects were asked to
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Table 5.3: Bit rates used for subjective tests. Test sequences from the TAVT data set
[46, 81]. “Ref.”: commonly HEVC encoded, “ROI”: general ROI encoded
(proposed). ¿e video encoder so ware in either case was x265 (as part of
the framework mpeg Lavc57.107.100 libx265) [126, 34].

















1 126 117 138 126 122 122 105 104
2 210 209 198 189 222 202 205 194
3 333 335 285 278 313 322 293 301
4 395 379 414 399 449 453 481 481
5 548 554 502 505 540 510 663 653
6 754 711 739 718 649 648 957 868
7 1052 1051 1085 1025 940 919 2022 1914
8 1511 1542 1594 1624 2622 2539 2835 2662
9 5282 5131 4471 4433 5243 5156 5296 5359
judge the quality of a commonly HEVC encoded video (reference) versus the quality
of a general ROI encoded sequence (proposed; only new areas (ROI-NA) and moving
objects (ROI-MO) are encoded in each frame, whereas non-ROI areas are set to black,
see Section 4.3) in a top-bottom comparison. Hereby, it was randomly selected
whether the reference or the ROI coded sequence was displayed at the top. ¿e other
sequence was displayed at the bottom, accordingly. ¿e four aerial sequences from
the TAVT data set (Fig. 5.7 on page 97) [46, 81] were used as test sequences.
Nine dierent bit rate levels from extremely low bit rates of about 100 kbit/s to
common moderate operational bit rates for HEVC encoded content of 5000 kbit/s
according to Table 5.3 were presented to the test subjects (Fig. 5.10, visually adjusted
at the test monitor).
At the lowest bit rate levels it may be hard to recognize, if a car is parked near the
street or not (Fig. 5.10c, red car at the bottom right, especially in the image of the
reference system). For the noisy 1500m sequence it may even be hard to recognize
houses in the reference (Fig. 5.10g, upper panel), whereas those are recognizable in the
ROI coded image (Fig. 5.10g, lower panel). As video encoder for the subjective tests
the so ware x265 (as part of the framework mpeg Lavc57.107.100 libx265) [126, 34]
was used at medium preset. It provides fast and high performance HEVC encoding
potentially suitable for on-board encoding of small and medium drones with limited
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(a) 350m sequence, worst quality (top: ROI coding, 117 kbit/s; bottom: reference, 126 kbit/s)
(b) 350m sequence, best quality (top: reference, 5282 kbit/s; bottom: ROI coding, 5131 kbit/s)
Figure 5.10: Subjective test images [46, 81].
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(c) 500m sequence, worst quality (top: reference, 138 kbit/s; bottom: ROI coding, 126 kbit/s)
(d) 500m sequence, best quality (top: reference, 4471 kbit/s; bottom: ROI coding, 4433 kbit/s)
Figure 5.10: Subjective test images (continued).
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(e) 1000m sequence, worst quality (top: ROI coding, 122 kbit/s; bottom: reference, 122 kbit/s)
(f) 1000m sequence, best quality (top: ROI coding, 5156 kbit/s; bottom: reference, 5243 kbit/s)
Figure 5.10: Subjective test images (continued).
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(g) 1500m sequence, worst quality (top: reference, 105 kbit/s; bottom: ROI coding, 104 kbit/s)
(h) 1500m sequence, best quality (top: ROI coding, 5359 kbit/s; bottom: reference, 5296 kbit/s)
Figure 5.10: Subjective test images (continued).
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Figure 5.11: Subjective test setup.
energy and computational power.
Since the details of a complex suburban scene like shown in the test sequences may
easily overwhelm a test subject, randomly drawn still images from each sequence
were presented instead of the videos. Each subject was given the same frames and
was allowed to view the images for an arbitrary time to account for dierent grades
of observation skills.
¿e subjective tests were performed as comparison category rating (CCR) at lab
conditions (Fig. 5.11) according to ITU-T Rec. P.913 [54]. Comparison category ratings
were favored over absolute category ratings since for low and very low bit rates the
absolute ratings may not indicate signicant dierences between the reference and
the proposed system as the image quality is impaired in any case. ¿e test frames
were cropped to exactly t the test display, a Dell U2713HM 27” LED-LCD with a
resolution of 2560×1440 pel, to avoid scaling and interpolation artifacts. ¿e test
subjects were requested to adjust their chairs to provide a centered, perpendicular
view of the screen to minimize viewing angle dependent eects.
In the course of the test, the subjects were asked whether the top or bottom image
provides more sharp details, with a special focus on aerial surveillance tasks. For
example it may be of interest if cars are recognizable, if persons are recognizable,
if details from cars (presence or absence of the side-mirror, dents in cars etc.) or
persons (e. g. color of jacket) can be distinguished. Moreover, the subjects should
state which overall subjective impression they preferred. Finally, they were asked
to judge whether they expect to recognize more relevant details if the quality was
improved for both coding systems separately. ¿e answers had to be entered in a
graphical user interface (GUI, as illustrated in Fig. 5.12) designed with Matlab 2018b
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Figure 5.12: Graphical user interface (GUI) for subjective tests using comparison cate-
gory rating (CCR). Experimental setup and quality criterion according
to ITU-T Rec. P.913 [54]. In each test a top-bottom comparison was
presented to the test subjects. ¿e reference image or the ROI coded
image (proposed) was presented at the top by random choice. ¿e other
sequence was presented at the bottom, respectively. Similar bit rates
were used in each comparison and the sequences were displayed with
increasing bit rates for each sequence (HEVC encoder: x265 as part of the
framework mpeg Lavc57.107.100 libx265 [126, 34]).
[119]. ¿e subjects had to answer the questions for the sharpness and overall image
impression based on a seven-grade Likert scale (“much better”, “better”, “slightly
better”, “same”, “slightly worse”, “worse”, “much worse”) according to ITU-T Rec. P.913
[54]. Moreover, the subjects were requested to state whether they expect to gain any
more knowledge relevant for surveillance tasks on an adapted ve-grade scale (“no”,
“rather not”, “maybe”, “rather yes”, “yes”) for the reference and the ROI coding system
separately. ¿e answers to the latter questions will indicate, which minimum bit rate
is required to successfully fulll surveillance tasks.
¿e test was performed with 27 test subjects and the average duration was 50 min-
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utes, which equals about 1.5 minutes per test image. ¿is indicates that the subjects
intensely observed the sequences with regard to details.
¿e results of the subjective tests are summarized in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 in box
plot-like graphs. Technically, the answer items of the Likert scale may not be assigned
to numerical values since they only represent relative dierences and no absolute
quality gradings like in absolute category rating scales (e. g.mean opinion score orMOS
scale). However, the box plot-like graphs provide a robust estimate of the distribution
of the answers for the purpose of comparison.
¿e Mathworks online description for box plots and particularly the Matlab doc-
umentation of the boxplot command [72] state: “On each box, the central mark
indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and
75th percentiles, respectively. ¿e whiskers extend to the most extreme data points
not considered outliers, and the outliers are plotted individually using the ’+’ symbol”,
and “observations beyond the whisker length are marked as outliers. By default, an
outlier is a value that is more than 1.5 times the interquartile range away from the
top or bottom of the box.” Two similar bit rates, given in Table 5.3 were averaged
and displayed on the abscissa of Figures 5.13 and 5.14. ¿e four compartments in
the box plot-like graphs show results for the four test sequences (Fig. 5.7) in ascend-
ing numerical order, starting with the 350m sequence on the far le to the 500m
sequence, the 1000m sequence and nally the 1500m sequence right-lateral. ¿e order
of presentation is equal to the order in the result graphs. Before each test, the worst
and the best quality was shortly presented to the test subjects using an example not
included in the test images.
From the results in Fig. 5.13a it becomes obvious that for very low to medium
low bit rates between 105 and 1609 kbit/s the proposed ROI system is clearly able to
retain more sharpness compared to the reference system. For higher bit rates, both
systems provide sucient sharpness of the images resulting in similar median values
reecting comparable subjective ratings. In contrast to the other sequences, for the
lowest bit rate of the 500m sequence (132 kbit/s) the image quality is comparably low
for both systems. ¿erefore, the test subjects rated the ROI system as “slightly better”
only (Fig. 5.10d). ¿e lower quality compared to the other sequences at similar bit
rates may be caused by the highest amount of details in this scene. For the next higher
bit rate of 194 kbit/s, however, the ROI system can provide an obviously better image
quality than the reference system based on the test results.
A similar trend for the overall personal impression (Fig. 5.13b) can be seen in terms
of sharpness. At very low and low bit rates the proposed ROI coding system clearly
outperforms the reference. At higher bit rates, ROI coding induced artifacts—for
instance visible in Fig. 5.10d at the house roof on the right—are more disturbing
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(b) Overall personal impression
Figure 5.13: Sharpness of details and overall personal impression. ¿e red central
marks represent the medians, the bottom and top edges of the blue boxes
indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. ¿e whiskers extend
to the most extreme data points not considered outliers, and the outliers
are plotted individually using the red ’+’ symbol [72]. Images from the
reference and the ROI system were randomly shown either in the upper
or the lower panel for testing.
than a slightly smoothed overall visual impression, exceptionally pronounced for





















































































Do you expect to gain more surveillance task relevant knowledge at improved image quality?
Reference
ROI coding
Figure 5.14: Expectations of the test subjects whether an improved image quality
provides more information relevant for surveillance tasks using the ref-
erence (blue) or the ROI system (green). ¿e central marks represent the
medians, the bottom and top edges of the boxes indicate the 25th and 75th
percentiles, respectively. ¿e whiskers extend to the most extreme data
points not considered outliers, and the outliers are plotted individually
using the red ’+’ symbol [72]. Images from the reference and the ROI
system were randomly shown either in the upper or the lower panel for
testing.
was presented to the test subjects rst, the results tend to be more volatile due to the
adjustment of the subjects to the dierent quality levels. Moreover, the randomly
drawn test image of the 350m sequence contains a relatively low amount of details.
¿us, relatively high quality can be achieved by both, the reference as well as the ROI
coding system. For the sequences 350m sequence and 1000m sequence not containing
severe ROI coding artifacts, the overall impression was assessed equally for higher bit
rates. For the 500m sequence and the 1500m sequence, ROI coding artifacts impair
the overall image impression for the highest bit rates, which is the reason why the
reference systemwas preferred. ¿emost disturbing artifacts can be seen in Fig. 5.10d
at the house roof in the middle right and the parked cars in Fig. 5.10h.
¿e answers of the subjects whether they expect to gain any further knowledge
useful for surveillance tasks by an improved image quality, are visualized in Fig. 5.14.
Herein, blue markers and lines represent the answers for the reference system while
the answers for the ROI coding system are shown in green. It is obvious again that
the ROI coding system outperforms the reference system especially for very low bit
rates, which are always associated with a preference of the ROI system. ¿emaximum
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achievable quality for managing surveillance tasks like object recognition and detail
detection in the monitored scene is reached at considerably lower bit rates compared
to the reference system. Already at bit rates starting from 210 kbit/s for the 350m
sequence (500m sequence: 407 kbit/s; 1000m sequence: 318 kbit/s; 1500m sequence:
297 kbit/s) most test subjects stated they rather do not expect to gain any more relevant
details for surveillance tasks by an increased image quality using the ROI coding
system. In contrast to that, for the same statement considering the reference system,
bit rates of 733, 504, 649 and 481 kbit/s were required for the four test sequences in
ascending order.
5.2.3 Long-termmosaicking
As introduced in Section 4.1.2, one underlying assumption of a frame-to-frame-
based motion estimation in the proposed ROI coding system is that the video frames
are only marginally aected by radial lens distortion. In order to enable the ROI
coding system to also deal with videos containing non-negligible radial distortion, an
ecient in-loop radial distortion compensation (RDC) was proposed in Section 4.1.3.
It is based on the idea that the radial distortion does not or only slowly change over
time. ¿us, one constant but unknown radial distortion parameter κ1 is iteratively
estimated within the motion estimation process for each group of frames (GOF, cf.
Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 on pages 72 and 74, respectively). ¿e following description and
results have been previously published in [83].
To demonstrate the eectiveness of the proposed algorithm, the unprocessed, non
radial distortion compensated, test sequences from the TAVT data set [46, 81] were
employed again. ¿e empirically optimized number of iterations is iRDC=14 and the
size of one GOF nRDC=60. ¿e summarized changes of shape and size between the
rst and the last frame of a GOF were limited to cshape,max = 10% and csize,max = 20%,
respectively. ¿e proposed radial distortion compensation leads to an increased
PSNR of the global motion compensation of 0.27 dB on average (Table 5.4). ¿e
automatically generated mosaic of the 350m sequence was manually matched with
Google Earth [37]. A dri of only 4 pel per 909 pel was achieved, corresponding to
0.0044 pel/frame or about 1m per 230m, respectively.
Whereas it is impossible to generate a panorama image from uncorrected content
as recorded by a camera, the in-loop radial distortion compensation is able to mosaic
the same sequence fully automatically (Fig. 4.13 on page 85). On an Intel Xeon
CPU E5-2670 with 2.60GHz, the unoptimized C/C++ algorithm runs for the rst
GOF (l = 1) of a sequence with about 1000ms/frame due to the initial estimation of a
radial distortion parameter κ1, l=1. ¿is time can be decreased by providing a good
initialization for κ1, l=1, by reducing the numbers of frames nRDC in one GOF, or by
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Table 5.4: Gains of global motion-compensated prediction by the proposed radial
distortion compensation (RDC) in dB PSNR.
Sequence name (with reference







350m sequence 35.68 35.94 0.26
500m sequence 31.96 32.21 0.25
1000m sequence 34.17 34.48 0.31
1500m sequence 32.17 32.43 0.26
Average 33.50 33.77 0.27
limiting themaximum allowed number of iterations iRDC; albeit the latter may reduce
the accuracy of the nal κ1. For any other GOF, the average run-time per frame is
about 200ms/frame, depending on the number of iterations necessary for fullling the
optimization criteria.
Entire panoramic images for the test sequences are presented in Fig. 5.15.
In this subsection, the proposed iterative in-loop radial distortion compensation
has been applied and its eectiveness empirically proven for real-world sequences.
It is capable of compensating radial lens distortion without any prior knowledge
of the latter. ¿e main advantage of the proposed approach is that it does neither
need orthorectied, nor georeferenced video sequences as input. It only relies on
the quasi-planar ground of the video sequence recorded at suciently high ight
altitudes.
In conclusion, in this section the capabilities of the ROI coding system from Chap-
ter 4 have been investigated with respect to a common HEVC coding system as
reference. In an objective evaluation, the PSNRmeasured in ROI areas indicated that
the ROI system can provide a comparable image quality at only 10% of the HEVC bit
rate. ¿is implies that the global motion compensation of the ROI coding system does
introduce no or only marginal artifacts into non-ROI regions. To conrm this as-
sumption, subjective tests were performed. ¿ey successfully veried that especially
for very low and low bit rates of less than 1Mbit/s for full HD resolution sequences,
recorded e. g. at 30 fps, the ROI coding system outperforms the reference system in
terms of detail sharpness and overall image impression. Moreover, the ROI coding
system reaches its maximum performance for surveillance tasks at considerably
lower bit rates than the common HEVC reference system. Finally, the automatic radial
distortion compensation was employed to generate long-term aerial mosaics out of
more than 1500 frames of real-world aerial sequences recorded at dierent ight
altitudes.
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(a) 350m sequence, 821 frames with magnications (b) 500m sequence, 1121 frames
Figure 5.15: Panoramic images of non-preprocessed, full HD resolution sequences
from TAVT [46, 81], rotated and scaled to t page height. ¿e full resolu-
tion as captured by the camera is retained as can be seen in the magni-
cations.
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(c) 1000m sequence, 1166 frames (d) 1500m sequence, 1571 frames
Figure 5.15: Panoramic images of non-preprocessed, full HD resolution sequences
from TAVT [46, 81], rotated and scaled to t page height (continued). ¿e
full resolution as captured by the camera is retained.
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6 Summary and Conclusions
Motion-compensated prediction is one key element in modern hybrid video cod-
ing. With upcoming new application scenarios like the encoding of aerial surveil-
lance videos captured from unmanned aerial vechicles (UAVs), new challenges occur.
Whereas in common natural videos a translational motion model is sucient to
describe most of the motion contained in the videos, in aerial surveillance videos a
high amount of non-translational motion like scaling (zoom) and rotation is present.
Such motion types can be described by an ane motion model. ¿us, as a rst
contribution of this work, ane motion-compensated prediction in video coding
was analyzed. ¿e minimum bit rate required for encoding the prediction error was
derived for a fully ane motion model with six degrees of freedom as well as for
a simplied ane motion model with only four degrees of freedom. ¿e latter is
currently investigated by JVET within the scope of the standardization activities of
a video coding standard succeeding HEVC. In the context of aerial surveillance, the
derived minimum bit rates for providing reasonable image qualities for surveillance
tasks with limited bandwidth may still be too high. ¿us, as a second contribution,
a codec-independent region of interest- (ROI-) based video coding system for aerial
surveillance videos was proposed, which exploits the characteristic of predominant
planarity of the observed areas in aerial sequences. Already known background
is reconstructed by means of ane global motion compensation. In order to also
retain local motion on the ground, moving objects are detected and additionally
encoded. As a third contribution, a long-term mosaicking approach was proposed. It
is capable of compensating radial lens distortion without any prior knowledge about
the camera. Within the global motion estimation, one radial distortion compensation
parameter for a given group of frames is jointly estimated so that the projections of
the video frames in the mosaic fulll predened geometric restrictions.
As rst contribution, a model for ane motion-compensated prediction in video
coding has been derived in Chapter 3. ¿e derivations were performed with a special
focus on a simplied ane motion model with four degrees of freedom, especially
because such amodel is investigated in the recent standardization activities from JVET
in the context of a video coding standard succeeding HEVC. It is capable to describe
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scaling, rotation and translation and thus covers typical motion types contained in
real-world aerial video sequences. By using the rate-distortion theory, the minimum
required bit rate for encoding the prediction error as a function of the motion estima-
tion accuracy has been modeled (cf. Fig. 3.1 on page 39 for a comprehensive owchart
of the model derivation). To achieve this, the four parameters of the simplied ane
motion model were assumed to be aected by statistically independent estimation
errors with probability density functions (pdfs) following zero-mean Gaussian distri-
butions. Due to the Gaussian assumption, the ane transform parameter estimation
errors are entirely characterized by their variances. From the joint probability density
function of these parameter estimation errors, the pdf of the displacement estimation
error in the image was derived by applying the transform theorem for pdfs. In con-
trast to previously existing models, e. g. for purely translational motion-compensated
prediction, the displacement estimation error is location-dependent in the case of any
ane motion-compensated prediction. ¿e pdf of the displacement estimation error
is Gaussian distributed as well and is a function of the ane parameter estimation
errors. By combining the Fourier transform of the pdf of the displacement estimation
error and the modeled power spectral density (PSD) of aerial videos, the PSD of the
prediction error is derived. Applying the rate-distortion theory results in the mini-
mum required bit rate for encoding the prediction error for a given signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). Due to the Gaussian distribution assumptions and since the Gaussian
distribution has the highest entropy among all distributions with same mean and
variance, the supremumof theminimumbit rate required for encoding the prediction
error was nally obtained.
Furthermore, the model error was determined which occurs if a translational
motion model is used for a sequence containing motions, which can only be de-
scribed by an ane or higher-order motion model, i. e. rotation, scaling and shearing
(“anities”) in addition to translation. ¿e results show that both, the ane param-
eter estimation errors as well as the anities inherently contained in a sequence,
can be mathematically modeled in the same way. From this nding, two dierent
conclusions can be drawn: rst, if the parameter estimation errors are considered,
the derived bit rate depends on the estimation process only, i. e. is a characteristic
of the specic ane estimator. In case of any additional quantization of the ane
parameters, e. g. due to an ecient parameter encoding, these additionally intro-
duced quantization errors may be modeled as estimation errors as well. For ane
motion-compensated prediction to be more ecient than simple intra coding of a
HD resolution video signal itself, a bit rate of less than 2.0 bit/sample must be provided
for a SNR of 30 dB. Using the example of a simplied ane motion model with a
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block size of 64×64 pel and a translational quarter-pel accuracy, this can only be
achieved for an ane motion estimation accuracy of σ 2ea =3 ⋅ 10−4 or smaller. Such
estimation accuracies can easily be achieved with real-world implementations. For
instance, the implementation used in this work provides estimation error variances
of about 5 ⋅ 10−10 for non-translational ane parameters. Second, in the case that
non-translational (simplied) ane motion types are contained in a sequence and
nevertheless a purely translational motion model is used (e. g. as in the current video
coding standard HEVC), the minimum bit rate for encoding the prediction error is
mainly induced by the model violations. As an example, for the full HD resolution
test sequences TractorPart and ShieldsPart containing large zoom drives (scaling),
Bjøntegaard delta rate gains of up to 31% and 25%, respectively, can be achieved by
using the JEM so ware for non-intra coded frames and a simplied ane motion
model instead of a purely translational one.
Similar to the simplied ane motion model a fully ane model with six degrees
of freedom was investigated. Compared to the simplied ane motion model which
already covers scaling (zoom), rotation, as well as translation—and thus most of the
motion types contained in aerial and presumable also general video sequences—it
can additionally describe shearing. ¿e derivations for the fully ane motion model
result in a dierent probability density function of the displacement estimation error
and consequently in a dierent PSD of the prediction error. Comparing the results
from the fully anemotionmodel with those from the simplied one, it can be found
that for typical ane transformation parameter estimation error variances the bit rate
dierence is negligible. Otherwise, assuming that in a video sequence ane motion
is contained which cannot be described by a simplied anemodel, i. e. shearing, the
fully ane motion model may provide signicant gains in terms of coding eciency.
However, since the vast majority of motions contained in real-world sequences can
already be described by the simplied ane motion model, no additional gain can be
expected from amotionmodel additionally coveringmotions of very rare occurrence.
Moreover, from a coding point of view, it is typically benecial to encode as few
parameters as possible.
¿e derived model of the minimum required bit rate for encoding the prediction
error as a function of the motion estimation accuracy has been experimentally
veried in Section 5.1. Due to several assumptions in order to approximate the
real world and since the supremum of the minimum prediction error bit rate is
modeled, the absolute measured bit rates are below the modeled bit rates. However,
in conclusion, the model provides valuable information about the minimum required
motion estimation accuracy to enable a predened bit rate for encoding the prediction
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error and to design upcoming video coding standards in terms of minimum required
ane motion parameter accuracy. Moreover, the comparison between the fully and
the simplied anemotionmodel justies the selection of the latter for the upcoming
video coding standard succeeding HEVC, presumably to be named Versatile Video
Coding (VVC).
Taking even higher camera resolutions (4K and above) and multiple camera setups
on-board an UAV for aerial surveillance tasks into account, the demand for a coding
system which provides a coding eciency exceeding existing and upcoming video
coding standards becomes obvious. Consequently, the second contribution of this
thesis is a codec-independent ROI-based coding system for the ecient encoding of
aerial video sequences as proposed in Chapter 4. ¿is coding system especially takes
into account the non-translational, e. g. ane, motion contained in aerial sequences.
For the ROI detection and encoding system, it is assumed that the surface of the
earth appears mainly planar in the video frames. ¿is is approximately true for
medium and high ight altitudes and a camera facing perpendicularly downwards.
Hereby the prevalent motion in the scene is induced by the global motion of the
camera. For such sequences it is sucient to only encode new emerging areas and
to reconstruct the remaining areas of each frame by means of ane or even higher-
order global motion compensation. ¿is results in coding eciency gains compared
to standardized video codecs since the noise contained in the sequence has to be
encoded only once in the new areas. Perspective changes in the video caused by 3D
objects not matching the assumption of planarity are neglected in favor of a reduced
bit rate. ¿e reconstruction of such a ROI encoded video is realized by registering any
new area in a mosaic and extracting video frames at appropriate positions to recover
the aerial video sequence.
Locally moving objects like moving cars or persons are detected and encoded as
additional regions of interest (ROI-MO) since moving objects are typically of high
interest for surveillance tasks. Two dierent moving object detectors are proposed
in this work. ¿e primary one aims at a high computational eciency. It relies on a
simple yet eective pel-wise dierence detection between the motion-compensated
predicted and the current video frame. Spots of high energy are considered as moving
objects and consequently treated as ROI-MO. ¿e second proposed moving object
detector combines an independent superpixel segmentation of the input video frames
with the dierence image-based moving object detector described above in order
to obtain more accurate moving object boundaries. To avoid mis-detections, e. g.
due to non-planar ground structures like trees or houses violating the assumption of
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planarity, a mesh-based local motion compensation is incorporated into the system.
¿e latter moving object detector provides highly increased pel-wise detection rates.
However, the computational complexity may exceed the computational resources of
small andmedium UAVs. Since the focus of this work is on video encoding rather than
accurate object detection, the rst moving object detector was used in the coding
system. It should be noted that without any structural changes of the coding system
any arbitrary moving object detector may be used instead.
For the video encoding itself, a general ROI coding approach is proposed to enable
the application of any o-the-shelf video encoder. It is based on the idea that non-ROI
areas are compensated at the decoder anyway, and almost no bits should be spent
for the encoding of these areas. In a preprocessing step prior to the actual video
encoding, every non-ROI block in each frame is replaced by a black area. As a result,
the video encoder itself determines the application of one of its most ecient coding
modes, e. g. DCmode or skip mode in the case of HEVC.
In the experimental results in Section 5.2, the performance of the proposed general
ROI coding system was evaluated. Four HD resolution aerial test sequences from the
TAVT data set have been used which were recorded at 30 fps. In objective measure-
ments, the bit rate was reduced by up to 95% at maximum and 90% on average
compared to the HEVC reference encoder HM. Total bit rates of 562–875 kbit/s were
achieved for PSNR values in ROI areas between 37.2 and 38.9 dB. To verify that the
overall image quality remains subjectively high, subjective tests have been performed.
¿e test subjects clearly stated that for very low bit rates between 100 kbit/s and at least
1600 kbit/s (full HD resolution, 30 fps) the ROI coding system preserves more sharp
details while concurrently a more pleasant overall image impression is provided. For
most test sequences, the ROI system was preferred also for higher bit rates up to about
4500 kbit/s. Finally, the test subjects decided for all test sequences that the ROI coding
system already provided all details relevant for surveillance tasks at considerably
lower bit rates compared to the HEVC reference system.
As mentioned above, the proposed ROI coding system inherently relies on the
generation of a mosaic out of new areas for the reconstruction of video frames at the
decoder-side. For the reconstructed frame to be consistent, it is highly important that
the processed video is not aected by signicant radial lens distortion. Otherwise the
global motion estimation becomes inaccurate, which results in discontinuities within
the reconstructed frames. To enable ROI processing also for aerial videos, captured
from a non-calibrated, unknown camera, an in-loop radial distortion compensation
was proposed as a third contribution of this thesis. In contrast to other approaches, the
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proposed algorithm does not aim at a highly accurate radial distortion compensation.
Instead, it aims at minimizing the distortions of the projected frames in the mosaic.
¿ismeans, for every group of frames (GOF), a suitable radial distortion compensation
parameter is iteratively estimated jointly with the frame-to-frame homographies,
in order to preserve similar geometric properties like shape and size of the frames
within one GOF. Using this approach, the quality of the global motion compensation
was increased by 0.27 dB PSNR on average. Since lens distortion induced inaccuracies
are reduced, the fully automatic generation of long-term mosaics consisting of more
than 1500 frames is enabled for videos captured by an unknown camera and without
any manual preprocessing or adjustment. ¿ose overview mosaics may provide
additional contextual information for surveillance tasks without any extra eorts and
expenses.
Outlook
In this work, a model to determine the minimum required bit rate for encoding the
prediction error of ane motion-compensated prediction in video coding has been
presented. Such a model may especially be valuable for the design of upcoming video
coding standards or systems employing ane motion-compensated prediction.
Taking cameras not pointing vertically downwards into account, the ane trans-
formation model might be extended towards a projective one with eight degrees of
freedom. ¿is would also enable to manage for instance trapezoid distortions.
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A Appendix
A.1 Derivation of the Probability Density Function
of the Displacement Estimation Error for Fully
AneMotion-Compensated Prediction
¿e probability density function of the displacement estimation error for fully ane motion
compensation in video coding can be expressed as given in (3.11) (page 43) by
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(see (3.11) in Section 3.1.2 on page 43).
Note that capital letters in these derivations are only shorthand symbols whereby their
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meaning is restricted to the current section. With B = 2(σ 2e11σ 2e12σ 2e13) (A.1) yields
p∆X′ (∆x′∣x , y) = A ⋅ ∞∫∫−∞ exp
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Inserting the transformedM from (A.3) into (A.2) yields
p∆X′ (∆x′∣x , y) = A ⋅ ∞∫∫−∞ exp
⎛⎝ − C + Ex2B ⋅ (e11 + K)2⎞⎠de11 ⋅ exp (N)de12 . (A.4)
Using the common integral formula
∞
∫−∞ exp (−ax2)dx =
√pi
a
, for a > 0 (A.5)
(with a as placeholder, only referring in this section) leads to the intermediate solution of
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(A.4):
p∆X′ (∆x′∣x , y) =A ⋅√ pi ⋅ BC + Ex2 ⋅
∞
∫−∞ exp (N)de12 . (A.6)
¿e auxiliary variable N from (A.3) can be rewritten by
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By combining (A.6) and (A.7), integration and insertion of A, the pdf of the displacement
estimation error in x-direction is obtained:
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Resubstitution of the auxiliary variables nally leads to (3.12) (page 43):
p∆X′ (∆x′∣x ,y) = 1√
2pi (σ 2e11 x2 + σ 2e12 y2 + σ 2e13)
⋅ exp(− ∆x′2
2 ⋅ (σ 2e11 x2 + σ 2e12 y2 + σ 2e13)) . (A.9)
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A.2 Derivation of the Probability Density Function
of the Displacement Estimation Error for
Simplied AneMotion-Compensated
Prediction
¿e probability density function of the displacement estimation error for simplied ane
motion compensation in video coding can be expressed as given in (3.35) (page 57) by
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s ∣x , y) = 1(2pi)2 σea σeb σec σe f´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
A






− (∆x′s − eax − eb y)2
2σ 2ec
− (∆y′s + ebx − ea y)2
2σ 2e f
⎞⎠ deadeb . (A.10)
Substituting 12σ2ea
= ca , 12σ2eb = cb , 12σ2ec = cc , and 12σ2e f = c f and expanding (A.10) leads to
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s ∣x , y) = A ⋅ ∫R2 exp [ − cae2a − cbe2b− cc (∆x′2s + e2ax2 + e2b y2 − 2eax∆x′s − 2eb y∆x′s + 2eaebxy)
− c f (∆y′2s + e2bx2 + ea y2 + 2ebx∆y′s − 2ea y∆y′s − 2ebeaxy) ] deadeb . (A.11)
Note that capital letters in these derivations as well as the substitutions ca , cb , cc , and c f are
again only shorthand symbols whereby their meaning is restricted to the current section.
¿e exponent of (A.11), further on abbreviated as N , is sorted by prefactors of e2a , ea , and
e2b :
N = − e2a(ca + x2cc + y2c f ) + ea(2x∆x′scc − 2ebxycc + 2y∆y′sc f + 2ebxyc f )− e2b(cb + y2cc + x2c f ) − cc∆x′2s + 2cc eb y∆x′s − c f ∆y′2s − 2ebx∆y′sc f . (A.12)
Using the common integral formula
∞





+ c) , for Re{a} > 0 (A.13)
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with Re{a} denoting the real part of a yields
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s ∣x , y)
= A ⋅√ pi




(2cc∆x′sx − 2xeb ycc + 2c f ∆y′s y + 2c f ebxy)2
4 (ca + ccx2 + c f y2)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
B
− e2b(cb + cc y2 + c f x2) + eb(2∆x′s ycc − 2c f ∆y′sx) + ( − cc∆x′2s − c f ∆y′2s )⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ deb
(A.14)
a er the rst integration.
Abbreviating the exponent from (A.14) byM and sorting by prefactors of e2b and eb yields
M =(2cc∆x′sx − 2xeb ycc + c f 2∆y′s y + 2c f ebxy)2
4(ca + ccx2 + c f y2)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
B− e2b(cb + cc y2 + c f x2) + eb(2∆x′s ycc − 2c f ∆y′sx) + ( − cc∆x′2s − c f ∆y′2s )
=((x∆x′scc + y∆y′sc f ) + ebxy(c f − cc))2
B− e2b(cb + cc y2 + c f x2) + eb(2∆x′s ycc − 2c f ∆y′sx) + ( − cc∆x′2s − c f ∆y′2s ) . (A.15)
Solving the integral of (A.14) with (A.15) using (A.13) again results in
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s ∣x , y) =
A ⋅ √pi√
ca + ccx2 + c f y2 ⋅
√
pi√
cb + y2cc + x2c f − (x y(c f −cc))2B
⋅ exp⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
22(cc y∆x′s − x∆y′sc f + (x y(c f −cc))⋅(x∆x′s cc+y∆y′s c f )B )2
4 ⋅ cb + y2cc + x2c f − (x y(c f −cc))2B
− cc∆x′2s − c f ∆y′2s + (x∆x′scc + y∆y′sc f )2B
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (A.16)
which can be converted into (3.36) and nally into (3.39).
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A.3 2D Fourier Transform of the Displacement
Estimation Error for Fully Ane
Motion-Compensated Prediction
¿e 2D Fourier transform of the displacement estimation error (Equation (3.13) on page 44)
of the fully ane motion model as used in Equation (3.18) (page 45) is derived as









⋅ exp ( − jωx∆x′) ⋅ exp (− jωy∆y′) d∆x′ d∆y′ , (A.17)
where j denotes the imaginary unit.








2σ 2∆x′ − jωx∆x′ +
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= exp(−ω2x ⋅ σ 2∆x′
2
) ⋅ ∞∫−∞ exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−( ∆x′√






= exp(−ω2x ⋅ σ 2∆x′
2
) ⋅ ∞∫−∞ exp




= exp(−ω2x ⋅ σ 2∆x′
2
) ⋅√2pi ⋅ σ∆x′ . (A.18)
Calculating the ∆y′ terms accordingly and inserting both integration results in (A.17) yields
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the nal Fourier transform of the displacement estimation error
P(ωx , ωy) = 12piσ∆x′σ∆y′ ⋅√2pi ⋅ σ∆x′ ⋅ exp(−ω2x ⋅ σ 2∆x′2 ) ⋅√2pi ⋅ σ∆y′ ⋅ exp⎛⎝−ω
2
y ⋅ σ 2∆y′
2
⎞⎠
= exp( − 1
2
(ω2x σ 2∆x′ + ω2y σ 2∆y′)) . (A.19)
A.4 2D Fourier Transform of the Displacement
Estimation Error for Simplied Ane
Motion-Compensated Prediction
¿e 2D Fourier transform of the displacement estimation error (Equation (3.39) on page 57)
of the simplied ane motion model as used in Equation (3.18) (page 45) with j being the
imaginary unit is derived as














− 2ρ ⋅ ∆x′s ⋅ ∆y′s
σ∆x′s ⋅ σ∆y′s
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦







⎛⎝ − ∆x′2s 12σ 2∆x′s (1 − ρ2)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
a
+∆x′s ⎛⎝ 2 ρ ∆y′s2 σ∆x′s σ∆y′s (1 − ρ2) − jωx⎞⎠´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
b
− ∆y′2s
2σ 2∆y′s (1 − ρ2) − jωy∆y′s´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
c
⎞⎠d∆x′s d∆y′s . (A.20)
Note that substitutions in this section like a, b, c are shorthand symbols only referring to
the current section.
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Using two times the common integral formula
∞





+ c) , for Re{a} > 0 (A.21)
with Re{a} denoting the real part of a yields















2σ 2∆y′s (1 − ρ2) − jωy∆y′s
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
d∆y′s
= √2pi ⋅HHσ∆x′s ⋅√1 − ρ2
2pi ⋅√1 − ρ2 ⋅HHσ∆x′s ⋅ σ∆y′s
⋅ ∞∫−∞ exp
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝










2pi ⋅ σ∆y′s ⋅
∞
∫−∞ exp
⎛⎝ − ∆y2s′ ⋅ [ −ρ22σ 2∆y′s (1 − ρ2) + 12σ 2∆y′s (1 − ρ2)]
+ ∆y′s ( − jωy − jωx ρ σ∆x′sσ∆y′s ) + ( − ω
2




2pi ⋅ σ∆y′s ⋅
∞
∫−∞ exp
⎛⎝ − ∆y2s′ ⋅ [ 12σ 2∆y′s ]´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
a∗
+ ∆y′s ( − jωy − jωx ρ σ∆x′sσ∆y′s )´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
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Using (A.21) again with a∗ for a, b∗ for b, and c∗ for c results in
simpp∆X′s ,∆Y′s (∆x′s , ∆y′s ∣x ,y)
= 1√






























− ω2x σ 2∆x′s (1 − ρ2)
2
⎞⎠ . (A.23)
Simplication nally results in the 2D Fourier transform of the displacement estimation
error
P(ωx , ωy) = exp⎛⎝−ω2x σ 2∆xs ′2 − ω
2
y σ 2∆ys ′
2
− 2ωx ωy ρ σ∆′xs σ∆′ys⎞⎠
= exp(− 1
2
(ω2x σ 2∆xs ′ + ω2y σ 2∆ys ′) − 2ωx ωy ρ σ∆′xs σ∆′ys ) . (A.24)
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